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Cl le THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE Institute of Human Relations, 165 E. 56 St.'. New York, N.Y .. 10022, (212) 751-4000 
~ The American Jewish Committee, rounded 1n 1906, IS the pioneer human-relations 

agency in the United Slates. l!·protects the civil and religious rights of JeWll here 
and abroad, and advances the cause or Improved human relations for all people. 

MORTON YARMON, Director of Public Relations 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

NEW YORK, June 24 ... Jewish children's formal ti~s to Judaism may be somewhat weakened 

by divorce, and Jewish religious and educational institutions have few organized 

structures to counteract this trend , according to a just-published pilot study of 

"The Jewish Community and Children of Divor ce" sponsored by the American Jewish 

Committee's William Petschek National Jewish Family Center. 

The study find ings were announced this week by Dr . Nathalie Fr iedman, co-

author of the study, at a conference at AJC national headquarters. 

Dr . Friedman, a sociologist, is associated with Columbia University , as is h~r 

collaborator on the AJC project, Dr . Theresa F. Rogers . 

Addressing an audience of rabbis, religious school educators , social scientists , 

and social workers, Dr . Friedman stressed that t he s.tudy was a " preliminary investigation" 

whose findings "should not be considered conclusive." Its aims, s he said , were "to gain 

some insights" into the effects of divorce on Jewish children's Jewish identity and 

activities, and to examine the ways in which synagogues, Hebrew school s, and other 

Jewish institutions were helping single- parent families . 

The data were collected, she reported, t hrough interviews, averaging two hours 

in length, with 25 per sons who ~ight be expected to have professional contact with 

Jewish single-parent families: rabbis , Hebrew school administrators , Jewish day school 

personnel, YMHA offici als, a child psychiatrist who serves a l argely Orthodox clientele, 

a pedagogical director at the Board of Jewish Education , and members of a Jewish 

Federation task force concerned with divorced families . 

-more-

NOTE: For a copy of "The Jewish Community and Children of Divorce , " write to 
Morton Yarmon , American Jewish Committee, 165 East 56 Street, New York, NY 10022. 
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One of her main findings, Dr. Friedman said, was that the communal repre

sentatives interviewed for the study could not give close estimates of how many 

divorced families were in their school, congregation , or Y group. 

"They acknowledged that they really did not know," Dr. Friedman emphasized, 

"and this led to one of our central conclusions: most of llhe institutions are not 

geared to seeking out the divorced persons in their midst." 

However, Dr . Friedman continued, many of the respondents, and most of the 

rabbis, remarked that their impression was that the divorce rate in their respective 

institutions was considerably lower than in the Jewish community as a whole. 

"This bears out what has been found in other research ," said Dr. Friedman , 

adding: "While we aren 't certain which is the cause and which the effect -- do 

affiliated Jews refrain from divorcing, or do divorced Jews refrain from affiliating? 

we do know that single-parent fa~ilies are underrepresented in organized Jewish 

religious and communal life." 

Dr. Friedman also cited these findings: 

1) While some institutions have formed programs to help divorced parents and 

their children , most have not viewed single-parent families "as an area of concern," 

and most have no formal methods of identifying the divorced persons affiliated with 

them. Some respondents acknowledged that the "stigma stfll attached to divorce" had 

probably prevented their institutions from developing programs for divorced persons. 

2) Custodial arrangements -- particularly those in which the child spends 

weekends with the non-custodial parent -- often affect children ' s attendance at 

Hebrew school and synagogue. 

3) Many households have ceased to have religious observances in the home 

because the mother, who is usually the custodial paren~, does not know how to carry 

out rituals that had been led by the father, and does not realize that Judaism 

permits women to perform those rituals. 

4) The severe scheduling problems faced by many working mothers make it 

difficult for these women to involve themselves or their children in religious 

activities. 

5) Families that belonged to a synagogue or sent their children to a 

Hebrew school before a divorce do not usually leave the synagogue or school after 

the divorce, unless they leave the community. 

-more-
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6) Divorced parents usually try to work together amicably before and during 

a Bar Mitzvah, but if the problems between them have been severe, still greater 

bitterness can erupt around the Bar Mitzvah, making the event a painful one for the 

child. Similarly, divorced parents whose usual relations are ho·stile, and who tend 

to use their children as "footb~lls," use the children in the same manner in the 

religious arena. 

7) All respondents said that no family was ever prevented from using synagogue 

or Hebrew school facilities by financial problems; the institutions always work out 

some arrangement. 

8) All agreed that boys were more emotionally affected by divorce 

than girls, but there was no consensus as to whether age, degree of religiosity, 

or any other factor was related to children ' s emotional state after a divorce. 

9) Current data are too sparse to indicate clear ly whether divorce brings 

any great change · to children's Jewish identi·ty. but the emotional and logistical 

problems faced by single-parent families may affect children's active participation 

in Jewish life. 

Two other speakers at the conference -- women who had been divorced and 

had sought solace, advice, and companionship from several segments of the Jewish 

community -- told of having received good counsel and strong support from some sources 

and complete lack of understanding from others . One problem they both cited was 

that most synagogues and Jewish institutions made it evident -- through advertisements, 

tickets for events, etc. -- that they assumed everyone they communicated with was 

part of a couple. 

Other speakers inciuded Ors . Marcy and Sylvan Schaffer, a lawyer-psychologist 

team; Toby Bremer, a member of the single-parent group at Park Avenue Synagogue in 

New York; Suri 'Kasirer, director of the Lincoln Square Synagogue (New York) Hebrew 

School; Barbara Zerzan, director of the "Parenting Center" at the 92nd Street YMHA in 

New York, and Rabbi Bennett Herman of Temple Emanu-El in East Meadow, L.I. 

Chairmen of the consultation were Or. Gladys Rosen, program specialist in 

AJC's Jewish Communal Affairs Department, and Or. Anne Bloom, program and research 

specialist in the same department. Ira Schweitzer. director of family service and 

education at Temple Emanu-El in East Meadow, moderated the paneL discussion. 
' 

Founded in 1906, the American Jewish Committee is this country's pioneer human 
relations organization. It combats bigotry, protects the civil and religious rights of 
Jews at home and abroad, and seeks improved human relations for all people everywhere. 

** * * * * * 
A, EJP, REL, WO, Z, RTV-W, TS, JN 
83-960-224 
6/24/83 



OF THE SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION 

460 JAMES ROBERTSON PARKWAY, NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37219 

FOY VALENTINE , EXECUTIVE SECRETARY-TREASURER 

Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum 
American Jewish Committee 
165 East Fifty-sixth Street 
New York, NY 10022 

Dear Marc: 

April 7, 1978 

As an American religious leader, you are awar e that Pr esident Carter has called for a 
White House Conference on Families to be held in December 1979. 

This Conference should provide a valuable opportunity to review, a t the highest possible 
level, the current state of American families; and we may all hope that it will issue 
in the development of a sound national policy in support of family life, which is ob
viously the President ' s intention. 

We are pai~fully aware, however, that there are those who see marriage and the family 
as outmod~ institutions which now need to be rep l aced by a variety of what are called 
"alternat1.ve lifestyles." We believe and seriously fear that efforts may be made to 
use the,Conference as a means of gaining public support for these undesirable alternatives. 

Of course, exponents of this view are entitled to declare what they believe. But unless 
those of us who desire another emphasis speak up, the impression may be conveyed that we 
have nothing to say. It is therefore our opinion that the organizers of the Conference 
should, as they now begin to make their preparations, hear very clearly from those of us 
who have no wish to see the basic family structure further depreciated. 

The enclosed statement has been prepared in the hope that you, and a few other religious 
leaders (whose names are on the attached sheet), may be willing to indicate your sup
port for this approach. If you are willing to do so, please let us know within two weeks. 
At that time, we intend to forward word of your support in a letter to the organizers of 
the White House Conference. 

As any further action on the part of 
need to get in touch with you again. 
we shall be glad to hear from you. 

FV:fr 
Enclosure 

religious leaders appears to be necessary, we may 
If in the meantime you have any suggestions to offer, 
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TO THE ORGANIZERS OF THE . I 
. WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON FAMILIES 

We wai:mly welcome the initiative of President Carter i~ calling for a White 

House Conference on Families. We strongly support the emphasis which ·the President 

and Mrs• Carter have placed, both by their precept and by their example, on the central . . . . " 

importance of the family as the foundation of American society. 

It is unfortunate that the United States of America .lacks a coherent public policy 
. . 

in support of famUy life. The churches, in particular, and many responslble community 
. . 

leaders are beginning to ask why this issue has never been treated as a matter of 

national importance. Our efforts to deal directly with such issues as crime and 

delinquency, social maladjustment and personality ~:lisordei:', and a host of similar ills 

can be only partially effective if we fail to recogn~ze the fact that most of them have 

their roots in family malfunction. 

We are disquieted by the many negative and d~preca tory statements and actions 

which, in recent years, have sought to undermine mariy of OUf traditional family values. 

Powerful forces., re pres en ting highly explosive issues, may well .attempt to use the 

White· House Gonference on Families to advance the c·auses they espouse. The family, 

in its broadest aspects, ~ouches a very·wide range of sens.itive social and ethical 

· concerns -.living standards, job opportunities, housing, education, health, women's 

liberation; ·divorce law, abortion~ juvenile delinquency, pornography - · · to name only a 

few at random. Moreover, putting othelWl.se unemotional .matters in a family c_ontext . 

could soon turn t_hem in to highly emotional is sues. All kinds of pres· sure groups . could 
. . . . . . 

see this Conference as offering convenient leverage for attempts at manipulation. These 

possibilities:. einphasiz~ the paramou~t necessity for wise and firm .leadership, and for 
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To the Organizers of the White House Conference on Families 
.Page Two 

the es tablishme.nt of clear criteria to define ·the scope a~d proper functions of the 

Conference • 

. It will be highly important that whatever as ses.sment of American families .is 

p~esented be kept in goOd bala~ce. There are those W·hO see almost all family problems 

in economic terms. There are those who would resolve the famlly's afflictions by legal 

changes. Some will see the answer in terms of increasing ·prQfess ional services, others 

in terms of a massive educational campaign, and yet others in _terms of a stepped-up 

program of family research. Proposed solutions now widely publicized range from going 

back to the traditlonal patriarchal family pattern on the o'ne hand_, to acceptance and 

encouragement of the so-called ''alternative life-styles. II Even the · "family specialists II 
. . 

are by no means unanimous about w~t needs to be done - · they include devotees of a 

wide varl.ety of schools of thought, movements, and cults. It wou.ld. indeed be 

unfortl.lllate if the Conference became little more than an open forum in which exponents 

of these and other doctrines debated wL th each other. 

We recognize. that families must adapt to cultural change; but we view as 

. regrettable the imp:ll.cations from so:i;ne quarters that marriage t parenthood, and family · 

life represent outworn or obsolete social institutions • . 

We express th~ ho·pe that the White House Conference on Families may give its 

major attention to developing a sound, workable national policy to provide all ·possible 

support for American families as. they struggle to cope with the complex cultural changes 

. . . 
of our time. As members of American communities representing many varieties of · 

. . 

· religious faith_, we affirm the following as positive goals in support of which we can all 

unite: 

1. All American families should be: undergirded by basic econ~miq security I so 
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To the Organizers. of the White House Conference on Families 
Page Three 

that their members may live together and raise their children free from the threat of 

. crippling poverty and want. 

2. ·All families should be entitled to housing which can provide basic living 

condition~ assuring them of the fundamental human digni tles and decencies. · 

3 •. Neighborhood environments and their impact upon the family should be 

evaluated to the ·end that no family may" be deprived of the mini'mal.requirements for 

basic health and .happiness. 

4. The Conference should consider the services ava Uable to all famil1es for the 

. . promotion of phys.Leal and mental health, and protectlon from avoidable -illness. 

5. Serious attention should be given working conditions so as to preyent the 

_imposition of u.z:iciue or avoidable hardship on the faro.Uy life of the workers and their 

dependents. 

6. Public policies , laws, and ordinances should be under continuous scrutiny 

. . . . . . 

to insure that th~ lr impact on American families Ls as far as possible always positive 

·and supportive, and never damaging or destructive. 

7. All possible protection should be ·afforded ·to families as con.suming units, so · · 

that they may be encouraged and assisted in using their resources wisely, and protected. 

from· irresponsible exploitatton. · · 

8. Agencies of federal, state, and localgoverrunents, .togetherwith·other 

· respon.s ible public agencies and the mass media, should be continually encouraged to 

mainta~n a· broad policy of family advocacy, and to support forms of public educa uon: 

that se_ek to. guide and assist families in their efforts to function successfully. 

9~ · Every e_ffort should be made lo improve strategies for he~ping families -in 

tr6uble~ by coordinating our ·social-and professional services to meet emerging needs . . . ' . 

. .. 
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To the Organ.izers of the Whi~e House Conference on Families 
Page Pour 

with the best available res_ources, and with the least .possible delay. · 
. . 

10. Study and research in the long-negiected field of close relationships should. 

be a~celerated and coordinated so as to provide families _with more and more of the new 

in~ights, skills and tools now becoming ava Uable, and vitally necessary if intimate 
. . 

relationships are to be creatively developed. 

11. The promising possibilities of marriage and family enri<?hment, now being 

extensively developed by a growing number of professional and religious groups, should 

be explo.red as a means of match.i.ng our curr~nt reme_dlal services with equally effective 

. preventive services I ~us enabllng families to Sup port I help I and model for each other 

in attaining relationship growth. 

These are s·ome of the clear practical goals which, · ln our judgment, should 

define the main .tasks of the White House Conference, a~ Lt seeks to forge a ·na_tional 

policy for the support of families. They are goals which we, ·along with many millions 

of other Americq.ns, can heartily support. 

Despite all hazards, th~ ·Conference presents· us with an exciting opportunity'· 

. perhaps n~ver likely to recur, to ·begin to develop at last a sound, sensible, and . 

workable . public policy~ a policy that wlll give adequate recognition and support. to the 

. painfully difficult' yet vitally important I role of American families at a critiC?l point in 

our nation's hisfory. For a brief period of perha_ps a couple of years, the spotlight of 

.serious "public attention may "be focused on the family's importance at the oldest arid 

most basic of all our social institutions • . If this time could be used to reassess and 

·. readjust our family programs and poli.cies, the gains coul~ well pr_ove t<? be incalculable. 

· It is therefo~ qur opinion _that no effort should be si:>ared to ins.ure . tl:ie. success of the 

Conference in achieving this vital task. 

' . .. :-
·., ~-. 
. ... ... . :' 

-:,• .· .. 
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To the Organizers of the White House Conference on Families 
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In conclusion, we would express the hope that the Conference will also give 

recognition to the fact that, again and again in the hi.story of our nation, the dynamlc 

for loving and caring families has been provided by the uplifting and sustaining power 

of rellgious faith. 
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THOSE RECEMNG LETTERS FROM DAVID MACE AND. FOY VALENTINE 
. CONCERNING THE WHITE HOUSE CONFE~NCE ON FAMILIES · · . 

1. DR. JIMMY R. ALLEN, President 
Southern Baptist Convention 
515 McCullough Street 
.San Antonio, Texas 78215 

2. THE RIGHT REVERENO JOHN M~ ALLIN, Presiding Bishop 
The Episcopal Church 
815 Second Avenue 

· New York,· New York 10017 

3. . BISHOP JAMES ARMSTRONG 
Berkshiie Plaza 
405 Northwest Eighth Avenue 
Aberdeen, South Dakota 57401 

4. DR. ROBERT C. CAMPBELL , General Secretary 
American Baptist Churches in the U.S.A. 
Valley Forge; Pennsylvania 19481 

s: DR. BILLY GRAHAM 
Montreat, North Ca.rolina 28757 

6. THE REVEREND MONSIGNOR FRANCIS J . LALLY 
Depart~ent ~f Social Development ~nd Worl~ Peace 
U. S. Catho~Lc Conference 
13J3 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20005 

. 7. DR. ROBERT J. MARSHALL, Presiden t 
Lutheran Church in Ameriea 

·231 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 

8 • · BISHOP JAMES K. MATTHEWS 
United Methodist .Chutch 
100 West Maryland Avenue, ~. E. 
Washington, D. C. 20002 

9. . ·RABBI MARC TANNENBAUM 
American Jewish Committee 
165· East 56.th Street 
New York; New.York 10022 

. : . 

I . 
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10. DR. WILLIAM P. THOMPSON, Stated Clerk 
The United Presbyterian Church in the U .S .A. 
475 Riverside Drive, Room 1201 
New York, New York 1002 7 

11. DR. ELTON TRUEBLOOD 
Professor of Philosophy 
Earlham College 
Richmond, Indiana 47374 
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The American Jewish Commmee, founded In 1906, is the pioneer human•relations 
agency in the United States. II protecls the c ivil and religious rights of Jews here 
and abroad, and advances the cause of improved human relations for all people. 

ANNUAL NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEETING 
Oct. 26-29 MORTON YARMON, Director of Public Relations 

Hyatt Regency Cambridge 
575 Memorial Drive 
Cambridge. Mass. 02139 
617 - 492-1234 

PRESS ROOM will be posted in lobby 
CONTACT: Natalie Flatow, Press 

Francies Rosenberg. TV-Radio 

FOR RELEASE AFTER 6 P.M. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1978 

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.,Oct •. 26 ••• The ~eri can Jewish Conrnittee stated today tnat the survival 

of the American Jewish conrnunity might well depend on its w111ingness to maintain the kind 

of family life that has been "going out of style" in the United States. 

At its meeting at the Hyatt Regency Cambridge Hotel here, the Conrnittee's National 

Executive Council, its top policy-making body, released a report of its Task Force on 

the Jewish.Family, prepared by Prof. Chaim Waxman, head of the Department of Sociology 

at Rutgers University, the task Force chairman. Howard F. Gilbert, Chainnan of AJC's 

National Colllllittee on the Jewish Fami ly, also discussed the report's findings . 

Both the Task Force and the National Conrnittee are part of AJC's Jewish Communal 

Affairs Department, of which Yehuda Rosenman is the director. 

Among the reporfs conclusions were the following: 

* Getting married and establishing a family is an important Jewish value, and 

constitutes a good in itself. 

* There is a vital need for maintaining a wholesome Jewish family, which, as a 

minimum, reproduces itself. 

* The Jewish fami ly is still the most important agent for transmission of Jewish 

values and for preserving Jewish identity. 

With reference to the latter, the report stated that research had shown that the 

family was much more important than formal Jewish schooling in creating adherence to 

Jewish traditions. 

By maintaining the family as a strong, binding force, the report added, the Jewish 

conrnunity might influence the views of other groups, thus becoming a valuable source of 

support for the American family, which has, in recent years, become fragmented by divorce, 

the di!i111usion of its youth and other factors. . 
Richard 'Maass, President: M1ynard I. Wishner, Chairman, Board of Governors; Morton K. Blaustein, Chairman, National Executive Council; Howar'/rlo~~d.m!~· ~~airman, Beard of Trustees 

Bertram H. Gold, Erecutlv~ Vice President 

Woshln1ton Office, 8 18 18th St .. N.W., Washington, O.C. 20005 • Europe hq.: 41 rue Paul Dloumer, 75016, Piris, France • Israel hq.: 9 Ethiopia Sl, Jerusalem, 95149, Israel 

Mexico.Central America hq.: Av. E. N alional 533, Mexico 5, O.f. 
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Stating that the Jewish fam1 1y needed support. Professor Waxrn~n called for 

consideration of the following suggestions: 

* The recognition of such support as a Jew1sh corrmunal priority. 

* The uti lization of effective young leaders to encourage a change in values 

and to counteract current styles of behavior. which are destructive of Jewish l ife. 

* The institution of family-l ife education courses as a regular part of 

rabbinic training. 

* The encouragement of the organized Jewish community to take special notice 

of the need to program for singles , single-parent families, and divorcees. 

* More opportunities for the active ,participation of the elderly in the 

st~en9thening of Jewish family life. 

* The development of support.o. guidance, and self-help groups t o deal with 

the special problems of middle-aged children of aging parents. 

* Provisions for agency support of quality child care programs through support 

of day care centers , day schools, and after-school progra~s for children of wor king 

parents. 

Among the other subjects covered by the report were intermarriage. birth control, 

divorce, the working mother. late marriages. and "alternative" life styles. 

Founded in 1906, the American Jewish Conunittee is this country's pioneer human 

relations organization. It combats bigotry, protects the civil and rel igious rights 

of people at home and abroad, and seeks improved human relations for all people 

everywhere. 

10/20/78 
78-960-137 
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The American Jewish Committee. founded in 1906. is the pioneer human-relations 
agency In the United States. It protects the civil and religious rights of Jews here 
and abroad. and advances the cause ot'rmproved human relations for all people. 

MORTON YARMON, Director of Public Relations 

FOR· IMMEDIATE RELE,ASE 

NEW YORK, Marc~ 28 •• • If the Carter Administration hopes to follow 

through on the campaign promise to de_v~lop a "coherent national 

family pol icy," it wil.l have to be responsive to ethnic factors 

and to the wide variety of family l i fe ~tyles and cultural tradi

tions that_ comprise the America~ socj a l scene. 

This is the concl~sion ~eached by ·Joseph Girirdano and 

Irving M. Levine of the American Jewish Committee's Inst i tute on 

Pluralism and Group Identity in an article titled "Carter's Family 

Policy: The Pl uralist 1 s Cha l lenge~" published in the current 

issue of the Journal bf Current Socia l Issues.* 

"The pligh~ of the American family will not be relieved 

by traditional bureaucratic programs," the. authors assert. 

"U niversal social and ~cono~ic pol icies must b~ fine~tuned to 

offer people choices and to strengthen the inherent capacity of 

families, neighborhood and ethnic and minority groups to care for 

their o~n." 

The Giordano - Lev i ne artic l e is one of twenty essays i n 

a speci~l issue of the Journal devoted to an analysis of the 

contemporary American family and its problems. rhe issue was 

co- sponsored by 15 organizations, including Protestant, Catholic 

and Jewish groups, a~ well as organizati ons concerned with 

education and human relations. 

The special issue is available at $2.9~ for a si ngle copy, 

or a~ part of an annual subscription at $1.50 from th~ ~burnal of 

Current Social Issues, 287 Pa rk Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10010. 

~ * For a review copy, write or call Colleen Meyers , Joyrnal of 
\ 7yrrent Social Issyes, 287 Park Ave . South, N.Y.", N.Y. 1001 0 
. \ 212) 475-2121 . 

·\ Elmer L Winter, President; Richard Maass, Chairman, Board of Governors; Maynard I. Wishner, Chairman, National Executive Cou~cil; Theodore Ellenolf, Chairman, Board of Trustees 

\ Bertram H. Gold, Executive Vice President 

Washington Office: 818 18th St., N.W., Washington, O.C. 20006 • European hq.: 30 Rue· la Boetie, Paris, France 75008 • Israel hq.: 9 Ethiopia St., Jerusalem, Israel 95149 

So. Amer. hq.: Bartolome Mitre 1943, Buenos Aires, Argentina • Brazil: Av. Rio Branco 18, s/1109, Rio de Janeiro • Mexico-Cent. Amer. hq.: Av. E. National 533, Mexico 5, 0.F. 
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In their article, Messrs. Giordano and Levine indicate 

their b~lief that the Carter Admi~istration's efforts on behalf 

of the American family will benefit from lessons of the past. 

"While the family policy agenda has not yet fully jelled," 

they state, "there is already· an aspect to it that is decidedly 

different from other 'liberal' policy packages. Instead of the 

sirngle-minded emphasis on sweeping programs~ there is a recognition 

that much that was tried in the 'Great Society' failed because 

the 'programs were not sufficiently tune.d into· the ' tremendo'us 

diversity of the American public. Programs were not culturally 

compa.tible with clients in their method of operations, and usually 

po l arized black and· white ethnic groups." 

While pointing to the potential power of d_eveloping 

coalitions 6f ethnic, religious ~nd regiona l groupings afound 

family concerns, the authors al so warn of some of the 

dangers. 

"The task of getting agreement on family policy is already 

highly pol i.t.ic_i?:el!_ al!c!_ _polar'izing," they state, "because of what 
.. . ·- - - ~ 

people perceive as continued government interference in t hei r 

daily lives. The Mondale- Brademas Ch i ld and · Fa~ily Servi~es Bill 

rarn into a storm of highly organized protest, most l y by right 

wing extremist groups, but a l so by ordinary Americans who fear 

too close an intermingling of family ahd government." 

On the other hand, they point out, there is liberal clissent 

as well as conservative opposition· to a na.tional family policy. 

"The~e are som~ liberal~ who view concern about the family 

as support for conserv~tiVe politics and thoughtlessly reject it 

on ideological grounds. Others · fe~l that support of families will 

reduce individual freedom. Radicals believe that the family is 

dy i ng and new alternative life styles are needed to insure indi- ' 

vidu~l fr~edom and self-~ulfillment." 

. The authors predict that tbese various dissenting voices 

will increase in intensity as tti'e nation moves t 'oward a wider 

public de~ate on national family policy. . But they urge that 

such dissent be balanced against the views of the majority QT 

Americans who. they say, "hold a more traditio·nal view ~ " 

I 

.l 
/ 
i 

, / 
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Messrs. Giordano and 0evine, while acknowledging that family 

life is ·changing. maintain that ft is still very much alive. 

"It i·S evident that we need a broader definition of family," 

they state, and add that the new definition must include "not 

only the realities of . the nuclear family, but also single parent 

families. communal families, extended families. childless families 

and others." 

They then conclude that "we need a national commitment to 

the primary importance of the family" and a "strategy that singles 

out the family as the most promising unit for social supports." 

"The Constitution has wisely singled out the individual 

as the proper recipient .for the protection of. rights, but that 

should not be seen as a denial of government's responsibil ity to 

the family which, over t ime , has . proved itself as the most 

effective source of nurture and social cohesion," they maintain. 

The special famil y issue of the Journal of Current Social 

Issues also includes art~cles by Amitai Etz ioni , Pr ofessor of 

Sociology at Columbia Unive r sity, and Director of the Center for 

Policy Research; Edward Shorter, Associa.te Professor of History, 

University of Toronto; ·Walter Bruegg~m~nn , Academ i c Dean of Eden 

Theological Seminary. Websfer Groves, Mo . ; ~ugene Bianchi, Associ

ate Professor of Religion . Emory University ; Sheila Collins, 

Director of Publications, Joi nt Strategy ·and Action Committee; 

and others. 

There are also two verbatim conversations: one with Michael 
Novak, a_uthor of "Tlie Unmeltable Ethnics": the other 
with Robert Staples, head of the Department of Social and Behavioral 
Sciences, University of California at San Francisco, and author 
of "The Black Family: Essays and Studies." 

Various articles in the issue deal with the economic basis 
of family unit living, the emotional quality of life in families , 
the impact of specific government policies on the formation and 
survival of family units, and changing definitions of families 
as well as those essential elements that do not change. 

There are also a variety. of personal reflections of a cross-
-~ection of individuals and couples on the subjects of changing 
sexual. marital and child-raising practices. The same issues are 
considered in articles written from religio4s, psychological and 
ethical perspectives. 

77-960-40 
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FOR RELEASE AFTER 1 2 NOON 
TUESDAY, MARCH 25 , 1980 

NEW YORK , Mar. 25 • • •• The .increasing number of single-pa r ent Jewish families 

should be a mat ter of high pr iority concern f or the Jewish communi ty and 

its communal agencies, even to .t .he point of providing matchmakers for tho.se 

who wish to remarry, according t o a new booklet just issued by . the American 

Jewish Committee . 

"Singl e- Parent Families: A Challenge tq tne Jewish Community" by 

Dr . Chaim I. Waxman , is the fir st publi.cation of AJC ' s recently established 

National Jewish Family Center. It was introduced at the Center 's f i rst 

puplic event, a · press luncheon held ~oday at AJC national headquarters ~ere . 

~he National J ewish Family ·cent er, coordinated by Yehuda Roserunan, who 

is Director of AJC' s Jewish Communal Affairs Department , i s a multifaceted 

program of research and action des igned to support and s trengthen Jewish 

family life. 

"Because J ews· ·more than any other group depend on t he family to 

transmit their r eli gion and traditicm .and ensure their conti nuity , " Mr . 

Roserunan stated, "we. have s pec i a l r ea s on t o be concerned when families seem 

to be falling apar t. " 

The luncheon also served to introduce the Center ' s first quarterly 

Newsl etter as well as a "Jewish Family I mpact Questionnaire." The latter 

is a device designed to hel p J ewish communal organizat ions evaluate how 

their polici es and progr ams aff ect families and fami l y life . 

Guest speakers at the luncheon. we~~ Jim Guy Tucker , Chairperson o~ the 

White House Conf.erence on Families, to be held next summer , and Joseph 

Giordano , Chairperson of t he Coaliti on ·tor the Conference, a group of 54 

n~1'.io.!1al orga~izations that are suppor ting the meetings. 

- more- . 
Richard Maass, President; Maynard I. Wishner, Chairman, Board of Governors; Morton K. Blaustein, Chairman, National Executive Council; Howard I. rriedman, Chairma!(.Board of Trustees 

Bertram H. Gold, E•ecutive Yice President 
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Mr . Rosen.man, in addition to stressing the National Jewish Family 

Center's concern for single parents, discussed a wide variety of other 

projects on which the Center has already begun work or plans to embark in 

the near future . He cited the following : 

. "a conference on the historical evolution of the family; 

."a pilot study of coping strategies used by two- career families wit h 
three or more children; 

."an investigation of the effect of parental separation or divorc~ 
on the development of Jewish identity in children; 

."studies of family patterns and needs among different ethnic an<:? 
religious groups, and the particular dynamics of present- day J~w ish 
family life; 

."research on how Jewish living can enrich the quality of family l ife, 
and what communal agencies can do to foster Jewish living prcgr·ams 
in this area; 

. "seminars br'inging toget her research scholars and practitioners 
invo lved in family issues ; 

. "training programs for lay leaders and professionals concerned w i.-:: t. 
f amily policy and progranuning; 

. "eff ort s t o make government and privat e agencies more res ponsiv., t o 
family needs. 

I n his monograph on single- parent Jewish families, Dr . Waxman, ~11:-· i s 

Associate Prof essor and Chairman of the Department of Sociology at 

University College, Rutger s University , point ed out that although the d i vorce 

rate and single parenthood among Jews were lower than in the general American 

community, the numbers were continuously rising and therefore of ma jor 

concern. 

Stressing that accurate na tional figures wer e imposs i ble to obtai n, 

Dr . Waxman cited significant indicators from. Jewish communal agencies 

across the country, as fo l lows : 

( 
( 
( 

In New York City, the Jewish Family Service reported that t he 

percentage of divorced or separ ated families in i ts case l oad had 

grown from 5 per cent in i955 to 23 per cent in 1976. 

In New York City, the Camping Division of the Federation of Jewish 

Philanthropies reported that the number of children of divorced 

parents in its cli.entele had increased by 151 per cent between 1970 

and 1976. 

In Atlanta, the Jewish Community Center estimates that more than 

20 per cent of the Jewish children enrolled in its day camp are 

from single-parent families. 

In Miami, the Jewish Family ·and Children's Service states that 25 

per cent of its caseload consists of single-parent families, with 

the overwhelming majority headed by divorced women . 

- more-

· ·' 
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A National Jewish Welfare Board Conference on Single-Parent 

Families, held in 1974, estimated that single parents accounted 

for 20 to ·40 per cent of the nationwide membership of Jewish 

community centers. 

"If Jewish single-parent families are here to stay, it behooves the 

Jewish conununity to. address their problems and struggles," Dr. Waxman 

declared. 

Too little had been done in this area in the past, he stated, because 

"the Jewish community is ambivalent toward single-parent families." 

"Without a.cknowl edging it in so many words," he said, "the community 

has been afraid to adopt policies and programs for helping and integrating 

single-parent families, lest by d.oing so it help legitimize a previously 

disapproved form of family life." 

As a result, he added, ·11 such families Ciften drift outside the Jewish 

orbit." He continued: 

"If the Jewish community were to show them interest and concern and 

to help meet some of their ~ost pressing practical needs, they might be 

drawn back into communal life, or even drawn in for the first time. In 

the process, they might become a significant source of strength for American 

Jewry." 

Among the steps that communal agencies might consider to help single

parent families, Dr . Waxman listed th.e fG>llowing: 

."appoint an int~rnal review board to evaluate current policies, 

programs and pro.cedures and recommend changes in those practices 

that hurt, or fail to help, single-parent families"; 

."see to it that the intended clients (single parents) are represented 

on their advisory and policy-making boards' where "they probably 

could suggest programs that would integrate them instead of possibly 

isolating them further!'; 

."set up "a local referral mechanism, possibly in the form of one or 

several neighborhood storefront centers, and a 'hot line' for 

quick action. Besides serving as transmission belts to formal 

Jewish soci'al service agencies, they could provide informally for 

some kind~ of services" •.• i.e. baby-sitters available at short notice . 

. "reorganize their dues and rate structures" to offer "special half

price memberships"; 

-more-



."educ~tional · institutions, especially day schools, might consider 

free tuition for single-parent family members"; 

• "vocational service agencies should make particular efforts to reac.h 

single parents with financial and job counseling." 

In addition, Dr. Waxman recommended a variety of specific suggestions 

to help single parents "d_eal with the logistics of living." These included 

providing day care for children; organizing car pools for children in Hebrew 

school; person-to-person help to single parents whose children are due for 

Bar or Bat· Mitzvah, or are about to be married; scheduling parent-teacher 

conferences outside of working hours. 

Dr. Waxman also suggesteda number of ways that communal agencies might 

help single parents combat loneliness. They include sponsorship of inexpen-

sive, meaningful weekend activities in group settings; "divorce workshops" 

to help spouses and children cope with emotional conflicts; and even the 

services of a · shadchan or :mat'chmaker for those interested in remarriage. 

Founded in 1906 , the .American Jewish Committee is this country's 

pioneer human relations organization. It combats bigotry, protects the 

civil and religious rights of Jews at home and abroad, and seeks improved 

hu~an relation~ for all people everywhere. 
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FOR RELEASE AFTER 10 A. M. 
THURSDAY, MAY lS, 1980 

NEW YORK, May 15.! •• To help synagogues, community centers, and other Jewish 

communal agencies adjust to the changing fabric of ·American family life , the 

American Jewish Commi ttee today announced publication of a "Jewish Family 

Impact Questionnaire." 

The questionnaire , prepared by the . AJC ' s newly established National Jewish 

Family Center, provides these agencies with a series of question~ by which 

they can start to reevaluate the ·.impact of their programs in the family area . 

It was made public today· at a meeting of the AJC ' s Jewish Communal 
'· 

Affairs Commission, held in conjunction with the agency's 74th Annual Meeting, 

which continues t_hrough Sunday at the Waldorf-Astoria hotei her;': 

"The questionnaire will ei:iable institutions to assess and evaluate the 

effects of their pr ogramming on families in their immediate community," 

noted Yehuda Rosenman , coordinator of the National Jewi sh Family Center and 

Director of the AJC's Jewish Communal Affairs Department. 

"Communal organi zations program religi ous, cultural, and social events 

in various ways to meet the needs of their community. The questionnaire can 

be applied to a wide range of institutions and families, enabling them to 

be in ~ better position to program activities in the future that serve 

families and support family li.fe." 

At the same session, moderated by Commission Chairman E. Robert Goodkind, 

Dr. Roz Horsch and her husband Robert of Washington, D.C., discussed the 

Family Center's study on Jewish Career Women with Large Families , in which 

they .participated. The findings are scheduled to be published next month. 

-more-
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Commission members also heard Dr. Basil Bard and Mrs. Frances Rubens, 

President and Vice President of Great Britain's Anglo-Jew~sh Association, 

review the nature and 'concerns of Jewish communal life in England and 

possible areas of joint cooperation between the AJC and British Jewry. 

Founded in 1906, the American Jewish Committee is this country's pioneer 

human relations organization. It combats bigotry, protects the civil and 

religious rights of Jews at home and abroad, and seems improved human 

relations for all people everywhere. 
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SESSION I 

' ' 

Yehuda Rosenman, Director of the Jewish Communal Affairs Depart
ment of AJC, which organized and arranged the Consultation, 
greeted the participants and expressed his gratitude to 
Professor Mirra ' Komarovs~y, Dr. John Slawson, Professor Marshall 

.Sklare and br. Gladys Rosen who ·helped in planning the ·Conference . 

. Mr. Rosenman pointed out that .recent development~ in American 
society have resulted in increasing · concer~ ~bout the future of 
the family unit as a basic institution for social stability and 
continuity. .Plans for this Consul tat ion were de"termined by 
certain basic assumptions: 

l~ We are committed to Jewish continuity in its various ·forms. 

2. The Jewish family is a major factor in Jewish survival -
the basic source of Jewish identity, education and life 
style . .. 

3. We d~cry the post-Emancipation erosion and weakness of 
Jewish commitment and the pole of the family. 

4~ We see the accelerated · ~iminution of t~e family's role as 
it finds itself subjected to revolutionary social challenges 
as part of a general attack on established insti_tutions . by 
the so-called counter culture. 

The changing definition of the family's role is reflected in .such 
phenomena as the rising divorce rate, intergenerational discon
tinuity, the drug culture, loss . of respect for ~qthority, Women's 
Lib, the sexual revol~tion, etc. Our goals in calling together . 
this cross-d'isciplinary group of experts was :to share information 
and expertise. We hope to determine how much or how little we 

·know about the Jewish family, what we need to know and how to 
determine th.e kind of research and programming which will S'l,lpport 
the Jewish family and Je~ish continuity in th~ futu~e. 

To chair the first session, Mr. Rosenman introduced Bertram Gold, 
Executive Vice-President of the ·American Jewi'sh Committee. Mr. 
Gold emphasiz.ed the irnP.ortance of the family as the basic unit 
of society and as the essential element in Jewish communal life, 
both historically and sociologically. Mr. Gold stated that the 
first session would be devoted to a discussion based .on the three 
papers prepared for the Consuitation. To initiate the discussion, 
Mr. Gold called upon the authors .to pr.e?ent the highlights of. 
their respec~ive papers. 

Rabbi Herman Pollack opened the proceedings with a summary of hl.s 
"Historical .-Overview of the Jewish Family." He . descr.i _bed .the 
. evolution of the Jewish family and the respective roles of its 
individual m_embei;>s from . Biblical times, th.rough the Talmudic 
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period, the Middle Ages. and ear.ly modern period ushered in by 
Jewish Emancipation. Problems of identity and _ the self-concept 
of the individual stem from the post-Emancipation efforts of the 
Jew to be pa,rt of the outside world while at the same time 

· maintaining his individuality and his Jewishne_ss • 

· t • I I 

Professor Sidney Goldstein followed with a review of the 
demographic aspects of the Jewish family in America. He pointed 
to the· declining Jewish percentage in the total Amerl.6.an popula
tion, geographic mobility and greater dispersion of the Jews, as 
well · as socio_-economic changes which include the rising percentage 
of native born Jews, lower fertility rate, the move from family 
owned business to professions and corporate executive positions. 
Professor Gol_dstein emphasized the importanc·e of the strength 
and character of the Jewish family and decried the lack of avail
able research. He pointed out that most information had to be 
gleaned from various community population surveys, most of which 
dealt with relatively moderate-sized Jewish communities. 

The largest cent~rs of Jewish population have been neglected in 
this · regard, becaus_e of their very size and c.omplexi ty. However, 
analysis of ·.existing ·sources shows a sufficient similarity in 
demographic p·atterns and trends to enable us to reach certain 
general conclusions regardihg the Jewish family. Patterns of 
family. structure with a clear predominance of the nuclear rather 

· than the extended family, low fertility and a rising rate of 
intermarriage evidence the impact of cultu~al assimilation in 
recent years. However, compared to the general population, the 
Jewish family continues to exhibit a relatively high degree of 
stability~ 

Professor Zena Smith Blau presented highlights of her paper 
· "A Compa_rative St\:ldY of Jewish and non-Jewish Families in the 
· Context of Changing Americqn Family Life." Dr •. Blau focused· 
first on problems in family life emergi11g from the impact of 
World. War II. . There was a post-war eagerness to concentrate on 
internal family life and the attainment of mate.rial success. 
New .opportunities for improving social and economic status were 
available. The decline in religion and ethnicity as central 
socializing factors tended to overburden the family and 
occupation as anchoring points of' identity. Particularly 

· unrealistic was the_ expectation that the family in its current 
form could fulfill all emotional needs. 

Dr. Blau's comparative study of achievement levels in Jewish, 
High Prqtestant .and non-Religious sample groups indicated a 
positive correlation between .the maternal affection, non
coercive .. treatment and high cognitive stimulation of pre-school 
·children typical of Jewish families and scholast_ic achievement. 
It is inter.esting to note that the trend to "Jewish mothering" 
has spread to WASPS and non-religious groups. Since -Jews have 
until recently .been less represented in high level, high mobility 
managerial positions, the resultant relative stability has 
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brought greater kinship continuity and organizational participation. 
Thus Jews may have overburdened the family less than other groups. 
In addition, fathers tend to share socialization of children 
within the ·f-amily to a greater degree, an important source of 
family strength. Tolerance of childhood misbehavior is a positive 
correlate of achievement and Dr. Blau viewed with dismay an 
apparent rise in coercive discipline among Jewish mothers in her 
sample. However, this has not yet - had a significant effect and 
is counterbalanced by such .positive factors -as. extra-curricular 
cultural enrichment, high level of aspiration .in attainment and 
amount of education. Of special interest in the light of current 
trends was Dr. Blau's observation that IQ achievement scores of 
children, in general, vary more ·with the educational attainment 
of their mother than with that of the father. 

For. ·the future Dr. Blau urged the Jewish community to develop 
instit.utions which would use the experience and capabilities of 
the elderly and to involve the young in decision making regarding 
Jewish.,programs and institutions in which they are expected to 
participate. 

DISCUSSION 

The discussion centered mainly on Dr. Blau's paper and the various 
.questions it raised. There was interest in ascertaining the ba~is 
for her choice of high Protestant, Jewi~h and non-religious groups 
to be compared in regard to achievement, the neglect of the role· 
of the husband in the research as well as the nature of the non
religious sample employed. Dr. Blau emphasized her interest in 
the success of children of the vari6us groups in socialization 
and achievement. She. felt that it was important to pinpoint gaps 

· in information, to get to specific .facts. She · felt that the 
three groups· chosen were similar epough in socio-economic areas 
to make comparisons fruitful. All three are upper middle class. 
Using Catholics as a group for comparison would involve sub
cultural. factors which go beyond socio-ec·onomic differences and 
would complicate the research. There was no special reason for 
not including data on the paternal influences except that not 
everything could be included. and that the role· of the mother was 
crucial to achievement. 

One participant asked about the effect on the family of · the 
competitive individual entrepreneur as compared to the executive 
in upper management. If, as had been indicated, the growing 

· Jewish participation in corporations tends to weaken t~e Jewish 
family be~aus~ of the rootles~ness and reliance on fellow 
executives rather than co-religionists for social support, perhaps 
that kind of employment should be discouraged rather than fought 
for. · 
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In the matter.of models of child rearing, Professor Blau pointed 
out that so;...called "Jewish mothering" is particularly suited to 
a free, urban soc·iety. It is · .anti-authoritarian and ego
supporting. .The WASPS who h~ve in the past opted for the English 
mode which tends to be cold and sex-repressive are moving toward 
a warmer, more Jewish approach •. , ·.Blacks tend to be authoritarian 
and coercive particularly to males.. Girls are treated more 
gently and are usually better achievers. Warm, permissive 
mothering has a positive relation to achievement. 

There was some doubt expressed as to whether we can even talk 
about the Jewish famjly in. view of the many :variants which exist. 
It is difficult to determine how far we have moved from' the 
traditional ideal unless we are aware of the nature of the 
variants. It was recommended .that we try to find out more about 
the contradictions wi.th which we iive and how they are viewed 

. by the younger generation. The. much praised lo~ing warmth of 
the Jew.ish mother is. ·regarded by some sons as smothering and 
they flee from it. Certainly there is need for more research 

) f I I 

to ascertain the f~cts. Dr. Cahnman recommended the preparation 
·of a questionnaire on issues of Jewish identity, pare"ntal and 
extended fam~ly relationships. This would be widely distributed 
through college teachers and would help delineate the varieties 
of Jewish family life. Dr. Blau reiterated that variants not
withstanding there· are fewer class differences among Jews than 
with other ethnic groups. However, there is need to differentiate 
among various levels within the middle class . . 

Several participants . felt that a searching· by both historians 
and sociologists into the history of the Jewish family, 
particularly as seen in medieval sources might yield helpful 
models for our time. Dr. Verbit pointed. out . that _despite class 
differences during other periods of history, _ models did emerge 
.and witn communal effort the same may happen today. It would 
also be helpful to examine the structure which influenced the ·. 
Jewish family in the past an9 to clarify the -ways in which the 
Jewish family has changed and deteriorated as a socializing force. 
There was general agreement that current research must be linked 
to past developments before recommendations for the future could 
be made. 

Dr. Blau's use of the word "coercive" with its negative connota
tions was challenged by one participant who viewed increased 
dis cipline by Jewish parents as a positive move·. Dr. Blau 
explained that the coercive component -which she decried refer.red 
to physical punishment .and threats which had a negative relation-

· ship t9 achievement.. She did not advocate absence of norms but 
rather a . humanistic approach which -teache·s mor.als and sets 
achievement ~tandards . . Much :may .be asked of a child if the 
demands are accompanied by .suf.ficient warmth and love. It is 
this combination which ·is traditionally .regarded as the strength 
of the Jewish famiiy. 
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Dr. Slawson asked what in Dr. Blau's research might be directly 
related to the Jewish family and Jewish identity under circum
stances of urbanization and technological development. He was 
particularly anxious to determine what positive· aspects of the 

. family, regarded as essential fbr identification, should be 
bolstereq .and supporteq. . · · 

Dr. Blau mentioned the following: 

1. Positive Jewish identification o·f th_e pa,rents. 

2. There is a need. to develop · posit1ve ways to counteract the 
lack .of knqwledge on the part· of third and · fourth generat1on 
parents. Being Jewish and inyolvement in Jewish inst.itutions 
mus:t ·be ~n ~l!lportant aspect· of .life. Parents must be 
educated through ne~ mechanisms. 

3. As mor~ women work and the divorce rate rises, day care 
centers must pe developed to be ~upportive of the nuclear 
family J ewishly as well as· phy!>ically. · 

It was pointed out that one study by Robert w.:fnch indicated that 
the role of the extended family was 9onsider~d so important by 
some fathers that they made· economic sacrifi'ces in order to stay 
near relatives. · The wisdom of th~ir decision was borne out by 
the Midtown Manhattan Study which clearly indicated that those 
Jews wh9 married out had little experience with the extended 
family. · . 

. . 
The importance of the family as a transmitter of values was 
reiterated ~s was the concept ~f education as a lifetime process. 
Mr. Morris warned that we mu~t be ~w~re of ~ocial pressures and 
the new concerns of youth,. They reject values which are part 
of the American dre_.µi but like their parents they complain of a 
sense of loneliness and not be.longing, an absence of community. 
We must concern .ourselves with current d·isorganization of the 
J~wish family a~d bear. in mind that t~e past values are those 
of the extended f a~ily. · · · 

·Dr. Linzer felt that the current resurgence of ethnicity among 
college youth might influe~ce families and Jewish academicians 
to return to Jewish values, a case of the children leading their 

· elders ~ 

It" was f urther recommended that it is vital to take advantage 
of the potential role of youth th.rough · the· development of 
special communal structures and new · famil.y structures· . 

. . . 
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SESSION II 

Yehuda Rqsenman opened the morning sessio~ ahd announced that 
he would chal.r the morning session so that Dr. Marshall Sklare, 
who was so listed in the program, m~ght speak more fr~ely and 
easily as a participant. 

Mr. Rosenman pointed out ·that the first session had been devoted 
to a discussion of the background paper~ and that the second 
session would stress the speci~l i~p1ic~tibns of the Jewish 
famiiy for Jewish identity. Questions aiong these lines have 
alr.eady been raised, particularly ·by pra.ctitioners •. Mr. ·oan 
Morris is especially concerned with the effe9ts of youthful 
aliena.t:~.on and new mores and .Mr. Sherman sees a challenge to 
the Jewish fut~re in curre~t family path9lo~y. · 

Mr. Rosenman ' stressed the interest of this Consu°ltation in 
changing roles within .the family situation and the impact of 
current dire9tions and trends on. the issue of Jewish identity 
.in the immediate future. The questions included in the kit 
issued to participants were intend~d to serv~ as ·an outll.ne 
o·f concerns and problems facing the j ewish fam:i,ly, as for 
example: 

1. The impact of the cou·nter-culture in all its . manifestations 

l • , J 

-- Women's Lib, deviant family forms, the sex revolution, 
Zero Population Growth, Gay Liberation, the drug cultµre, etc. 

2. The relatl.on of these deve;l.opments to so·cial.izing Jewish 
children into Jewish identity and to the ~ewish futu~e. 

3. · The · family as a major instrument and insti tu.tion for Jewish 
survival. 

To · begin the morning·' s di.scussion, Marshall Sklare was called 
upon to give an analysis of ·trends in today's Jewish family and 
their relation to Jewish ide~tity. 

DR. ~RSHALL SKLARE 

In order to unqerstand the strength of the Jewi~h family, we 
must take a historical look·. The reason we are here at all has 
much ·to do with the fact that the ·Jewish family was able to 
weather the · crisis of the first and ~econd generation. That 
transmission process from immigrant to immigrant child proved 
to be a stressful confrontation, and yet the fam~ly held 
together despite lt. 
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Another sourc,e of strength of the Jewish ,family is its motiva
tion for in:i tia·tive, responsibiii ty and the · giving of confidence 
to progeny ,_~ .. .'a~. _has been pqinted out by Zena Blau in . her article 
In · Defense of the Jewish .. Mother. . Sigmund Freud once said about 
his mother that she had endowed him with such. self-confidence 
that he waj able to conqu~r: "I was always h~r litile Siggy, 
and si·ggy could a_lways· c;tccomplish anything tl').at , Siggy wanted . 
to· accomplish." We sometimes berate the Jewish family and tend 
to see -this· in a dubious light, but there· is a very positive 
aspe.ct to it. 

Then there is th~ question of relationship with kin~. Even though 
Jews are now moving· more .and more toward the nuclear family 
structure, they tend .to preserve a sense of extended family. 
The figures py Robert Winch which qppe~red in .an article in 
The American Sociological Review in April, 1967, may be outdated, 
but the fact .remains that there is a fantastic disproportion 
in the upper middle class between the relationship of Jews with 
their-extended family and the relationship of others. For · 
example, in the Chicago Metropolitan area :which was stud_ied, 7 8 
percent of the Jews in contrast with 35 percent of Catholics 
and 1_4 percent of Protestants had at least twelve households of 
kin i .n the vicini t.y. · Furthermore, Jews interacted regularly 
with their kind.. While 71 percent of the Jews reported regular 
interaction with .at least five.households of kind, 43 percent 
of the Catholics reported regular interaction and only 16 per-
cent of the Protestants. · 

It. is therefore correct to say that the Jewish family has 
weathered the cr.isis of the .first and .second generation and while 
doing so it has also motivated occupational and ~cholastic 
achievement and continued with kinship ties. The Jewish family 
18 a small one .-- an advantage in our present society where the 
idea of zero ~opulation . growt~ has won adherents. 

Now, as the old Rus~ian saying goes, if everything is so good why 
is everything so bad? Each of these positives can be turned on its 
head; the problems they give rise to become revealed. Family 
planning obviously imperils the size of the Jewish group. It 
produces a stab.il -ized Jewish population, making Jews a smaller 
and smaller group in the general population. Similarly, upward 
social mobility, the very · rise .to upper• middle . class status . 
produces a new kind of non-achievement syndrome, a non-achievement 
of the upper middle class offspring ·of achievers. Liberal · 
sensitive achievers seem to produce non-achievement in their 
chi ldren. This non-achievement may be a problem to the child 
and to· the group as well. Though it may only be a temporary 
phenomenon, there does seem to be a rise of non-achievement 
in the J~wish community. 

Further, there ·is alienation from achievement ¢oupled with the 
growth of new lifestyles. The third-generation Jewish radical 
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for example, coming from a middle class or upper mid9-le class home 
and from those . who are critical of society, has produced a new 
type of alienation and radicalism. This .radicalism in turn is a 
threat to traditional Jewish values, but it is. more than that: 
it is a threat to Jewish family continuity .· In my view, it . is 
different from second generation ·radicalism in which family 
unity was preserved. The Communism of the 1920's, 30's and .40's 
did not interfere with family units: the Rosenl;>erg atomic-spy 
case after World War II was the most perfect example .of family 
unity and family cohesiveness in a radical environment. As a 
matter of fact, the radicalism of the Rosenbergs ·was a kind of 
family business into which one brought one's relatives. Rather 
than leave this thing for Gentiles, ·whom one did not know very . 
well anyway, one brought into one's spy ring all of one's Jewish 
re·latives and friends. 

Those who have studied the new radicalism, which can .be viewed 
as a paradigm of alien.at ion from famil.y, find that to be a 
radical it is helpful to have weak identification with historic 
religious tradition and to be the offspring of parents who a~e 
second-generation Americans and members of a minority group . 
Also important is an appropriate value system, which .includes 
t he cultivation of emotional sensitiv.ity and concern with inner 
experience rather than with the rational technological and 
instrumental side of .life; a concern with ideals and intellec
tuality; a concern and desire to help qthers in ·society .and 
little attention to the importance of strictly controlling 
personal impulses and submitting to conventional authority. 
In addition, to have an appropriate value system there are the· 
needs to be affluent and to have a family cons:tell'ation that is 
supportive of radicalism and permissive in child rearing. 

Now we are 'in .a position to understand why Jews· are over
represented in militant movements:· they have weak religious 
identification, they are second-generation offspring. Of the 
four qualitities of the value system -- emotional sensitivity, 
intellectuality, concern with the underdog, and gratification of 
impulses -- the second and third, intellectually and concern with 
the underdog, have a certain important continuity with Jewish 
tradition, while emotional sensitivity and gratification of 
impulses, the first and fourth, have become part of American 
Jewish ·culture . In terms of affluence, the Jews qualify as well 
in terms of a family constellation and a suppor~ive and per~ · 
missive Jewish home. Militancy is not a rebellion from the 
father's political perspective. The great majority of radicals 
are atteJf!,pting to fulfill and renew the political traditions 
of their family. 

Mark Rudd, the leader of SDS during the Col~mbia University 
d i sturbances in May 1968, typifies the portrait : namely, the 
liberal Jewish family which gives rise to a r~dical Jewish son 
and in which family continuity is lost despite the fact that both 
the child and the family want to keep that qont~nuity a*ive. 

. . . ' 
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The Rudd family did not .cut their radical son off. On the 
contrary: when Mark Rud¢ could not go . home to· Maplewood, N .j ~ 
to observe Mother's Day,. that holiday which has become l 'ike 
Rosh Hashana and ".(om Ki.ppur in the Jewish cale·ndar, . because he 
was leading tpe sit-ins on the campus, his family brought 
Maplewood to Mo~ningside Heights -- that is, they brought a 
veal parmigian dinner to the campus . But the story ends 
tragically. There have been no more Mother's Day celebrations 
with Rudd since ·he went underground. Once he became a Weatherman, 
he lost continuity with his family and the Weathermen became his 
surrogate family, to whom to looks . for protection. ·and support. 
And here we have a dramatic example of how 'the Jewish family is 
actually replaced in the third generation. Of course, most of 
the breaks in family continuity are much -,less thoroughgoing 
than occurred in the Rudd family. 

Another issue relating to the Jewish family is. the problem of 
intermarriage, a problem produced, in a way, by Jewish liberali
zation in combination with Jewish separatism. The older Je~ish 
generation is integrationist and believe$ in the importance and 
advisability of Jewish-Gentile interaction. Although they 
themselves . are n·ot integrated, they send their children out into 
integrated environments with a resultant increase in inter
marriage in the third and fourth generations. From the vantage 
point of the Jewish family this means there are now Gentiles 
in the extended Jewish kinship network. Almost every Jewish · 
family .today · h~s a child or a relative who intermarried, certainly 
a neighbor or a business associate who is intermarried, and so 
forth. There is barely an extended kinship network that does 
not have its quota of intermarried people. 

AJ,though this situation was not unknown in German-Jewish history, 
it is unique in the history of East European Jews, .who are the · 
overwhelming majority in American Jewish life.· To be sure · there 
were examples of disaffection in Eastern Europe. Sholom Aleichem 

.has one of Tevye's daughters marry a Gentile. Bu~ the daughter 
was then outside the kinship network. The trauma ·of this sepa~ation 
is certainly not part of the American-Jewish pattern. Parents today 
have a quite different. pattern of reaction; they do not go 
beseeching the church to give the child back, but they do go 
begging a rabbi to perform a mixed marriage ceremony. We f ·ind a 
desire to incorporate the intermarried person inthe family. 

In respect to helping the child achieve a meaningful Jewish 
identity, there .is thrust on the nuclear Jewish family the entire 
task of creating Jewish identity -- a task which. had previously 
been shared by the extendeq family and the Jewish neighborhood. 
But while the family is able to help the child reach occupational 
and educational goals in terms of achievement, so does it fail 
him Jewishly. This· failure results from weakened Jewishness on 
the part of. parents in confrontation with the non-Jewish environ
ment to which the child is exposed. Mike ·Nichols' . brilliant 
summary of the plot of the film The Graduate is appropriate here. 
"The Graduate is a picture about a Jewish boy with Gentile 
parents." 
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We ar~ left with. the Jewish family trying to cope with t~e problem 
of conveying identity to the Jewish chiid and Jewish children who 
do not receive reinforcement from the home. These children who 
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are weak .Jewishly resemble the Black childrerl° in the public schools; 
they lack the preparation necessary for Jewish identity just as the 
others lack the preparation necessary for scholastic achievement. 
Of course, substitutes have . been dev~loped: the ~ewish school, 
the Jewish campus, the Jewish club. · Perhaps the · latest substitute 
for.the family is Israel and the trip to Israel. Thus, the 
congregation, ·the: school, the camp, the club and Israel .function as 
kind of surrogate families to replace what families no longer do. 
The remarkable thing is the openness of parents to such influences, 
an indication that they recognize their own weakness. 

The emerging crisis for the Jewish family in identity formation is 
in part du.e · to the ne·wer limitations on the family· as a sociali
zation ~gent, limitations that the family has in common' with other 
American families as well. But it is also traceable to the 
speciiic factors already .analyzed -- the.higher ~cculturation of 
many Jewish parents, the diminished interaction· with Jewish 
relatives, the presence of Gentiles in the Jewish kinship ne~work. 

Yet there are nevertheless continuing positives in the Jewish 
family.. It has weathered the · fi:r»st and · second · generation crises. 
It motivates occupational and scholastic achiev~ment. It con
stitutes a model of family planning ·and retains _extended family 
links in a society where these links are diminishing. 

But all these achievements have their dark side. Family planning 
produces population stability; occupational achievement in com
bin~tion with the psychological atmosphere i .n t'he Jewish family 
produces some non-achievement: class, social position and Jewish 
cultural practices in child rearing produce Jewish radicalism and 
lifestyles which result in an alienation that can be destructive of 
family loyalty and integration into the Jewish c'ommunity. 'fhe 
liberalism of the Jews produces intermarriage which is a threat 
both. to survival and to family unity. And last but not least,, the 
weak Jewishness of the family means that the family cannot easily 
motivate tpe achievement of Jewish identity. 

If the Jewish family cannot continue to maintain its primacy, in 
identity transmission, it is not yet clear how it is to be supplemented. 
Al.though· the myriad complaints of the Alexander Portnoys about the 
syndrome of the ·dominating Jewish mother, the powerless father · and 
the consequently neurotic off spring are frequently assumed to be the 
problem of the contemporary Jewish family, it_ is rather tne 
shrinking contribution of the family to Jewish identity tr~nsmission 

· that constitutes i~s essential weakness; 
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.. DISCUSSION -

Dr. Sklare had made it clear that today's · Jewis~ family is no longer. 
able to act as a . transmission channel for Jewish identity. There 
was a general sense that this role cannot be adequ~tely performed by 

·any of the surrogates, synagogue; school, Jewish camp, Jewish club, 
Israel tr~ps, on which the family has become accustomed to depend. 
As Mr. Lerner pointed out, the surrogates cannot substitute in 
the area of intimate relations. Often the problems of individuals 
could be solved if there we~e . a way to re-evoke fam~ly relation
ships, to restore the family on a broader basis • . There was 

. general agreement that commitment · was essential. for strong Jewish 
'identity. and a viab'le Jewish family unit. 

Dr. Verbit · contended that the strength of the Jewish family will 
have to depend upon classical Jewish commitment ·. He regarded 
religious commitment as a sine qua n,on for the achieving of 
continuity. Ethnic conimi tment was. to his ·mind a s.hor.t-term 
relationship. ~abbi Gordis felt that Jewish identity must find 
concrete basis for Jewish conuriitment and should differentiate 
between general and ritual commitment. Religion, like ethnic 
identity is part of the total picture. Professor Janowsky agreed 
that r~ligio4s commitment of some kinq is essential to group 
surviva.l but questioned how such commi'tment might be defined 
and ·posited the possibility that Israel might be a new form of 
such commitment. 

Dr. Goldstein mentioned the diminution of communal involvement 
in an increasingly secular society whose members tend to become 
more privatized. 

. . 
The need for · paradigms and models for Jewish ·commitment was 
accepted as essential to the Jewish communal agenda. However, 
the source and forms of such models were the subject of consider
able discussion. Several participants recommended -as a first 
step the examination of educational and social paradigms of 
classic Je.wish tradition al though there was general agreement that 
history and experience indicated that religious commitment was an 
essential factor in Jewish continuity. Patterns of religious 
commitment should be explored with an eye ·to helping those for 
whom. there is hope for survival and accepting the falling off of 
others. In this vein, Rabbi Pollack felt that those students who 
are seeking commitment through search and analysis should be 
helped. Less emphasis should be placed on numbers and outreach 
programs and more on dedicated students who may be able to develop 
a model for how to live Jewishly. Dr. Leventman was concerned 
abo~t the meaning of Jewish identity in the context of our society 
and what we can do about .the unaffiliated Jews. He wondered how 
to: recreate clas.sical commitment in our day. Mr·. Morris accepted 
the concept of creating. Jewish commitment but felt we must address 
ourselves to the creation of new forms. Mr. Lerner felt that 
religious commitment was not .the solut~on and .that other factors 



were involved in strengthening the family. Rabbi Rackman, who 
often deals with problems within observant families, remarked 
that education and commitment are not enough to strengthen the 
family; we must deal with what general culture is doing to 
~ ewish value.s, for . example in the context of the sexual revolution 
as it affects Orthodox homes. 

Dr . Blau did not regard the current trends in sexual behavior as 
a revol~tiqn put rather as simply greater freedom between boys and 

·girls. She felt that youthful aberrations in this and other areas 
are temporary and youth, ·is indeed seeking community and models for 
which Jewish tradition is most .relevant. It is vital, in her 
opinl.on, to eff_ectively involve youth of the third and fourth 
generation actiyely in Jewish life. Since knowledge is essent~al, 
we should try to reach chil dren early, :through day care centers 
w~ich have a J .ewish educational program. We must use our young 
in Jewisp projects by overcoming the paternalism which is· rife in 
the Jewish establishment. 

Mr$. ·wolfe felt it would be fruitful to ·isolate and examine the 
factors which helped the Jewish family survive during periods of 
crisis. It is clear that treatment of pathology and social 
services .alone will not enable the family to perform its 
traditional ·functions. It must be supported as it once was by 
the extended family and th~ Jewish neighborhood . .. Under the 
impact .of current trends, our youth does not like the Jewish 
community as it appears to them, its materialism" its organizations, 
etc. Thia, Mrs. Wolfe· stated., was part of a problem larger than the 
Jewish ·co!lllilunity. 

As.a prerequisite for developing models and ·paradigms for the 
Jewish family today, several participants recommended an 
examination of changing roles within the Jewish community. 

Dr . . Be~man felt it was important to . strengthen the father's rple 
and to give dignity to · his position in view of the singularly 
woman-dominated status of the Jewish family. Mr .• Lerner supported 
the basic . impo~tance of examining the roles of father and mother 
and tne relat~onship between concepts of discipline and over
·permis si venes s. Mr. Sherman recommended an examination of positive 
models as well as pathological ca·ses. .Dr. Verbit urged considera
tion of all· elements of Jewish life in any effort to help the 
family. He also warned that in creating new mpdels caution must 
be exercised in· the area of innovation lest it create discontinuity. 
We must always retain an element of ·the old. There was general 
agreem~nt with the need for substantive content in. Jewish .life . 
Structural separateness without the supportive Jewish cultural 
content will .not guarantee continuity. 

. . 

A troublesome factor in Jewish continuity is intermarriage which 
as Dr. Sklare noted has, among other things, drawn· non-Jews into 
the Jewish kinship network . Dr . · Cahrunan stated that in view of 
the growing rate of intermarriage, with attendant conversions to 
Judaism, it is the job of the Jewish community to draw converts 

.. 
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into the Jewish orbit. D!'. Rosenthal point.ed out that statistically 
converts are considered Jewish and that this results in skewed 
statistics. He recommended differentiating statistically between 
status rate and ·formation rate of intermarriage. He also said that 
there is no statistical evidence· that intermarriage results in 
higher divorce rates although it has been shown ·that previous 
divorce makes for subsequent intermarriage. Mrs . Selig remarked 
that, in many cases, intermarriage is not a rebellion .but rather 
a carrying out of the family's att':i,.tude and an indication of the 
weakness of ~he family Jewishly. 

The growing pathology of the Jewish family indicates the need 
for developing supportive and educative techniques. Dr. Gordis, 
defining the Jews as a ~eligio-cultural-ethnic . group, stated that 
in dealing with the infinite variety of human nq.ture and the 
variations within the Jewish community we need to develop a 
variety of paradigms, secular and humanistic as well as religious. 
The problem is complex and there is no one simple solution. In 
his opinion, how~ver, some sense of commitment to · the religious 
tradition was a necessary but not sufficient condition to solving 
the problems of ~he Jewish family and Jewish sur~i~al. Whatever 
family paradigms we develop II).U.st take i .nto consideration 
psychological and environmental factors as well. As heirs to a 
tradition in which religious, ethical, social and ethnic factors 
have been in.terrelated, we cannot ignor>e any of them in seeking 
solutions to the problems of the Jewish family. 
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SESSION III 

.The Chairman of Session III, Dr. David Sidorsky, opened the 
afternoon's proceedings which dealt with the implications of 
current trends in the Jewish family for religio4s life, Jewish 
education and Jewish social agencies. 

The .discussion was begun by a panel of three specialists who made 
brief presentations based upon their own experience and the 
previous sessions. 

Dr. Robert Gordis opened with a discussion ·of the implications 
of· today's trends in the Jewi~h family for religious life. 

DR. ROBERT GORDIS 

No society can long endure unless · in some sense there is a common 
universe of discourse, a generally accepted view of life, a ·set. 
of fundamental religious-philosophic and ethical values under
girding its structure. In the case of the Jewish community, which 
rightly or wrongly has given a much greater play to .religion than 
other societies of our time; this is even more evident. 

In a sense, the decline of religious vitality among American Jews 
has accelerated the trends contributing to .. t.h~ breakdown of the 
Jewish family, and conversely these disintegrating trends have 
contributed to the decline of religion as embodied both in the 
home and in the synagogue. 

Though .the synagogue has not been a causati~e factor, it has all 
too often acquiesced in the decline of the family. It has done 
so tacitly by accepting with complacency the idea that one could 
eliminate religious practice in the home in 'favor of attendance 
at the synagogue. The question that religious leade~s have been 
asking is how good is the attendance at services rather than how 
much Jewish observance takes place in the home. Thus the Seder 
has been moved out of the home into the synagogue,. instead of 
r.ecognizing that this is an unfortunate necessity and attempting 
to counter this trend. The ·synagogue has yielded further by 
making Hanukkah a corrununity celebration, and limiting Purim 
entirely to the synagogue reading of the Megillah, while the 
Shabbat has all but completely disappeared from the home. 

Thus the synagogue must accept part of the blame not for its 
failure to prevent these disintegrating tendencies in the 

' . 

family, which it might have been unable to do, but for not slow~ 
ing down the process or reversing it, which might have been within 
its capacity. 

' . 
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The weakening trend is further accentuated by the changing 
character of synagogue membership. Synagogue members are now 
simply persons who hire the synagogue and its staff for a 
specific purpose for a limited period of time. If they have a 
Bar Mitzvah coming up and have to send a child to school for three 
years, they hire . the school, the rabbi, the cantor .and the caterer 
for that particular period, and very often, the family drops out 
immediately afterward . . When another child approaches that period 
again, they rejoin. As a result, the synagogue today is like any 
other service institution. Affiliation no longer means membership 
in a synagogue, whether with dues or without, and utilizing what
ever services it has to offer. Today we hire it for a specific 
purpose, and the rabbi comes along as part of . "the package deal." 

These developments are obviously {raught with great danger. The 
synagogue is by all odds the central institution of Jewish life, 
with the largest membership by far of any agency in Jewish life. 
It is estimated that between two and three million out of the 
five to six million Jews in the United States have some kind of 
synagogue affiliation. In addition, they are willing to pay for 
it -- which in itself is significant. If we permit this institu
tion to decline, it is bound to have a disastrous effect on the 
Jewish community of tomorrow. In spite of the vigorous attacks on 
the religious Establishment, many of which are well justified, 
there is no substitute for the synagogue remotely to be seen on 
the horizon. 

Moreover, the synagogue, at least ideally, does represent the 
totality of Jewish life in the sense that the ethnic, cultural 
and religious aspects of Judaism by their very nature are sub
sumed in its program. However narrowly or inadequately its 
program may be conceived or executed, the synagogue has within 
it the possibility of representing the organic unity of Judaism. 
To the extent that religious and cultural pluralism is regarded 
as a permanent feature of the American scene, (far more so, be 
it added, than cultural pluralism or "ethnicity") it is obvious 
that the Jewish community, both in the eyes of the non-Jewish 
majority among whom we live, as well as in their own eyes is 
exemplified and symbolized by the synagogue. 

Unfortunately, however, the nature of American life has created 
"the curse of bigness" with regard to t he synagogue as everywhere 
else. Its impersonalization and the mechanization of its 
activities have "turned off" precisely the most sensitive elements 
in the Jewish community. The high cost of Jewish institutional 
membership, particularly in the synagogue, has had a very negative 
effect upon many young people, especially the very young couples 
that r.abbis are most .eager to serve. 

What can be done? A great deal of soul-searching by the leader
ship of our synagogues, lay and rabbinic, and ultimately a 
restructuring of religious life is required. A few years ago I 
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had ·occasion to dedicate a synagogue, the construction of which 
ran ~nto several millions. There were two thousand people at 

I ' 

the dedication service; . I think I · shook them up when I suggested 
that I would have been more impressed had there been twenty 
s_ervices going on simultaneously of a hundred people each instead 
of two thousand at one mass function. Small services mean that 
more people can participate -- their special interests, their 
peculiar biases, their particular talents -- all.can come into 

· play. The emphasis should be not on breaking up large institutions, 
because they perform irre.place~ble services, but on making provi
sion in the existing institutions for smaller groups of participants 
in worship and in study on ~more personal and active basis. 

Above all, there ought to be a far greater emphasis on what is 
really most viable in the Jewish heritage -- not so much Jewish 
institutions but rather Jewish ideals. It would be ~he height of 
folly to try to scrap the Establishment; the sensible course is 
to help to revitalize it. Our emphasis therefore must be upon 
that which is most vital in Judaism, its religious and ethical 
content. This is essentially what the traditional term "Torah" 
means, for which the more modern word "education," construed in 
the broadest sense of the term, is a pallid s.ubsti tut:e . 

. In the field of education, there is a n:eed for much more inten
sive and more personalized forms, its scope to. include the whole 
area of family life, sexual moral.i ty and underlying ethical 
principles. We are dealing here with the transmission of values, 
not simply with information or facts. What is needed today is 
approaching family probl ems with sympathy and sechel (wisdom). 
The combination of the two must infuse the educational activities 
of the synagogue and the personal role of the rabbi at every 
level of his work . $ince we are living in an age of tremendous 
crisis, the rabbis have to realize that there are new ·problems 
that did not exist in the past and also new opportunities. 
Human nature certainly has not deteriorated; it may even be 
petter, if we recognize as virtues the hatred of sham and the 
refusal to acquiesc~ : in evi1. Therefore, : it is not so much the 
content but "the mod.e and the spirit in which it is transmitted 
which has to be changed. The insights of the traditionalist 
cannot be applied mechanically today; the purely routine 
application of norms from the past in an altogether different 
environmental setup creates· inner tensions that often become 
pathological. What we need therefore is an in-depth interpre
tation of traditional Jewish ethical insights, so that they will 
be applied with sympathy and understanding to the Jewish and 
human condition today. 

A major point that has to be brought home, and which always comes 
as .a revelation to otherwise intelligent people young and old, 
is that "the Judea-Christian tradition," whatever the validity 
of the concept, is a phrase which applies least of all in the 
area of sex and the family. Classical Christianity and classical 
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Judaism part company most directly there, and it is a liberating 
influence for Jewish young people to be educated to realize that 
the standards of St. Paul, the New Testament and Augustine are 
not identic~l ~with those of traditional Judaism. -Classical 
Christianity, as Paul expounded it, made a distinction between 
Eros, physical erotic love, and Agape, spiritual love. Paul 
regarded Agape as the ideal and Eros as an unfortunate weakness 
of the flesh. It is a simplification, but not a distortion, to 
say that in· classical Christianity love is regarded as pure to 
the degree that it is not involved in sex. In other words_, sex 
should be as irrelevant as possible to love, and the highest 
forms of love are those in which sex plays the least part. The 

· whole concept of romantic love is actually nothing but a 
secularized version of the same doctrine; romantic love is love 
which has not been fulfilled . Tristan and Isolde, Eloise and 
Abelard, Romeo and Juliet, Dante and Beatrice -- these are out
standing examples of romantic love, precisely because they were 
not fulfilled in marriage and the regularities of daily existence. 
For classical Christianity, sex was to be ·reduced as much as 
possible; the more one succeeded in minimizing sex, the purer 
and the higher the love. 

What the modern sexual revolution has done ' is to turn the 
Christian view· upside down. Where Christianity .s-aid that sex 
should be irrelevant to love, the modern outlook in many of its 
formulations .insists .that love should be or is irrelevant to sex, 
and that the sexual experience need have no necessary connection 
with love. 

Judaism parts company with both the classical Christian and the 
contemporary points of ·view. It insists that love and sex are 
organically related ·in the case of human beings and cannot be 
separated. Marriage is that institution which attempts to endow 
this unique combination of love and sex with respon~ibility~ 
and responsibility means at least the prospect of permanence. 
The sex and love relationships is one which has long-range effects, 
as the presence or possibility of children make abundantly clear. 
Love and sex cannot therefore be expressed purely in . terms of 
immediate or short - term gratification. 

Hemingway once defined morality as "that which you feel good after." 
This, I think, is a perfect definition. But ~hat do we mean by 
"after," five minutes after, ten minutes after, nine months after 
or ten years after? Morality is that which one .feels good after, 
if by that we mean not immediately, tomorrow, but in terms of the 
long-range consequences. Since the love-sex relationship includes 

. the relations of man and woman and children over a long time, 
Judaism has something viable and valuable to teach. If presented 
to young people with sympathy and insight, the teachings of the 
Jewish heritage may not necessarily change their . mode of living 
but it might give them a new respect f or their tradition and 
ultimat~ly create a new climate within which they would live. 
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Nor does this affect only children. Many of the sweet young gir.ls 
today who at present are so enamoured of what they reg~rd as the 
"freer relationships" outside of marriage may not feel the same 
way ten or fifteen years later. They will then, hopefully, be 
equally sweet but they will not be equally young, and that will 
make a difference. 

Marriage is that institution which through trial and error and 
the experience of centuries has proved for most men and women to 
be · the most successful mode of structuring the relations between 
husband and wife and between parents and children, most of the 
time. That leaves, to be sure, a tremendous number of cases where 
it · does ·not work, and it is here that sympathy and insight have to 
coijle into play. 

There are many other issues -- premarital sex, homosexuality, 
abortion -- on all of which the Jewish tradition_ has something 
significant to say. 

The teaching of those issues must take place on two levels. Part 
of · it is counselling. It may be necessary to .be calling on other 
available human resources besides the rabbi for this. 

One of the weaknesses of synagogues is that they are so isolated 
from one another and competitive. To meet this desperate need 
for counselling, a few years ago I convinced the New York Board of 
Rabbis to set up an "Information Center on Judaism." This was a 
cooperative consultation agency to be open every week-day, with 
rabbis of all groups in attendance to give personal counsel and . 
information on Judaism to all who came. The public response with
in the few months of its existence was tremendous, but the project 
broke down because of the inner tensions among the "denominations." 
But the idea is still valid. No matter how it is to be managed, 
whether it be objective information or guidance on a personal 
level, or simply offering a sounding board, knowledgeable and 
sympathetic Jewish counselling must become a basic function of the 
syriagogue, as it was the role of the individual rabbi in traditional 
Je~ish circles in the past . 

There must also be a greater emphasis on the teaching of Jewish 
traditional .ideas in the areas of personal and ·social ethics, a~d 
its world-view, in life, death and the goals of ·human existence. 
These values and insights must pe transmitted -- and can be to 
all ~ges -- children and adolescents as well as adults. If this 
were to happen we could be contributing to the difficult task of 
humanizing the Jews, of helping to transform them -into menschen. 
At the same time we will be helping to revive the quality of 
.Jewish community life. 

Nobody in his senses thinks that Jewish life is ideal. And there 
is no reason why it should · be, .since men and women are not ideal. 
But those of us who have a sense of commitment are able to look 
beyond the limitations of the real to the ideal. If we can make 
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the values of Judaism meaningful in the lives of men and women 
and. young people today, it will be possible to revive, for a . 
large section of the Jewish community, the strength and beauty 
of the Jewish family in a new context of freedom and equality. 

The second panelist, Dr. Joseph Lukinsky, examined the implications 
of trends in the Jewish family for directions in Jewish education. 

DR. JOSEPH LUKINSKY* 

The first of many reasons for confusion in most discourse on 
Jewish educat·ion is the fact that people regard it as synonymous 
with formal schooling. I agree ·that if everythin~ is Jewish 
education then nothing is, and therein lies the difficulty in the 
broader notion that I have in mind (and a broad concept is 
necessary), yet it is not fruitful to limit Jewish education to 
"school." Secondly, it must be insisted that Jewish education is 
not only for childr·en. Thirdly, Jewish education is not only 
consciously planned; Jewish education relates to every aspect 
of life, and many institutions of every sort in the Jewish 
community are in effect doing Jewish education whether they know 
it or not. When a person participates in a Jewlsh organization 
in some manner, he is learning something. He is .being J ewishly 
educated if only to some notion as to ·what the Jewish community 
is all about and what the participation in it of the individual 
means. When we come to a conference like this we, for example, 
as academic people and professionals in the field, may learn 
something about what a professional really does when he is called 
for consultation, perhaps other than what ~s intended by the 
institutions requesting his service_s. One of the mai_n tasks of 
Jewish education in the broader sense is to become increasingly 
sensitive ·to what people actually learn from their participation 
in every aspect of the community and to relate to this purpose
fully to the extent possible. 

The family has been the classic institution through which children 
were initiated into the life of the community. The family for the 
child is the community writ small. The school is another 
example._ The school is often thought of as the preparation of 
the child for his later adult life in the community. But to the 
cbild the experience in the school, or in the youth group, or 
summer camp is his initiation into the real experience of the 
community. He derives from that experience his notion about what 
his participation in the community is all about. If that 

* Spontaneous comments in response to earlier sessions of the 
conference developing implications for Jewish education. 
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experience is an authoritarian one where everything is decided for 
him from above, if it is an experience where he is not allowed 
to take any initiative·, where he never thinks for himself, if he 
is just a passive receptacle, then he has been taught a great 
deal. If it is a place where he is' only manipulated and 
indoctrinated with s.omeone else's values, he may never be given 
a chance to grow. This of course is the paradox of all education; 
to a certain extent it involves some measure of legitimate 
indoctrination at particular states. Hopefully, it will, at the 
same time, give students the opportunity and the resources to 
grow and gradually develop and become, to a 2arge extent, auto
nomous as well as committed. 

As has been pointed out, the family's problem is that it does not 
currently provide a model for the child of meaningfui par.ticipa-
t ion in the community. The nuclear family is itself often divorced 
from the community and has to bear the burden of doing everything 
for the child which was formerly done by the extended family or 
other institutions. We have to develop surrogate activities and 
new institutions that strengthen the family to do better· what it 
has done in the past. · Now one of the institutions that I think is 
necessary to accomplish this is some kind of educational institu
tion which deals with the family qua family • . When children go to 
school or camp they are with other children, and usually they are 
with children their own age. Even at that level we are very 
compartmentalized by age. But the whole notion that children ang 
adults can do th~ngs together is something that .educational . 
thinkers and practitioners have not even begun to explore in the 
Jewish area. · Outside the Jewish framework there is a lot of 
concern for this notion of participation of parents and adults 
in the educ~tional enterprise. The child sees . for example in 
most cases that the teacher teaches, but the child never sees 
the teacher learn anything and here, I think, if we went to our 
own tradition we might find some interesting models. · I am not 
ra.jecting current ideas wholesale but tnuch of the talk, for 
example, about "open education," is very faddish and the application 
to the Jewish ·field is likely to be a failure. An unexplored model 
of open education in a Jewis·h sense (with some qualifications) is 
the East European yeshiva where each student learned .on his own 
and was also in contact with adults who were learning seriously 
for themselv~s. Such prototypes as · this cannot and should not be 
adapted wholesale but they do reflect our concern for developing 
institutions which involve people of different ages and for drawing 
on our own authentic sources. This Is a broader concept than · 
strengthe.ning the family itself but might take up some of the 
slack· caused by the inability of the family to initiate the child 
into the community by recognizing the need for activities that 
meaningfully relate people of different ages as the family formerly 

' did. 

The move to suburbia exhibits an interesting phenomenon--the 
absence of old people. We tal_k of initiating the child into the 
community but if he does not see old people he .lacks a model of 
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what it means to be old, what it means to live a worthy adult 
·life in community. Speaking of the generation gap a few years 
ago at Teachers College, Ma~garet Mead commented that there used 
to be a feeling when youth looked at the older generation that 
although they might not like the way their elders deal with their 
problems they at least saw that their way was meaningful to them. 
From this young people learned that though they themselves might 
do it differently, it is possible to deal. with middle age and old 
age. But now since they no longer see their elders dealing with 
their problems successfully, · they get the feeling of 
depression that if the elders cannot do it, then maybe they can't 
either. This offers an important insight regarding the need for 
an institution that will cut across ages. In more practical terms 
it highlights the need for community programs that involve families 
as such. Now , each family makes Sabbath "far sich. " Sabbath 
observance, for example, whether in urban or suburban settings 
often introduces an area of conflict with one's children because 
ofte.ri nobody else is doing it. Even for people who go to the 
synagogue on Sabbath .morning, Sabbath afternoon is empty. There 
is a need for an institution which will enable the family to make 
Sabbath together with other families in a total sense. It does 
not matter whether the syn~gogue does this job or not. It might 
be a good idea if the synagogue would enable small groups· to 
meet under its auspices or if families were to get together and 
merely draw upon the rabbi as a resource for helping the.m to 
understand what . they can do on their own. I think it would be an 
exciting move . · 

This is exactly what I think the young people on college level 
have begun to do. And here I have become much more open in 
recent years . I don 't think there is necessarily one best way . 
I come from Boston and it has become in recent years a marvelous 
center for college student life. True, many people in college 
have no Jewish connection and don't care. However, there is a 
t ·rend among college students today to affirm their Jewish identity 
very strongly, whether in terms of ethnicity or observance or study 
i~ Israel or even because of the example of the Blacks. It 
doesn't even really matter any more . I agree that ethnicity 
isn't sufficient , but I think it is a marvelous starting point. 
Whether this resurgence is ultimately important or just a fad, 
it · is a promising development in our history and we dare not 
let it pass. Indeed, much more stress should be placed upon it, 
especially in .view of the large number of Jewish kids apparently 
involved in such mov.ements as the Jesus Freaks and the Hare 
Krishna movement. I would also suspect that the proportion of 
Jews is very high in the growing commune move~ent. I cannot 
agree that somehow it will all pass, leaving a residue of valuable 
learning. There is indeed a search for identity in these trends, 
much of which will pass and out of which good things may come . 
However, the problem . is that should, for example, a young person 
who goes into Hare Krishna get married or take some important step 
during that experience, he would go off in an entirely different 
dir~ction and be lost as a Jew . Reaching college students is 
a great challenge today. 



In this respect I think we can learn something from the drug cul-
ture. Although I am totally against drugs and all of the horrors 
they bring, the drug culture has opened us to a new view of the 
possibilities of. experience for young people . They are much more 
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open to the symbolic and the emotional than we were in an earlier 
rationalistic time. I recently attended a week-end retreat organized 
by Rabbi Joseph Pollack of Boston University,- Hillel. I was impressed; 
he has amazingly somehow touched this openness to religious experience 
in a Hillel setting and he has reached a tremendous number of kids 
without background in the experience of Shabbos, .of learning, of 
fellowship. It was one of the profoundest experiences of the Jewish 
Shabbos that I have ever had in years of working· in camps and with 
college kids. So I believe that these experiences, wherever they 
may. spring from , and need to be developed, are very promising. 

Several years ago there was a great controversy between the people 
in the Center movement and the people in -the sy'nagogue movements. 
At that time it seemed. to be a fundamental "faith point to affirm 
the cen.trali ty of the synagogue _ in American life. I am not really 
that sure any more. I think that 'now might be a great time to be a 
director of a Center. I think it would be a great time for start
ing with some Jewish core, whatever it.might be and then moving 
beyond it . Forget institutional ideologies and dogmas. A Center 
could easily become the kind of institution that was originally 
intended when the concept of the synagogue was developed and as it 
grew in different ages. I'm beginning to think there may be more 
potential in this track than there is in the synagogue itself. 

Of course, the Israel experience is a very powerful one for an 
American Jewish family as a whole and in terms of the impact it 
will have on the family through the experiences of individuals 
who go there. Not that identity problems do not exist in Israel. 
I spent last year in Israel. At that time our colleague, Walter 
Ackerman, an American Jewish educator, was asked by Israeli 
parents if he would start an afternoon Jewish school ' for their 
kids in Beersheba to strengthen their Jewish identity. This is 
utterly amazing ; these afternoon schools which we often speak 
of as a failure seemed to be the model those Israeli parents were 
seeking for the strengthening of Jewish identity~ Even so, for 
the Americaq Jewish family the ready availability of the Israel 
experience is something that will have to be taken into account . 

In summary, it seems clear that the family can be strengthened 
through new institutions which give it the encouragement and 
the opportunity to express itself as a family in the community. 
Families cannot do it alone anymore. Much of the tension in 
the family results from a situation in which too · m~ch is 
expected of it and the commun~ty isn't supportive enough. 

One fd.nal note. Some rega:rd the use of a camp situation as 
a utopian solut{on which isn't realistic because participants 
have to come back to their normal every day life and cope with it. 
However, it is possible that since normal every day life is so 
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dysfunctional, ·the utopian experi_ence ought to become the norm, 
at least by giving a different kind of perspective on the possibi
lities. In this respect, I think that Jewish education has been 
too imitative of general educational approaches and that one of 
the chief needs in the field of Jewish education is to develop 
distinctively Jewish concepts and experiences, to provide a kind 
of alternative to what is generally available. This would be 
valuable both for families and for individuals. 

The third speaker was Mrs. Martha Selig, wpose presentation 
emphasized the supportive roles which social agencies should 
play in strengthening the Jewish family. 

MRS. MARTHA SELIG 

If I am a strong proponent of family, it is because I speak from 
the vantage point of the multiple . roles of great-granddaughter, 
granddaughter, daughter, wife, mother and grandmother and I know 
both experientially and theoretically about the value and positive 
influence of the extended family. Indeed, I believe that the 
basic instrumentality for the development of a positive Jewish 
identity is the family . It behooves us to study Jewish family 
life in order to learn what forces influence it positively and 
what forces cause disruption and breakdown so that we can 
mobilize the total community re.sources to enhance the former and 
reduce the latter. · 

The previous speakers reviewed the demographic and sociological 
characteristics of the family today, pointing up the changes. 
But it is equally important to be clear as to our Qirection lest 
the norm become the standard. 

My purpose in these few moments is to indicate how -I believe the 
communal agencies can be helpful in fostering sound Jewish family 
life. I will S?-Y straightaway that the points I will make reflect 
my basic commitment to Judai sm as a distinct way of · life within 
a culturally pluralistic society . Any factors that threaten the 
preservation of this way of life have to be recognized and actively 
dealt with by whatever institutions and instrumentalities exist or 
need to be created. I do not believe that we can rely on the fact 
that Judaism, because it has existed so long, will always ~xist. 

The previously mentioned conditions whiph threaten the very 
foundation of Jewish life cannot be ignored. However, I do not 
want to appear as a Cassandra despite the problems and deviant 
behavior to which reference has been made. I am afraid all these 
deviant patterns are not new. As a child I was absolutely aghast 
when I was in the · synagogue and heard the recitation of the many 
sins one could commit! Apparently deviant behavior was really 
not unheard of in the Jewish community in the past • . I am not at 
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all sure that divorce as we know it is always negative, even 
though it may show ·up as a negative statistic . Judaism permits 
divorce. An early poor marriage may be corrected with a divorce 
and a remarriage may .be the base for sound Jewish family life. 
I am not at all sure .. that intermarriage, often referred to as a 

·negative statistic, should be synonymous with alienation. Those 
of us who are interested in preserving the Jewish community 
certainly do not welcome intermarriage but if we are to avoid 
the increasing number of such .marriages, the emphasis should be 
on strengthening the identity of the Jewish family. Too many 
intermarriages are in families where there was no identification. 

On the other hand I do not sit here as a Pollyanna saying that 
because things are not that terribly pad they cannot grow worse. 
I believe they can -- unless they are in some way controlled . 
Figures are indications of that ~hich exists now; they are clues, 
they are trends. But trends reflect past and present experience 
and do not necessarily predict the future. What we do about them 
depends upon our own philosophy. The rising intermarriage rate 
delights some because it confirms their concept of assimilation. 
For others intermarriage figures are distressing because i t means 
diminishing the strength of the Jewish community. 

One other general observation. I firmly believe that Jewish 
identity is created in and ·. fostered by the . family ...... All other 
institutional agencies and services are ancillary and support the 
expression of this identification in a wider social context. 
Identification itself is born and nourished in the family. The 
family,from the secular point· of view, may differ radically in its 
form and function from the family that existed in prior centuries. 
We have to think of the family within the concepts of the total 
American scene today, we cannot live in the past. We cannot re-

· create the family life of the past by keeping the mothers in the 
home and giving the father the role of tutor. I am not even sure 
the past was always so ide.al ! I have serious question about the 
idea projected here today of the kibbutz in America unless.the 
family were an integral part of it. I believe too many efforts 
are directed, unwittingly, to weaken the role of ~he f amily 
rather than making the family the center of all activities. 
Indeed, the fact that we have a new emerging family pattern does 
not necessarily mean a loss of Jewish family life or Jewish 
identity. 

As to how our Jewish communal. agencies can strengthen family life 
and Jewish identity, I suggest five points for consideration: . 

1. If ·we are to rely on our agencies, we must first be sure that we 
have adequately prepared leaders, both lay and professional. 
Any movement, any g~oup needs leaders and I believe the 
weakness of Jewish life and Jewish identity in this country 
in the past years has been the dearth of leaders who are 
Jewishly concerned and Jewishly oriented. We must make a 
concerted effort to recruit people for Jewish communal 
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service and at the .same time teach them in accordance with a 
sound doctrine. For. the large group now engaged in Jewish 
conununal service, ·we must provide adequate in-service training 
which will enable them to move toward the objective with which 
we are concerned today. It is not possible to be sensitive 
to specific Jewish components in the treatment process or in 

· the development of a rich Jewish program in all agencies unless 
the top leadership both lay and professional, is aware of the 
value of such efforts and is dedicated to their purpose. Ten 
or fifteen years ago, while reading records of childre_n being 
screened for admission into an institution, I was disheartened 
to find that although full psycho-social components for the 
children were included, there was no reference to whether the 
home was kosher, what the parents would expect of the child 
vis-a-vis Jewish education, what positive influences if any 
the family life had on the child as a member of the Jewish 
corrununity. I am reminded of an expe~ience of some 25 years ago. 
We were arranging for the adoptive ·placement of some children 
who had been in institutions for many years. I thought : that I 
had found an' absolutely ideal home for a rather dull child. I 
saw the prospective adoptive mother on a Wednesday. We agreed 
that she would come on the following Friday, since children 
were released only on Tuesdays and Fridays. On Thursday she 
called and hesitatingly tried to postpone the placement until 
the - following Tuesday~ In typical social work fashi~rr, I inter
preted this as ambivalence and doubt until I kept hearing her 
say "What difference does it make; I would rather come on 
T·uesday." Then I remembered my grandmother saying that "Tuesday 
is a lucky day." (You remember God looked at that day and said 
"it is good - but said it twice!") The · understanding of this 
cultural belief -- superstition if you will -- was significant 
in dealing constructively with this family. Out of this and other 
experiences developed our Jewish Orientation and Training Program 
for work_ers . 

I am pleased to say that although there are still some blind spots 
in this area, there have been many changes since the years to 
which I refer. All agencies are now far more sensitive to this 
significant component and recognize the importance of the 
religious ethnic and cultural component as part of sound therapy. 
Nevertheless, there is still much more to be done; there is a 
need for a more intensive indoctrination of the top leadership 
if our agencies are to play a constructive role in strengthening 
Jewish family life. 

This is not easy to implement because of the several religious 
ideologies which determine the way Jewish life is to be lived. 
-What is :needed is an appreciation and validation of the varieties 
of the Je~ish way of life. 

2. In the past our social agencies have been concerned with pathology; . 
indeed they still are. They have responded to individuals and 
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families in trouble -- and responded well. Most of our efforts 
are still geared in this direction, because of the limited 
sources and the tremendous demand for help in crisis situations. 
I am pleased to say that we can look at our agencies today and 
take greater pride than w~ did in the early 30's or even 40's 
but there is still a vast gap between the role I .believe the 
agencies should play in the Jewish community and the role they 
do play. Greater effort should be expended in dealing with 
total family life and strengthening family life. We see the 
beginning in· the move toward family interviewing rather . than 
concern with the individual and his special program. Now we 
must add another component -- Jewish community. I should like 
to see the agencies move more actively in teaching the Jewish 
family how to live Jewishly as a preventive rather than a 
therapeutic measure. Jewish family life education is still . an 
undiscovered field. 

I miss desperately a kind of "Jewish Dr. Spock." It is 
unbelievable that hundreds of thousands of parents turn to 
Spock for guidance as to how to behave, what to expect and how 
they can contribute to the child's development. What guide do 
we have for Jewish family life to serve the needs of young 
people about to be married or just married and looking forward 
to a constructive life in the Jewish community? Perhaps we need 
a new Moses Maimonides to write a modern guide for the modern 
perplexed. 

' . ' ' 

What I have said refers to all social agencies, the family 
service agenc~~s, the community cent~rs, the camps, the 
·community relations. a·gencies and ~heir ·emphasis ·and concern 
and indeed · the synagogue. 

3. Our agencies have to take a look at their programs and directions 
to· see whether they are really strengthening the family or 
fragmenting it, whether they are assisting. the family and 
supplementing its resources or substituting for it. I am afraid 
all too frequently the programs of our agencies unwittingly tend 
to fragment families rather than strength~n. them. Government 
funds are available to place a child away from home but resources 
to keep them in their own homes are limited. Government funds are 
available for the placement of an old person; little is available 
to help the family keep the old person at home. How many centers 
have "grandparents day" in which the grandchildren and grand
parents mingle? How many centers use members of the Golden Age 
Clubs to assist in the nursery school programs, in the cooking 
class, in the woodwork shops? What a new imag~ such programs 
would create for the young child who sees the contribution that 
older people can make and reaches out in a positive way to h~s 
or her grandparent! Understandably our agencies have followed 
a pattern created by government funding without full recognition 
of; the impl·ications for Jewish family life. This is not the 
time to elaborate on this important trend but ~t is surely the 
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time to take a hard look at how our programs can be modified and 
how our funds can be deployed to meet this objective. 

4. We must come to recognize that no single communal institution 
has or can have full responsibility for strengthening ~ewish 
family life and Jewish identity. We cannot rely on any single 
structure whether it be the social agency or the synagogue or 
the community relations organizations. Each has its role to 
play and here too the directions must be clear. Synagogues, 
while of course concentrating on prayer and religious activity, 
must play a greater role ~n family life ed~cation to brid~e 
the gap between ancient traditions and modern ways of life . 
Some few are moving in this direction but I am afraid they are 
not always sensitive to the translation of these concepts into 
the home . Communal seders are fine; perhaps even a source 
of income. But should not the stress be to teach the family 
to have the seders in their own homes rather than in an 

· auditorium of the synagogue? A group from one of the denomina
tions that shall remain . nameless talked with me a few weeks 
ago about setting up a residential center for drugs. When I 
expressed surprise that the synagogue should assume this 
function which truly belongs to a social-agency despite the 
role that rabbis may play in the treatment process. I was told 
that they saw this as a dramatic way to involve and interest 
the membership of the synagogue. How sad! I suggested that 
perhaps the synagogue could play a preventive role in dealing 
with the drug problem by developing family activities within 
the synagogue and joint classes for parents and children as 
well as Jewish family life courses. 

These were not considered sufficiently dramatic to be effective! 

To derive maximal benefit from our communal agencies and 
institutions we must break down the jurisdictional barriers 
that have too longkept .them apart and militated against effective 
inter-relationships. We must utilize the special skills and 
purposes of each of the institutions individually and as it 
relates to the others. The rabbi can surely play a far more 
active role in the family agencies and in the centers than he has 
in the past. Family agencies are moving closer to community 
centers but are still fearful of lo.sing their identity. Community 
Centers are not welcome in .the synagogue because they may compete 
for membership and may threaten the role of the rabbi. The rabbi, 
the social worker, the community relations worker, all must be 
integrally related and directed to strengthening Jewish life 
and identity. 

S. Basic to the problem of a sound Jewish family life and strong 
Jewish identity is, of course, good Jewish education. One can 
identify only when one knows what it is one is identifying witho 
Therefore, I believe Jewish education is a sine qua non ·of any 
effort to strengthen Jewish family life, to preserve ethnic, 
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cultural and religious identity. Jewish education, restricted 
to the curriculum in the schools wiil not, in my judgment, 
do the job. Jewish education has to be brought into the home 
.and must color all of our communal endeavors. Every instituion, 
if you will., must become an educational institution. In a 
sense, this is what all these institutions were when. they were 
created . The growing awareness of communal responsibility 
for Jewish education, as indicated in the rise of the Federations' 
role in this area augurs well for a real advance in Jewish 
education and a breakthrough in the problems that have been 
confronting us for generations~ 

In summary: 

If our communal instituti ons are to play a significant role in 
strengthening Jewish family life and Jew{sh identity, they must 
seek and develop leaders, both i ·ay and professional, who are 
committed to the preserva t i on of Jewish life. Programs should be 
reoriented and enriched with emphasis on "The Jewish Component," 
and a recognit ion of the i mportance of an individual as part of 
a total community. Institutional barriers and unhealthy com
petition among the social agencies, community relations groups 
and synagogues have to be eliminated . More cooperative programs 
have to be developed to involve the extended .family, to strengthen 
the family as a nuclear unit and to minimize those activities 
which fragment the family. All agencies and institutions must 
see themselves as supplementary to the family rather.than as 
family subs ti tu tes.. And, of course, the fundamental requirement 
is a breading and deepening of Jewish education so as to provide 
an intellectual basis for proud and knowledgeable identification. 

DISCUSSION 

Dr. Sidorsky opened the discussion by indicating that comments 
in the aftern oon's discussion should, according to the program, 
be directed toward recommendations for imp.lementat ion of programs 
for strengthening the family. He called first on two speakers 
whose comments had been held over from the morning: Dr. Mortimer 
Ost:ow and Dr. John Slawson . 

Dr. Ostow ' s remarks were based upon his experience as a psychia
trist: in the Metropolitan area. First he pointed to those 
characteristics which he felt differentiated Jewish families 
from non- Jewish families . 

1. Great~r family cohesiveness, 

2. greater likelihood that members of the family 
will tell others what they think of them, and a 

.. 
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3. penchant · for worrying about the future of the 
Jewish cornmuni_ty. 

He also felt that,·in talking about intermarriage, we must 
consider the quality of the act. In the 30's and 4-0's marrying 
out was usually a step up on the soci~l or economic ladder. More 
recently there has been a tendency among Jewish youth to marry 
down either out of lack of self-respect or fear of failure within 
the peer group. Such individuals Dr. Ostow regarded as not worth 
pursuing. However, there are also ~ases in which intermarriage is 
in a sense "marrying across" on the same level and out of 
convenience. Such cases need not be a loss to the Jewish community . 

We should take care in comparing yesterday to today not to idealize 
the past. People had personal and family problems in the shtetl 
too, but they tended to be silent and to live with them. 

In the area of education, it is essential to remember that 
children are ready for different things at different ages. 
Study must be coordinated with' child development by enriching 
learning at the right time and taking advantage of the child's 
maturation level. Jews have no real initiation ordeal for bringing 

· a child into the adult community. Ex·perience indicates that in 
our society youth creatis such ordeals as sky-diving, racing and 
successful completion offers a sense of relief. The Jewish 
community cannot afford fragmentation and Jewish social service 
institutions cannot continue to pretend that the special problems 
of Jewish clients do not exist. They must treat them as special 
Jewish problems and recognize the advantages as well as the 
hazards. The Jewish community must take every opportunity to 
teach Yiddishkeit even if there is no immed~ate response. It 
w111 thus create a ~eadiness to return to the community when 
the child gets older and the community chooses to reorganize. 

Dr. Slawson emphasized youth ' s interest in identity tod~y and 
the opportunity for the Jewish community to build on it. He 
stressed the need for effo~ts to reinforce the Jewish family, not 
to substitute for it. He felt that large ~eligious edifices are 
not supportive and that the synagogue should of·fer small, intimate 
settings for study and worship . Jewish education is another 
reinforcement factor but the focal element is the parent. The 
most fruitful concept in this are.a is the reinforcement of the 
Je~ish family thro~gh programs which will involve both parent and 
child. The Brandeis Camp offers a model of intergenerational 
weekend institutes with familial aspects. Communal agencies 

· should direct their efforts to an action_ project which would 
introduce religio-cultural elements in non-pathological situations 
to determine what may happen in an "action" rather than a 
"research" situation. 

Mrs. Lily Edelman stated that the B '·nai B' ri th Family Conference 
which had just ended indicated a desire for small learning groups. 
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Other suggestions were the desir~bility of meeting in homes and 
the development of tri-generational ex~eriences through the use 
of grandparents as youth club advisers, ,family circle meetings, a 

·Yiddish Ulpan and emphasizing the . Sabbath experience a:s a family 
observance. 

Dr. · Janowsky felt that the current lack of success in the area of 
formal Jewish education · made it especially important to devise 
ways of supporting the family which has in the past played a 
strong role in the transmission of values. The problems of formal 
Jewish education derive from time limitatioris, minimal achievement 
as a result of the limited number who go beyond the elementary 
level, teacher shortage, a curriculum which has changed little 
since World War I and a dearth of real dedication .. Dr. Janowsky 
recommended more emphasis on contemporary Jewish life, the 
introduction of Jewish materials into the public school and 
expansion of Jewish studies in colleges. He also felt that 
Centers could correct the general neglect of the Jewish arts by 
recognizing the fact that they are sectarian agencies and 
coqperating programmatically with synagogues and Jewish schools. 

Dr. Verbit pointed out .that conµnunity agencies will move in 
directions set by leaders and that the basic need of the Jewish 
community is for knowledgeable adults. He therefore suggested 
establishing a "Lehrhaus" so as to produce an adult education 
institution that would build on individual motivations and 
would provide the leadership so necessary for the Jewish ·future. 
Dr. · Cahnman agreed with the "Lehrhaus" concept and further urged 
the use of informed non-professional Jewish adults to teach in 
Sunday schools. 

Dr. Zenner recommended the possibility of involving various age 
groups in Jewish cultural centers so as to make Jewish living 
experiences natural and easily ad~ptable. 

The need to retain traditional Jewish values and ideas was 
mentioned by several participants. Rabbi Pollack urged: "Let 
us recapture what we lost." Be recommended the revival of group 
study of texts and sources as a positive route to Jewish identi
fication. He also.decried the lack of models in this area for 
students to emulate. Rabbi Feldman stated the importance of 
examining Jewish perspectives on contemporary issues. He urged 
that the values inherent in Jewish family structures be extra
polated and analyzed so that theymi.ght be translated into today's 
terms. Jewish values are humanizing and should be introduced 
into courses in which they are relevant. For example, medical 
schools might introduce Jewish moral and ethical concepts into 
an Institute of Family and Life Sciences. Dr. Lukinsky also 
warned against abandoning old traditions . and criticized the 
differentiation between formal and informal education. Not 
every learning experience can be so defined. He pointed out that 
family life does not exist in a vacuum and that values extend to 

.. 
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every aspeat of life including sports. Indeed questions or 
morality in sports should be part of tl:le cur.riculum. He also men
tioned a Jewish Whole Earth Catalogue being planned at Brandeis 
which would offer new resources and guidance for Jewish living . . 

Mr . Windmueller was s'urprised that in our search for supportive 
family programs, no thought had been given to the possibility 
that the conventional farni~y might no longer be the ideal unit 
of social organization. · 

Some consideration was also given to developing more materials 
on the Jewish family · and to their utilization . Dr . Rosenthal 
felt that there were unlimited research opportunities in the files 
of the social service ~gencies. Proper analysis of such material, 
if seed money were provided, could give a valuable indication of 
trends in the jewish family. 

Dr. Berman recommended that on the state univer$ity campuses, 
many departments could make use of Jewish materials. ·He suggested 
providing syllabus materials for courses in .family living in the 
psychology and sociology departments. To enrich the social science 
bibliography en the subject, articles on the Jewish family should 
be systematically solicited. 

Rabbi Gordis surrimarized the feelings of the participants when he . 
reiterated the need to involve parents in the educational ~rograms 
of their children and ·urged the imposition of student standards 
which would include the obligation to .continue after the Bar 
Mitzvah year. He also urged the utilization .of the ~ateur 
in Jewish life and the awarding of a special degree to the 
educated layman. To stem the tide of rabbinic defection from 
the pulpit to higher educatio'n, he recommended that every rq.bbi 
should be permitted to teach and study as part of his rabbinic 

·function. With a more and more highly educated laity, an 
intellectual rabbi is essential . Although we cannot de
professionalize Jewish life , we must encourage the amateur 
to participate in order to develop meaningful Jewish living. 

Mr. Yehuda Rosenman thankedthe participants and urged them to 
send along any additional suggestions for follow-up or research 
plans dealing with the Jewish family which might occur to them 
as an outcome of these deliberations. 
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Th• Historical Background .of the Jevi&h family 

In tracing the historical development of. the Jewish family, our 

concern is to present the moN salient oharacteristios of the family in 

ancient and medieval times prier to the Emancipation period. In geneJ"IBl 

bistO!'.ical atudy the family is considered the basic unit to e~ine the 

nature of society. As Fustel de Couhnges relates, "The family (gens) was 
1 . 

at first the o~ form of society." As families combined, the tribe 

emerged, am:l "1th the coalescence of variOlls tribes, the city caimt into 

being~ Thi• riew of the fuiq as a smaller unit vithin a larger, more 

complex qstea provides the basis to aearob for the. traits of a general 

society b,y exaad ni ng the ways µi which the famiq function. The inte~ 

relationship or the family to the prooese ot sooial evolution was also the . . . . 

conoem of 'lAvis Morgan, who, in his Allciyt Sooietx., explored economic and 

political foras of development of sooiety thro"12gh the study of the fainily 
2 

unit. Siailarly, ve can discern several stages 1n the course of Jewish 

life; first, as in the Bible, there was the mishpaObah, the family group; 

from the misb.pachab es:me the shebet, the tribe; the coalescence of ehebatbs 

produced the MsHnah, the nation. Wi~h the fall of the ancient Jewish •tion, 

the kehilJ.ah,. the cammunity, became the central form of organiution to which 

the family related itself. 

I. Th• Jtw18h Fand 1y in the Bibllgal Period 

The lliahpaghah in Biblical times vas "a. cl.an," namly, an enlal"ged kinabip 

group that inolmied parents, offspring, relatives, and also individuals vbo 

1. Numa .Panis hstel de ColalAnges, ~L.l~~~~~~=...:~w.~!..::=..,m~~~ 
Ips. •n4 Inst1t¢1ops of Grffce and ROii.! 
See also PP• 11b:l7. . 

2. Lewis Mol'gan, goient Society (Kerr: Chicago,[ n.d., ca. 1871] ); pt. J,. 
chaps. l, 5, 6. 
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. V81"9 adopted and became part of the faiai~ Unit. That the famiq had 

the characteriatios of a clan as the basic social unit to vhioh the indi

rtd~l related hi.m:self is eviJJ.eno~ the Biblical statement, "But you 
,... J 

shall go t.o 11\1 father's hou'l..e, and to 113 Jd.n4,red. • •• The word for 

•iv kindred" is mishJ)&chti, which in the &Ore literal sense B18&ns •iv 

famiq. " For another instance of the mishpaahah, falld.~ or household, 
. . .. 

being equated with the clan in the Bible, is )~t .:.-.·--~~= ---~ . of Abnd.leoh 

going to Sheeh8a •to his mother's brethem,• and "he spok~ with ••• all 
4 

the fa.mi~ of the house of his mother's rather •••• • The "house or his 
5 

mother's father" is also translated as "the clan of his mother's .father.• 

The interrelationship of the mishpachAh to the shebet, the tribe, is 
. 

pointed out in the atatemant or Saul to Samu.el vhen they first meta "And 

Saul answer.d and saids 'Am not I a Benjaminite, of the smallest o! the 

tribes o£ Israel? am 11\1 fud.q the least of all the families of ill• tribe 
6 

of Benjamin?" Thus, the mishpachah camprisecl a unit or subdivision of the 

tribe aa ve have already intimated.. 

J. Gen. IIIV, )8. 

4 ,, • t 1... ... __ .. 
• Judges m, 2.... . .. bet &gi ~. • • • 

5. F. Brown, s.R. Driver, aai c. A. Briggs; H!brev and ~lish 8ffgon o! 
the Old Testament (Houghton Mifflin: Bost.on-Nev York, 1907, P• l ~under 
mishpach&h• 

6. I Saa. X, 21. · 

. . . ' 
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The mishpachah in the main was patriarchal in character, n&mely, 
7 

"the vo-.n left her own fami~ to enter the house of her husband." In 

the marriage relationship the husband exercised complete a11thority since 

he was regarded as the b&'al, "the owner," '°the sovereign" .vho had acquired 
8 

property. Hence the Bible speaks of the llohar, or the price, that the 
9 

man would -pay vben he marries a woman. We shall note, however, as ve 

follow the oourse of development of the Jewish. family, haw the original au

thori~arian position of the husband was restr&ined. or limited by lav or 

. e·thical teachings. 

From the outset the piirpose of •rriage w.s tvofold., .that is, to bring 
-10 

children into the world and derive companionship from one's ate. In an 

agricultural society, where the labor npp~ vas scarce, children voltld be 
11 

regarded as •a blessing." The concmbine (pil!gesh) was an integral part 

of the family stnctve from the time of .Abraham ~o as to as9111"9 the ·birth 
l2 . . 

of large numbers of children. When women did not bear children, as in the 

7. Isaac Mendelsohn, "The FamiJY in the Ancient Near F.ast," Biblloal 
gpha1ol!gi1t, . XI (Ho. 2, May 1948), 25~ 

8. For th• defiaition of ba<·a1, see Brown, Oriv0r, and B?'i«gs, ·I.tpqon, 
. p. 12?. Cf. ba' al marriage in Louis· Epstein, r:rnage L?.vs in the Bible 
and the falp (HarYard University Press, 1942~ P• 7. See a1so Io Mende1sohn 
in op.cit., P• 40; Menachem Brayer, "'!'he Role 0£ Jewish !Aw Pel"t.aining to the 
Jewish Family, a ia Jpd'iA and Divorce, ed., Jacob Freid (Jttav Publishing : 
New York, 1968), P• 5. · . 

9. Instances of the 1!9har .are in Gen. XXXIV, 12; Ex • . XXII, 15-16; I Sam. 
XVIII, 25; cf o I. Mendelsohn in Biblical Archaeologist, XI, 27, cits. 

10. Gen. I, 22, •Be fnitful, and nml.tiply," became •a positive c011111Brdment• 
as enunaiate4 in Jewish tndition. See Maimonides, Mishn!h Torah, "Bil. 'Iahut,• 
XV, l; "Ba'or He~b," to ':Eben ha-<E1er, "Hil. Piryah ve-Rib,yah," I, 1. 

Gen. II, 18, •a help meet .for him." See comment of Rashi, !9. locHl. 

11. I. Mendelsohn in Bibliqal Aro¥eol0rl1t, XI, J8. 

12. L. M. Epstein, Marriage Laws, p. JS. 
~ (Lat.): Brovn, !)river, and Briggs, 
p.o8; Salo w. Baron, Social and Religious 
II, 224. ·. 

er. relation of pilegesh to 
laxioon, P• 811; also, Epstein, 
Histoty of the Jews (2d edit.), 
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case of Rachel and Le&h, they offered ·their l!iMlid serYants, Bilah and 

Zilpah, as vives to ~acob so as to be assured that he would beget sons. 

The offspring of Bilah, Dan and Naphtali, and of Zilpah, Gad and Asher, 
. . 

·. were we loomed a~ sons of .Jacob and were . the ref ore listed 1n the faai~ 
. J . • ·• · ·. .lJ . 

genealogy along with the sons of Iaah and .Rachel. 

Thus oc;>noubinag~ ie not to be equated with promiscuity if we bear 1n 
. . 

mind the te~er :relationship• that could have existed between the husband 
14 

and bis favored vif'e.· · · rn · a f&lll:ily vhioh had .one wife ~· a· aonoubine, or 

plural wives ~ . concubines, the husbam may have shown special affection 

for a wif~, as in .the listanaes of Abr~ and ~rah or Jacob and Rachel. 
. . 

· ... Within the ~t1U'&l t~v:ork of ~he ancient world, where large .families 
·. . . . . . . . : .. ':'' . . .. · 

we~ encouraged and ..• xi)ected, th~ con~ine was not. ·~nsidered a· prostit11te 
. . . .. \ . . 

but :as part or the fud~ as we ha~e ·nggested.o Upon the encourageaent and 

f'ull _.approval of the vi.re, the ooncubin~ bore her husband's ehil.d.Nn. In 

such e. setting, v11 •y discern the·· · anguish of Rachel when she ~re Jacob no 
. ·-

children and "enviGd her sister," and exchimed ·to Jacob, ~Give me children, 
' 15 . . 

if not I aa a dead voman. 111 A comment on her statement say~, "From this, 

1). Geno XII; 1-1); UXV, 2.5-26. 

14. Cf• L. Epstein0 Marriage l!ws, :PP• 51,-52, .for his. •evidence · •• • 
that there is no &dulttH''.Y in the case Of a concubine.• Reuben and .. · 
Absalom, as Epstein points out, •cohabited.with their fathers concubines 
without a death penalty.• See thttS9 instances in Gen. nv, 22; II Sam. 
XVI, 22. . 

15. Gen. XIX, 1. 

I t J I 
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16 
one ma7 oonolude that whoever is chilcile's is oonside1"'8Cl as dead,• 

. . 

not O~ in one's own 8788 but in the c~t7 Ol" SOOiety' &S A whole. 

Vhere11pon, when Jacob retased to asS1111e responsibilit7 for Rachel'• 

ohildlessnesa, she offered. to him her maid servant Bil.ah, so. that as 
. 17· 

Rachel said, •1 ma7 also have· ohildren by her.• · The .concubine tlnla 

enjoyed tae stat•s or being a _member or the fami~ beeause it vas through 
18 . 

her that the "blessing or JBaD.Y olrl.ldren• became possible. 

The emphasis placed on perpetuting each potential ta.mi~ is borne 

oat b,y the praotice of the Lwil'ate marriage ()1.bbgm). It a husband passed 

at.va7, am bacl no childl"en the brother wa obligated to •rr:r his sister-in-: 

lav, the wiclow, so as to &shl'e the perpetuity' of hia brother's name, that 
19 . 

it-·•not be blotted out (~)fl) in ·laNel.· It is not our intent. at 

this junet111'9 to deal nt11 th. oaaUeh oeremon.r, vhereb7 th• brother is 

relieved or the reapon1ibilit7 or •rrying his childless siate~in-lav, bat 

turn ov attention to some ot the trends in Biblical times that admibrated 

developments of the Jewish f&llily during Talmudic and later times. 

160 Bashi on· ibid• 

17. Oen. xxx, ). 

18. As to the role and position of the ooncnabine, see in addition Sohulia 
Oohser, •Pilegesh,0 Jewish Envolorfi•• X (1905), JS; "Pilegesh,• •oer 
I1ar4l, ed. J. D. Eisenstein, VIII 1912), 229-JO. 

190 De11t. XIV, :S-6. 
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Mt.tm0nides, wishing to shov a clistinetion in family lite before and 

aft.er the period of the 'fereh, refers to tlle hndamental change in the 

relationeit:l,p .et a an and "WGMBI "Before the Torah was given if a man 

mt & woman 1a ~ lH.rbt,o,i&oe[i.e. 0 . on the street], it h• desired. her 
. ' . . 

&nd she hia, he wRld. pay her, ~ohabit vith her, ai!d she woald go on her 
20 

way. She was oallecl a keltsh!b, a proetitute.·• Ve cite this atateaeat 

of lfaililon_idea not to ab the olaim that. ta the ~dent world, n.ii a~ in 

Bab;ylonia·, Aaqria, and lui, prior to the tille ot the Bible, there were 

. . . . 

no legal aysteu to npls.riee fad~ W'e, bat rather to consider the 

signitioan• of Biblioal l.&v 1D. •king the relations betweea a &\ll alld &1:.-an 

stable ratller than e&nal., and in establishing restraints and controls vhenby 

a man would. not abuse a 1"111!1ln. 

The Biblical lav at.ates that if a man seduces a youg vaman, ·no is ~ot 

betroth9d, he .pays to her father fifty shekels as a dowry, and then she 
21 

beoomea his wife. In other vords, as Professor Jaoob z. IA1lterbach once 

stated.s . In the Jewish tradition what can be made legal is not regarded as 

illega1. On the other band, 11' the 111&\Jl had sexual relations with a .betrothed 
. 22 

young wcman b,y ooel"Oing her, he is to· be regarded as an adulterer. And if' 

the woman consented, and offeral no Nsistanoe, then •he, too, is dealt with 
2) 

as having oOIBittod adultery. Both the •1'.l and the voman a.re thereby held 

20·. m.shn!h 'l'of!h, 1111811. 'Is:nut," I, 4. Ct. Daut~ IXIII, lB. 

21. Deut. XIII, 295 ot. Ex. XllI, 1.5. 

22. De11t. WI, 18. 

23. Deut. XXII, 24. See also Isvit. ll, ll. 
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accountable for their actions. 

Ii' a man after marrying, brings false accusations against his vif'e 

b~cause of hi.s .contempt for her, and it is found that his claim had no 

basis whatever,"the elders of that city shall take the man and chastise 
24 . . . . . . 

him." Mot to anticipate a later course of .history, we wish to point 

out that according to the Tahmd, . the man vas not to receive a mere verbal 
25 

reprimand, but was to be "flogged." 

These examples are seleoted in order to illust?W.te that 1Ji the 

Biblical period the individual oeuld not justify his cond11ct on the grounds 

o! aelf-satisfa~on or f'ulfilliag pe~sonal ne.id.s. Whenever his ·behavior 

would be detrimental to any 1Mividual or to society as a whole, .he vas 

held accoutable for the c~sequences tha.t resulted !rolB bi~ act. 

As earq as Biblical t.i.Jlea, the famiq had it• obllgatioras toward 

educating an:ct traiaing the ohild. Hot onq vaa the !&!Iii~ responsible to 

bring the obild. into the world nt also to rear and prepare him for par

ticipation in the adult o0iiil!in1ty. In the Talndio and medie•al periods, 

as ve .shall later note, the· family bad a crucial role in the child's de

velopment. 

24. Deut. IXII, 1)-18. 

25. Ketubot 46&: •. o • the husband is flogged •••• • Cf. CClllll9Dt 

of Rashi on a ••• they shall chastise hillil" in Deut. XIII, 18. See 
"publlo flegging" to •penalise transgressors" of marriage laws: Baron, 
S09. and R!Hg, Hist. (~ ... sdit~), II, 218. . 
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Pa.reat~ are i.Bstnctec:l in the Bible to be·· attentive to their children 

when, out of curiosity, thq ask, "What does the Passover service mean to 
26 . 

Thus the parents are callacl upon to share with their You& what 

they know of th• psst, am thereby identify them vi.th signi!io&nt moments 
27 

1,n history. The p&l"ent as teacher of the child in the home beeame a model 

that vaa to gl.dd.e and inf'ltt0nce subseq11~nt generations. Contid.enoe in the 

eff'ectiveness of the parent ae a teacher as voiced in tho ~ or Wisden 
. . 

Literaturea •train a child in the way he should go, And even when he is 
28 

old, he will not d9p&rt .from itow As yet· the s~ool 1raa not established. 

·as an insti:t11tion in the ancient Jevish co1111111n1 ty, so the tami.ly bad the · 
. ~ . 

dual function of nvtving and educating their children. 

II Family ·Life in 'l'sJ.:mgdic Times 

We did not undertake to show the effect that the transition fl"CBl 

nomadic t~ agrioultli!'&l lif~ ~ ancient Canaan might haTe had on the family. 

These oh4nges lf&l"e a.coepted or implied by viewing the family as a~ ins"titu

tion that had al.Nady gGm thrwgh the shirts er changes ·rrcm a no&!&Cii.c to 

26.EL XII, 26-27; XIII , 8, 14 ... 150 ·Cf. Carl F. Keil, B!JLdbleh der biblie9hen 
Arcb.lolgtio (Frankfurt ao M.z Heyde~Zi.Blllaar)," P• 548, cits.; Wilhelm lovaok, 
I,el>.rbu.AA der ·hebrlisahgp A.rchioloeie {Mohr:Freiburg 1oB.-I.a1p&1g, 1894) I, 
1'12, .citso; Abraham Cronb&eh9 eip'ami~ Lite Ideals, 11 in~' Re11giop am Its 
~ocial Settipg, P• 176, Do 132, citso . 

27 o Gen. XVI!!, 191 Deut. IV, 9-10; VI, 7; XI, 19; _XIXII, 46. Se~ i\T Jevish 
Follaraxs in Gemyic lAAd@ (MoI.T. Press, 1971)9 PP• 52-5'4-o I acknev16dge 
with appNciation the pend.seion granted tom by ·the M.I.T. Pres.a to cite and 
reprint portions !rem J!tV ·bookt Copyright@l971 by the Massachusetts Instit•te 
of Technology. · 

28. Provo XXII.1. 6. Cf. Prov. XXIII, 1)1 IXII, 17. See J. Ben&inger, 
Bebrli1W Arn),!ologie(Mohra Froibvg 1. Bo-IA1pdg 9 1894), I, 158, oits. 

29. Wilhelm !lowaok, H!bdisghe A.rchlolegie, I, 1?21 Ben&inger, op.oit, 

.. 
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a settled. society. Ve are endeavoring to concentrate more on the his-

torioal funct~on of the family rather than on its origin; however, from 

the very 011.tset, due recognition has been given to the evolutionary . . JO 
process that the family had undergone. 

Ve shall nov consider four areas pertaining to the Talmwiicperiod 

so as to explore further the course of development of ~he Jewish family, 

having in mind its goal as an institution and the role of its individual 

members. The areas are:- (1) views about marriage, (2) mon&gomous tenden

cies, (J) attitudes tcivard the. ~n, and (4) the parent and the child. 

The views about marriage on the part of the ancient rabbis were in

fluenced by their attitudes toward sex. They regarded sex as a fact of ·ure, 

not to be ignored or repressed, but to be channeled, so that tlle biological 

natu~ or· man ~y be the raw material with which to serve socially con.struc

tive ends. Their rationale for the useful ways in which the yezer ha-ra~ 

has been and can be put to use was described by means of a question and an 

answeri •ean then the evil inclination be very good? That would be extra-

ordinary. But were it not for the evil inclination, man would not build a 
'.31 

house,nor take a wife,nor beget a ohild,ftOr engage in business." The 

JO. See above, P• 1. For some of the evolutionary ·changes ·;n the history 
of the family, s~ B. Stade, Geschioht! des Volkes Israel, I, )90-91. That 
a matriarchal family preceded the patriarch.al, of. Iouis M. Epstein, 
Marriage ave, P• 222, n. J; Julian Morgenstern, "Beena Marriage in Ancient 
Israel and its Historical Implications," Zeitschrift rlr die &lttest.ameptliche 
Wissen1ch&ft, VI (1929), 91-llO. Cf. L. H~ Morgan, jncient Societv, pt. 2, 
chap. ·14, "Change of nascent from the Female to the Male Line." 

Jl. Qenesi1~bbah, IX, 9. Trans. based on Soncino ad.it. of the Midrashi 
Genesis, I, ~ Cf. s. w. Baron, Soc, a.pd Rellg, Hist, (rev. edit.), II, 
217, cit. Cited as Genesis Rabbah, IX, 7, 1n c. G. Montefiore and H. I.oeve, 
Rabbiniq Anthologx (Macmillanz lDndon, 19)8), P• J05, no, 788. 
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suggestion has been made that the rabbis in their appeal to •exeroise 

self-control" vere aided by "social factors, such as the increasing con-
. . ~ 

centration of the Jovish masses within the lower middle class.a• There 

Marriage vou.ld. therefore be the aeans of enabling an individual to 

satisfy his personal needs, on the one hand, and strengthen the cfWlllnity, 

on the othero The social goals of marriage in Tabmdic times, expanded 

from the Bible, wo1lld therefore discourage asceticism and would make it 
J4 

incUbent on each person to •rr:r at an early age azid rear a family. The 
35 . 

favored age for 11&rriage as eighteen, but if he does not any by twenty, 

he will ba OOl!!!llitt~ one transgression after another or else he will be-
)6 . 

come preoccupied vith led thoughtso When an individual is not married 

before he is twenty, "God sits and waits[ wondering] as_ to when he will 

marry.co Should he not be married by twenty, "God says[declares], •at 

J2o Baron, op.cit, 

JJ. See Ho Pollack, Jevieh Folkways, p. 86; p. 25? n. 11; pp. 80-81; 
. PP• 254-55, .n. 191.. The examples are of the late Middle Ages. 

' 35. Pirke Abot, V, 24. 

J6o Jj.ddushin[ 29be 

f I l I 
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his bones avell up.' " 

·u 

While the practice (halakbah) indicates that one •should, first srry 

and then st~,• a contrary opinion was expressed by Rabbi Yochanan. 

K!lrri.age, he said, would be an encumbrance, like "a millstone around the 

neck," and um.er such circwutances, the person shnld !ii-at stltd;y and then 

· marry, so that he will not be hampered by the eocsnamic re~ponsibili ties ot 

maintaining a household. BeweTer, the explanation vaa giTen that these 

two views are not in oontllct, since thq refer to ·tvo different circut

atances. In one oase, th• sages are spealdng "of oarselves• (!!a), and in_ 

the ~stanee of Rabbi Yoohanan, he vas referring "to them• (!!h!!.). Rashi 

states that "of ovselves• had bearil1g on the BabylGnian students or 

scholars, and •or them" Wire the inhabitants of Palestine (bene Yisra•il). 

Before the Babylonian students vent to stud;r in Palestine, the center of 

Misbnaic stlld;y d~ the ti.lie of Tanna'im, they would first marry to relieve 

themselves of their sexul desires (lit. , hi.rhyim, "thoughts•), and they 

would then preceed·to dev~te them.sel"Yes to their studies. They vere unen

cuml:>ered by eoonom:ic responsibilities of supporting a household. Qi the . . 

other hand 1 when· the Palestinian st'Udent married, he vould. be 1.Dcllnsd to 

remain at home te pu-n.e his studies. Unlike the Baby'lonian student, ~ •la · 
had the obligation of prcrl'iding for his household and would the1"8f ore have 

J8 . 
to neglect his stlldies.a Hence Rabbi Yoebanan was thinking of the Palestin:ian 

37. Kiddushin 29b. Cf. Moore, Judaisa1 II, llO, n. 5, oit. Soncino trans. of 
the Talmad. suggests as the translation,. "Blasted be his b&nes," and the variant 
reading r tfpach pa!sho, •May he be blasted~; ': lidtbJSsin (Sed,er Hashis, IV), p. 142; 
n • . ). 

)8. ~Shi Oil lt.D• '*1f'Bhin 29b. er. n. l in Soncino Talmud, IYldushin 
(Seder Naahim, IV), .P• 1 2. 
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student when he spoke of the married person having "a millstone around his 

neck." 

The Tosafot, the successors of Rashi, were not satisfied. with ·Rs.shi's 

explanation regarding the Babylonian students who would leave for Palestine 

to study after ~ey married. In the opinion of the Tosafot commentators, 

the Babylonians were neglecting their families, which could not be condoned 

even though it l:l&S for the sake of st•<br• The Tosafot arg\lech How could ' 

. . . . 

the Babylonian stlldei;its go to another country to study after they vere married? 

Was it not "incambent on each one to return home and provide for his wife 
. J9 

and children?" Heither Rashi's J:lOr the Tosafot•s comments, however, pro-

vide us with an explanation of the ciraamstailces that must have 1.ntluenced 

attitudes toward faaily life in Babylonia and Palestine in the time of the 
40 

' Tanna 1.m. . 

The historical st'ady of Babylonia and Palestine, dUl"ing the Mishnaic 

period after the Bar loal:leba revolt, shows a cont!"&st of conditions in both 

countries that mast have had an effect on the ·then current views about 

marriage. In Babylonia econandc circumstances were more favorable and 

therefore marriage a~ an earlier age was possible, while in Palestine, which 

was suffering from taxes and inflation, marriage h~ to be postponed to a 

39. C01111ent of Tosa!ot on l:idd•shin J9b, l~•' I.an ve-ha' lehll. The Tosaf ot. 
substantiate their position by referring to Gittin 6b, _in which Joel IV, J is 
cit.ech "And have given a boy for a harlot, And sold a girl for vine, and 
have drwlic." The passage of Joel was to indicate the neglect of f&Diilles by 
the Babylonian atlldents who vent to Palestine. 

40. For example, ••e Baron, Soo. apd Bell&, Hist, (2d edit.), II, 409, n.61 
"Rashi's explanation that rabbis studying in Palestine were le•• kindered by 
their marital stat•s was palpably .forced. " 
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later age. Hence, when Rabbi Yoehanan spoke of the economic handicaps 

that would result from marriage, he must have been reacting to the conditions 
41 

that he observed in Palestine where he lived. 

It was also pointed out that because of ur~nir.ation, in Palestine more

so, the dowr;y (nedpniah) replaced the ra0har of Biblical times. The father 

now had to provide the dowry whereas previously he was the recipient of the 

11S9har. · The dowry served the tvofold pvpose of encouraging the yOlll'lg m1.n 

to marr,y thoqh economic conditions clid not seem to warrant iDarri&ge, and to 

assure the w&iman ~ s1lia of money in the event there should be a divorce or 

she becaae a vid.GV. If the parent Wa.s impoverished, and. coald not afford 

the dowry, it then beaame the responsibility of the cmmanity to provide 
42 

funds for this purpose. Thus began the conamanal practice of providiDg 

dowries to brides who vere in need, and it contimled th~ugh the Middle Ages. 

The general rabbinic view that .marriage is essential tor the individual 

in order to complete or fulfill his life was thus e:xpressech "He who has no 

wife lives without good, vithoat help, without blessing • • • ; • • • he is 

also without li!eJ • . •• he is also not a complete msn ••• , and some say 
4) therefore 

that he also [thereby 1 c:liminisbes the divil'le image. a The parent, who/regarded 

41. Baron, op.91t., II, 22. See also ibid., 409, n. $. 

42. Ibid.., 22Q-21. 

4). Genesis f;bbah, XVII, 2. Cf. Montefiore- I.oew, Rabbiniq Mtho1ogv, 
P• 506, no. l )O, cit~ 
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marriage as a necessity and du.ty, would arra12ge tor hia children to seni'e 
44 

· mates. The father vae responsible for the marriage of his da11ghter while 

. . . . 

. 45 
she is a M'&r!h• •a girl betveen twelve and twelve and a half' years or age.a 

When a da11ghter reached her majority, and became twelve and a half' yean, 

slle na called a b°'£pt• As a bogmt she "became of agea and vas tree te 

choose her own mate. 

As soon as the girl was married, although a id.nor, she gained her own 

auton019" er authority by means of the ketubah, wbloh was hers a.ml not her 
47 

fathers. The. k!t!lbah, "the •rriage oontrac.t,• as ve have a~ ng-
48 . . 

gested, se!"'f'ed to protect the vif e by stipulating •the 1ettleaent ot a 
. 49 . 

certain amomrt du her on her h'aaband'a death or on being diTO?'oat.• 

Through the ket•bah the possibilities of the man divorciJ!g his wife V&re 

44. See Moore, Jwieip, II, 121. 

45. · Jastrow, '?alndto D1oti~rx,II, 922r ~. See .ltt!bot, III, 
l, 8; ot. n. J in 1eth11.both 5ed.er la1h1•, III), ed • . Blackman, P• 1J6,. 
n. 1. 

46. For bogeret,, see getsbot., III, 8; p.dd!sbii:' 5lb. See Jtashi on 
b•eni U-Cfl.me', "bc1nt 1n genersl" in l1ddu1hin 5lba wAlrr father 
who has a da"CBghter who has became a bogeret, that is, she bas attained her 
majority, is not obliged. to accept a D!Al'Tiage that her father bas arranged 
for her.• er. Scmcino Talmad, Kiddpshin (Steier Ma•hi•, IV), 259, n. Si 
That •a father has no marriage rights over his adult daughters.• 

47. See, f•r eDBple, lallbqt 4Jb. Cfo n • .56 to Mi•bneh Toreh, 5 Bil.'Ish•t,• 
III, ll (Mosad Han.v Kook edit.). 

48. See p. 1). 

49. Based on @tabah.in Jastrow, 'l'al. Diot., I, 680. See Ktt.Jbot, I, 7, 
the gtlb&A provided 200 U!. to a virgin and 100 .m. to a widow. 
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restricted; in tb.t event of a divorce the hlasb&nd would be econcmioa~ 

penalised becaue he vo~ have to relinquish the doury which vae made 

part ·or a contr&etul agl'ffilent, written into the ketubah at the time of 
50. 

marriage• In fact, by the decree of Simeon ben Shet&ch (ca o 70 B. C.E.), 

a leading teacher of the Pharisees, the mortg°aged property of the husband. 

was included in the ket!.bah, so that by enhane~ its value the ketubah 
. . ·51 . 

would be taken more seriously by the husband. 

These eX..,,les a.re cited to shov that arbitrariness or authoritari

a.niaa, enrc1Hd either by the father or the husband to the detriment of 

. the woman, was reatra.ineci or controlled by relig~o-legal proosdlll'8s and 
· . husband 0 . . · · · 

rel.igio-f!>thioal teacbingae 'fb.e/~ for instance, was instructed •never 

to terrorize (lit., cast great fear on) his hneeaold.• At the same time 

he was rem:bded o! •the eonoubine of Gibes• llho ·"vas terro~sed by her 

husband.,= am as a renlt, •she was the cause of aur;y thousands bei!ig 
. ~ . 

slaughtered (lit., she caused to fall) in Israel." The egalitarian p~-

ciple ~s to the worth and dignity of the indi:rl.d.ual, ·that •the small and the 
5J 

great are equJ. before the Ho~ One, blessed be He 9 a ns unquestionably 

applied to tha 'f1amaJl by Talmudic taache?So Oar &P1>ro&Ch is not an apolegetic 

50. For the 9t1bah as "a deterrent to divorce,°' see Epstein, Marriage L!Wa, ... 
P• 120. SeQt also Brayer ·in Jews &nd Divorce, ed.1> Jacob Freid, .P• 20. 

51 Ketubot 82b. Cf. n .. 67 in Mishn!h Tc?rah, "Bil• 'Ishut, a XVI, 10 °(Mosad 
HArab look edit .. ). 

52. Gitiin ()b~ Transo based on Soneino Talmud, Gitun ($eder Hash1e, IV), 21. 

5J. Exodus Babbah, XVII 9 2e 
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one in that _ve b.&Te recogniz~ _from the outset that the Jewish VClll&ll·V&S 

not ~&rde4 as the equal to man9 and it is therefore our concern to show 

what were SG!!!e of the decisive steps taken to protect her ri-oa abllse; it 

is likewise •f interest to us to .consider the ways in which she participated 

in the da111' life of the Jewish commimity; for in the course of history, 
54 

" • • • the 1-v uas directed ·tolfard greater equality between man and vOll&Jl.• 

MonogQ\Y' vas prevailing ill fami.11' life during the Tabmdic period. 

Oar opinion is draw frcm the evidence ro'1nd among the int.Gllectul class 
55· 

who were not inclined to engage in polygamous relationships. .Several 

, factors could have contributed to the m.onagcmous tendenoieas the affection-. 56 . . 
ate esteem with which the husband held his wife; econami.o diffioul.ties pre- . 

. ·57 
vailed in supporting more than one wife; and the ketubah, marriage contract, 

58 
not only discouraged di'Yoroe .but polygam;y as vello This :monogamous trend. 

anticipated the TJ:kkMah of Ra.bbenn Gershom of Main& (d. 1040) in ·outlawing 
59 

po:l1'gailtT, or plural marriages,, in Central kropeo Two terms, in particular, 

54. Brayt>r 1n Jes and D1vorge9 edo, Jacob Freid, p, 20. 

l • t . 

56. See above, po 4. Cf o Lads Finkel.8tein, ;en.sh Self-GovemJi!!!lt in tht 
Mid,dle Ages (J•ld.sh Theological Seminary, 1924 9 p ~ 2J: •Plural marriages had 
not been OOll!!!l!On in Israel for centuritts." Also, Cronbaoh, "Fa:mi.11' IJ.f'e Ideals," 
in idem, R!li«1on and Its S<ici&l Sett1pg, PPo 158-59· 

57. Baron, Soc. and. BeHg. Hist. (2d edito) 9 II, 22Js ~st Jews, belonging 
to the proletarian or lover middle class, could not afford the lllXlll"Y of 
mainjaining more than one vife.0 

58. Moore, op. Cit, 

59. Finkelstein, Jewish Self-Government, PP• 23-25; ppo 138-47 for texts and 
trans. 
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should help convey how the Jewish family was regarded during Talmudic timess 
. . , . . . 

first, ichw:l, man and woman tb?"ough their :marriage can achieve an at-
60 

oneness; second, kiddushin, the man and woman sanctify their relationship 

th?"ougb their mm conduct without the aid of an intermedi~ry. Marriage had 

the status of a spiri:tual contract, which, if necessary, could be dissolved 

but would be consistently discouraged• 
. ~ 

Ollring the days of the Second Temple, around the year 6), Joshua ben 

Gamala established a compulsory system of education so .that there should be 
61 

no. iiliteraey anywhere. Nevertheless, the family was still responsible for · 

the education of the child, even as it was before the schools were estab-
62 

lished :in Tahmdic times. That the parents and the school jointly shared 

concerns for the young was, as we shall point out, one of the distinguishing 

features of Jewish life in the Middle Ages. 

We shall now present in summary some of the characteristics of the 

medieval Jewish family. Oar swrce material is selected from the accounts 

and statements of individuals, as in the diary, the ethical ·guide (musar

book) and responsa, and also from conmamal records, pinpsilll and !•Jiano~. 

These sources portray what occurred to individuals or in the cOllll!Dlldty. 

60. Seen. 5 in Mi.&hneh Torah, "Hil. '!shut," I,2 (Mosad Harav Kook edit.). 
For the 0 affinity between husband aml wife," see Epstein, Marriage IAws, 
P• 107. 

61. Bab& Batra 21.&. 

62. See cits. 1n Pollack, Jewish Folkwaxs, P• 2)5, n. ) . er. licidushin 29a : 
"The rather is responsible to his son to ci~Wloise him, redeem him (if be is 
a first born], to teach him Torah, to take a wife for him, and teach him a 
craft. ~- say, also to teach him to swim. • • • ·He vho does not teach his 
son a .craft trains hill for robbery (listus).• Trans. based on Soncino Talmad, 
Jiddushin (Seder Nashim., IV), 137, also n. 9. er. also Qdd11shin 29b, with 
regard to the pa.rent teaching a c};lild. 
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III. The Fa!U.y in the Middle Mes 

Jewish· family life of the Middle Ages was an extension of Biblical 

and Talmltdic lav and. teaehings, with its pattern reniaining basically the 

same from aroand the eleventh through the eighteenth centuries, prior to the 

era of Jewish Emancipation. Except for minor locali~ed or regional minhagia 

(cust011S), the mode of Jewish falilily life during this .time, more specifically 

in Central and ~stern Europe~ vas in the main the same, since a common re

ligious ancl cultural pattern was shared. Each Jewish family of the Middle 
. . 

Ages. vas part of a ·aelf-governing, autcmcmous cawmn1ty that maintained its 

own institutions, entailhg various facets or· religious, legal, educational, 

eultural, a.-:t sooial life. EYery phase. of the individual's life •rrem his 

birth to his death was connected with same rellgi01as act,• and participating 

with h1Ja in the various obsenances were "his family .. his cirole or friends, 
6J 

as veil as the entire oomn1ty." Henee the examples or the Jewish family 

·that we are 11sing, selected fNll the· period toivard. the end of the Middle Ages, 

uy help us disoern what conatituted the fabric of Jewish family life before 

the modern era· began. 

We are told of parents planning matches for their children;. neither the 

bride nor the grooa had a voiee in deciding upon their marriage. An agree-

ment would be made, specify111g that if' either party violated the betrothal 

contract, a fine (jenas) v0111.d. be paid. The imposition of a fine no doubt 

helped make the betrothal a stable rather than a casual relationship. A 

kenas-meal, in the heme of the groom, was then held to celebl"ll.te \he agree-
(;# 

1118nt and to reaffirm that both parties w01tld abide by the betrothal contl'6ot. 

6J. Morits Gld~, Gt@gh19hte des ErfJr'f.'8118sens •• · • dbnnd des 
Mittelalters •• •\ (Holder: Vienna, 2, III, lOJ. 

': . 

£:#. David .Kallfmann (ed.), Zikbronos ./t . Gli~ H.amil(tgn BamilJ • • • 
(Frankfort, 1896), p.182. (Memoirs, 1 7-1719. . 

.. 
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Ia.v - - even ·thro"Qgh the threat of e:xccmmmnication (the cherem) - -

and custom were not so b1nr:11ng that 1nd1Tiduals did not attempt to cancel 

engagement contracts. 1hll!an situations might arise that could precipitate 

the dissolution of betrothal agreements. Th11s it was that a ynng an 

. sought to break his .emgagement withOllt incurring a fine beeause he found 
. 65 

out that the voUia was not a virgin. After ha.Ting a disag~nt, ene 
66 

engaged couple asked. for the termination or their betrothalo On other 

occasions, the man wanted to break the engagement when he discovered that 
6? 

the vcman had a long nose, a protruding lower lip, or other physical defects. 

T}iese incidents did net illply instabili~y . in marriage or f&mily life, ba.t 

indicate some ot the kind of incidents that could arise. independent of 
. . 

traditional praotioe and cOPl!lllll\&l structure. 

Marriages were also arranged by the shadkban, ·the • tchllaker or JUrriage

broker, regarded as a prof'easionaf. with· ·his on specialised skills. .The 

place of the shad.khan in the life of the cOJ1111Dn1ty can be inferred from the 

kind of local legislation that was enacted specifying the renmneration that . . 

he should Peceive. The •tohmaker would receive a fee for his special ser-. . 68 . . 
vices, as did the rabbi or cantor of the oommnn1ty. 

65. Ya'ir Chayyia Bachrach (d. 1702, Worms), Chavvot Ya 'ir .(Responsaz Frankfort, 
1699), DOo 211, fol. 210b. . 

66. Jacob Reisoher (d. 17JJ, Prague), Sheput. Ya<afob {Reapon~z ~rg, 
1897)1 I , no. 105, fol. 27a. · · 

67. Ch&vvot Ia'ir, no.' 2ZO, fol. 20?a; Shebut Ya'ajob, I, no. 104, fol. 27a. 

68. Israel Halpern, Ta1dcanot Medina' 1'hror COIBllllDlll Legislation of Mora•ia, 
1650-1?48 (M.rkbaaa Jeru.sal.em, 1952, p;~, #17); Gerson Wolf, ed., St.&tuten 
, , , in K!inm (Holders Vienna, 1880), Pref. , vi~ 
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CO!!!illUD&l legislation specified that ne~ yoang vomen shnld be given 
. (II 

assistance to obtain a · marriage dewry by aohedul.bg J'llblio oolleotions. 

Rendering tu.anoial aid to a prospective bride vas::·thus placed in the same 

oateger;y as "the eomiu.ndment of redeeming captives• which reaeives prece-
. 70 

dence over all forms of benevole~ce. COlllllllUnities ·also adopted a legisl.a-
. . 

tive regulation to enable an indigent father to seOUl"e a · dowry fer his da11ghter. 

H his relatives should ref11se to assist h1a after he appealed to them9 then 

two of the wealthiest were to be SWlllllOned to a meeting with the rabbi &ad 
. . 

parnasim; local oosmnal leaders. whose ujority decision vill detel'iiine 

how much help is to be tort.hocming from the relatives. Ordina~, the rabbi 

vas instnmental ~ oa~ the meeti,ng, but in -these areas where there was 

no rabbi the ••tiag vftld be arranged by the leading oomnal f~ and at

tended b;y two local leaders am:l two relatives of the povert7-striolcen parent. 
71 

The judgsnt of the gro11p vaa considered as binding as a rabbinical de~ision. 

A celebration preceded the wed.ding; no individ11al ooald. arbitrarily set 

a date for t,he festivity, but he was expected to abide by ·the time-sohed'llle . 

assigned to him. Yuspa Shammash (Shammes) tells how. the entire Jensh cam-
?2 

munity of Won!s vcnald be .called by the sexton to participate in the celebration. 

69. Max Gnawald• "Stat11.tea d.er •Ha!iburg-iltonaer Gemeinde• (1726),8 XI 
(190J), )1. er. 1n MS r,nr,rim d•-Ll·Wol"!ll! (CuatOll8 of the conmmnity of Worms, 
by Yuspa Shammash (d. l ?8 a Microfilm If> OPP. ?51, Oxford• Bodleian., fol. 6 
(one side),_ the practioe o~ aiding the bride to obtain a dowry& r 

· • '"?> J..::> -" ;.:.J JV ....A" ro'I 
(Courte!f, Deparim!nt of Oriental Books. Bodleian Librarx, .OJ:f'ord.) 

?O. Salo w. Baron, ,Jevish C!l!!!!!nitv (Jewish Publication Society: PhilBdelphia, 
1945), II, JJ)-)4. Cf. Yoreh De'ah 25211; Mi!hneh Torah, "Bil. Matnot <Aaiyia, • 
VIU• 10; Cronbaoh• "Jewish Phil.anthropic Institutions in the Middle .Ages.• in 
!9.B, RtHgiop. yd It1 Social §et.ting, PP• 138-39. n. 66. 

71. Adolf Eokstein, Gesohiohte der Jud,en , •• Ba!!berg (Handelsa Bamburg' 
1898), P• 70, #10. . 

72. MS Mipbarb! ·de- J,g,Worms, fol. 58a. 

.. 
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The merriment at a wedding, provided by the k1ewr (llllsicians) and the 

bad,cl!an (ba!lqhen, marshellk: entertainer), was enliTened b,y the song a:nd. 
13 

dance of the group. 

The birth of a child was also accompanied by special celebrations • . 

Festivities were held dllri.ng the week preceding the circramcision, and. cm 

Sb&bbat Zakhor, the Sabbath before the circumcision ritual, a se'ud.ah 

mi1vah, "a 11118&1 ful.fil.11ng a religious duty" was soheduled." In the Shabbat 

Zakhor we have another .instance of a custom that started. around the beginning · 

of the ear~ Middle ·Ages and. continued afterwards as a component of Jewish 
74 

religious and cultural life • 

. We have a~ mentioned. that the parents and the school were both re

garded as being responsible for the education ~nd developmeni of the child; 

hovever, in accordance with Talmudic teaching, the child's first teacher and 
15 

guide was his parent. Sabbatai (Sbabbetai,. Sheftel) Horovitz (d. 166o, 

Vienna), for instance, expressed his own gratitude for the parental inf'lu-

ence of his mother who, .. at personal sacrifice, consistently' encouraged her 
' ' 76 

household to be devoted to study. 

73. See Pollick, Jewish Folkways, pp. )2, JJ-34, J?. 

74. Ibid,., Jh 20. See ibid,, n. 4), Israel Isserlein (d. 1460, Neustadt) 
cites the ri 'shop1m, rabbinic authorities or the earlier J64dle Ages., as 
having innovated the se<udah aon the Sabbath eve that follows the birth of 
a male ohild," Tb.is particular time was chosen, he explains, because on •the 
Sabbath eve everyone is found at home": Terwnat ha-Deshen (Responsa: Sudilkov, 
l8J5), no, 269, fol. )6a • 

. 75, Pollaak, op. oit,, P• 50, n, ), 

?6. Vave ha-'ppt~111 (An Bthical Oisoourse), Intro., tol. 2b1 also, ob&p, ;, 
fol. 9b, Vave ha-,1.m is appended to Isaiah Borowi.ts, Shel.ah II, facsimile 
of Amsterdam edit., 1 8s Gol.chrann Hew York, 1946. Notes Sabbatai Horcnd.ts's 
father was .the a11thor of. Shel.ah; his grandfather was Abraham Shertel Horovitz, 
author of Xl.!h ltohali!h an ith~cal Will. 
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Considerable detail is offered in the coJl!lllUftal minhag-book, such as 
t . . 

Yosif . Ones, on rearing a child. With ~rc;:eJ>tive .: insight an appeal is 

made by Joseph Yuspa Hahn (d. 16J7, Frankfort), the author of Yosit 'Ome1> 

to parents to .uderatand the temperament and ability of their children and 

to re:f'raift from making unreasonable demands on them. Parents are warned 
Tl 

not to dominate the child by the use of f ea~ or physical p11nisbment. 

As part. of his eduoation, the Child would also be involved in various 

communal functions, since he could learn by doing as_ he joined his father · 

vhen he attended a vedd1ng ceremony, visited the s1ok, or accompanied the 
78 

dead to the grave. Children vould also accompany their parents to the 

synagogue on the Sabbath, festivals, and participate in obsenanoesi -for 

Simcbat Torah, ChanJkkah, and Pari.m, the children would have their ovn foiims 

of group activity. A boy and girl were trained to fast vhen they became , 

respectively, twelve and eleven years of age. The boy commenced by ·observ-

' ' ' t 

ing the fast on Xam lippur, the Day of Atonemsnt, while the girl first fasted 
19 

t on Ta'apit !st.er, the Fast of Esther, the day preceding. Purim. 

According to Jonah la.ndsofer (d. 1?12 9 .Prape), yoang people were re

quiring a ionger period Qf time· to reach maturity; originally, sages marned 
at eight years of age, la.ter at 15, then at 18, as their physical strength 

80 
declined. Jaoob JiBlen (d. 1776, Altona) expressed the view that the age of 

a girl's marriage should be determined by her physical development, not chrono-
11 

logioe.l age. 

77• Yosit 'Oiwl (Hermon: Frankfort, 1928), P• 2?9. 

78. Ibid•, P• 281. 

79. Ibid•, P• 28J. 

so. Derekh Tobia (Frankfort, 1717), fol. lib, f2J. 

81. She'e1at Ya<ab!J (Responsa: Altona, 1739), I, no. 14, folo JJb. · 
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Folk-medicine hand.books do not devote special attention to the pbysioal 

probleu of adolescent yoa.th. The emphasis on early marriage reduced the 

period of adolescence. When, at thirteen, the boy had his ~ Misvah and 

reached his religi01ls majority, he had aJ.?oeady begun to asSUJle the rele of an 

adult. By the age or eighteen, he usually shouldered the social and eco-
82 

nomic responsibilities of a fully matured man. 

The family as the enlarged. kinship groa.p continued through the Middle 

Ages. The record. shows that as many as sixteen or more persons wmll..d reside 
BJ 

in one hoa.se. For this period, ve ~ve foand no mention of the institution 

of the aged, the Old Folks' Ho11e, mosbab r.e)Eenim; the older person was an 
84 

intrinsic part of the larger family wrl.t then existing. 

· Close ties not only existed betW.en the family and the school, lntt the 

synagogue and other conm1na1 institutions. that the home was a religift• 

and eduoatiou.l uiait, ·not •rely a place of residence, is evident, first, 

82. Pollack, J!Vish Folkwaxs, P• 1)7 

SJ. !bid., P• ) . 

840 Ibid,. , p. JOB, n. 176. 

85, For observaaces ·in the home, see Yo1it ' au1, #.588 , 1590; Abraham Sheftel 
. Horowitz, Yeah fjqbaHn (Ethical Will), chap. ;i, cit. in Israel Abrahams, Bebrtnr 

· ·Ethical Wills, Jewish Publication Society: Philadelphia, 1926), II, 253, See 
also Isra~l Abrahams, ,Jewish Life in the Middle Mes (Goldston: Lendon, 1932), 
revised by Cecil Roth, how during the winter, on Friday ·evenillga, the family 
spent •hours round the table singing , •• eymns•; Poµaok, PP• cit., 
PP• 155, 159. . 

For libraries in the homes see , Gottlieb Scbnapper-!rndt, •Jldisohe 
Interieurs,• Zeit@chfrit r:r die Ges9h1chte der Ju.den in. Deutsohl.aml, ll 
(o.s., 1888), 190, 1910 
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Whil~ the education of the male child vas of primary concern, there 

is evidence th&t gir[.ls were students in elementary schools and that they 
. 86 

had educational opportunities. Communal legislation refers to girls at-
87 

tending _cheder; and in her recollections of he~ childhood, Glikl of Hameln 

relates that her Dfather gave his children, girls am boys, a seC1ll.ar _as 

well as a religious 9ducation.a Her account confirms that she attended 
88 

• f I f 

cheder vhen she was a child. Through the "ethical chapbook, a gser-bikb.el-, 

in Yiddish, vOl!ll9n acquinted themselves with a wide range of sources covering 
89 

l.av, litllrgy, ritul, and eumela. Fram all indication, scholars and teachers 

vere coneemed. that Jewish women shOUld receive an adequate education so .as 
. 90 

to enable them to carry oat their personal and c011111Unal responsibilities. 

86. See PollAck, J!p1fish Folkwaxs, po 6). 

OI 
87. Morit& Giidemann, te • 
(Hofmann: Berlin, 1891 , p;, 2 , #19 Talfpnot of Nikolsburg i Bernard Vaohstein, 
esP:inkas Runkel," Zeitschri.ft fur die Geschichte der Jµ,den in Deutschland, J.V 
(1932), 1)6, 111. . 

88. · Kaui"laann (ed.), ·Glikl, P• 24. 

89. Sabbatai Basa (d. 171.8, Prague), Si!te Yeshenim , , , (Amsterdam, 1680), 
~-, Intro., ·rol. 6a, #90 In explaining why he included Yiddish books in his 
•Bibliographical ~ual," Sabbatai Bass states that Yiddish serves as a common 
la13guage. Translations into Yiddish made llte:rat11re available to the public, 
especia~ to woman and wb.11.dren. 

90. Pollack, opooit,, Po 640 

We recognize that we have not mentioned •the Tajdranah against compulsory 
divorce• pronouncGd by Rabbenu Gershcm, The importance of Rabbenu Gershom's 
position ~forbidding any husband to divorce his vife against her .will• is not 
nd.nimiced.. However, as Lou.is Finkelstein i.Bfers, wheth_er a ~ mn, a rab
binical oourt, wollld "declare null a divorce executed according to the law of 
the Talmud" to protect the VOJl&n would depend upon. the stature and courage of 
the· judicial ~ to take an independent stand. See Finkelstein, Jewish Self
Govenpunt, p, )0, 
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. . 

With the incipient development of the capitalist ·econoiv during the 

l?th And 18th centu1.es, fever Jews : .:were_._ .. 1.D money- lending, and more 

were becoming. peddlers, tradesmen, merchants, and artisans. In the accouts 

of the period, sufficient mention has been made of the peddler to enable us 

. to piece together a picture of him traveling from town ·to town, always in 

da~er of being attacked by thieves and brigands lying in ambush. It was 

not unusual for a person away from heme to be robbed and. killed and the 

Jewish community had to send its official representatives to identify and 
·91 

claim the b~. 

Friday evening beaa. the occasion for the family•s reunion, especially 

when tpe father had ~o be away at work during the week and returned. before 

the Sabbath to rejoin his hoasehol.d. In his absence, the mother pl'GVicled 

the fami~ with physical and moral support9 so that its cohesiveness and 

its spiritul and educational objectives would. not .be impaired. Sllch a de-

cisive role did not leave her questioning in her own mind as to her worth 
. ' 

and validity; and from all indications she required no rationalizations to 

justify her place in the Jewish society. 

IV. Jewish Family .Life in the F.arly Modern Era 

In Central Europe, after 1648, '1ewish c~l life was marked by eta-

bility and growth, with the rebirth of ~ld and the establishment of new 
92 

cOJlllll.Wlities. The Jews of F.astem Enrope organ~Bed the Vatad. 'Arba 'Arazot 

91. Poll.ack, Jevish Fol.kvays, PP• 10, 12. 

92. For such e:xamples, see _ · _ ?>id., · ·-··-~- ·- ·- ..:. ---::-:·~..:._:__._~ Intro., xv, p. 47, 
P• 200 n. 9. 
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(The Coaneil of Four lands) in Pol.and in 1.580 and the Va'ad (the Counoil) 
93 

in Litbunia in 162). During the period of emancipation, which was first 

experienced. in C~tral Em-ope, in 1791 in France, and in Germany in 1815, 

emphasis was plaoed ctn the !resdcm of the individual, on the one hand, and 

. ' . 

94 
on the dissolut~on of the autonomous CG'ililmlnlll self-government, on the other. 

Th .. general eoonomia de~l.ina in Pol.and in the 18th centlll"Y' caused the Coucil 

to suffer ita o¥n reverses, and in 1764 the Polish gove~nt _abolished the . 

Council, with .the intent of seau"ing larger revenu from the Jews by "direct 
95 . 

taxation.• In 1791, during the reign of Cathe~• II, vhile Russia vas 

"one of .the first o011Dtries •• · • allowing[Jen] to partioipate in mmdoipal 

elections," at the same time her "reg1- • • ·• laid the foundations for the ,. .. 

Pale of Settl ... nt vbich bottled. up the ever growing Jewish masses in a few 
. 96 

·western provinces.• In Eastern Europe, Jewish stirrings for political 

93. See the description if the areas of cCllllBW\al life regv.lated by the Council 
of Fnr Lands in Nathan Hanover, Yeveg Mlglah (Iamberg, 1851), fol. 14b-17a 
(fol. not marked); ~ (Hald.butz Hameuchadr Ain-Harod, Israel, 1945), PP• 82-
921 .A.bxss of Dea@ir (Y@.Ven Metzul.ah), by Nathan Hanner, trans. by Abraham 
J. Mesch (Blochs Hn York, 19.50), chap. xv1, "The Inner Life of the Jew in the 
Kingdom of Pol.and'°; Jacob R. Marcus_, The Jev in t.he Medieval World (Meridian 
Books - Jewish Publication Society), chap. 4). J · 

cs;:~~tes o~ · the COQrleil of Foa.r lands in Poland. in Israel Halpern, 
ed., Pinps Va'aci 'Arba 'Arazot, ·l.580-1764s Mosad Bialiks Je~salem 1945; 
also, the oolleotion of Communal Minutes of Lithuania, 162)-1761 in Simon 
Dubnow, edo, Pinps ha.-Kedi.nah: AAjanotb"s Berlin, 1925. 

94. Baron, "The Modern Age'° in I.eo w. Schwarz, ed., Great Ages and Ideas, 
PP• )16-17, 326-27. 

95. Marcus, Jew .!n th! Med. World, P• 205. 

96. Baro~, op. cit.,. p. JJl. 
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emancipation were expressed later than in Central Europe, in 1861 when 

Alexander II emancipated the serf s. 

We shall nov consider changes occurring in Jewish family life as a 

result of the social, economic, and political trends during the "period of 

emancipation. The lay co~l leader (kotsn, Yid.; kasin, Heb.» who 

contributed to the maintenance of institutions , nov had an honored position, 

wielding influe.ilae and enjoyiftg\Presti.le and status like his counterpart in 
. . 97 . ' . . 

the larger commudty. Eoanomio cleavages were now· mor.e pronounced.; vealthy 

families coald provide more easily for their children to continue to study 
. 98 

after marriage. Both in Central and Eastem Europe, following his marriage, 
99 

the groom, as veil as his family, would 'l:?e Sllpported by his father-in~lav. 

Marriages vere now being po~tponed for economic and cultural reasons, in order 

to attend school and study a profession. With ·the rise of individualism, a 

by-product of the emancipation period, matchmaking was on the decline, as 

97. Cf. Y. Sosis, •counter-Social legislation of the 16th and l?th Centuries, 
based on Responp" (Yiddish), Zeitschrift, I (Minsk, 1926), 222 ff. , con
cerning the role of the influential lay-leader. See the eulogy for e parnas , 
cOlllllQUl&l leader by Jonathan Eibeschltc (d. 1799, Al tona), Ya'-arot Debash 
(Sulcbaoh, 1799), II, fol. 14a. 

98. Jacob Irate, "Marriage and Sexual Li.fe among the Jews at the Close of 
the Middle Ages• (Hebrew), Zion, x (N.s., 1946), 25, n. 28. 

99. Samuel ben David Moses ha-Isvi of Keserit& (d. 1681, lCl.einsteinach, 
Bavaria), Haoh&l.at Shib~ah (Responsa: Amsterdam, 1667), I, no. 8, fol. l?a; 

. no. 9, fol. )lb, f8-9; Dubnow, Pinps ha-Mac:linah, P• 40, #190; P• 15, f'J79; 
Ka~:mann (ed.), Glikl, P• 68. See!!,!!: Beth-Zion Abrahams, The Life of 
Gluokel of l19eln, p. 38, n. 1. See also Salo w. Baron, Jewish COJ!Dl!U!it1 
(Jewish Publication Society, 1945), II, 175; Kat& in Ziop, I, 25, nn. 27-28. 
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100 
each person wished to select his mm mate. 

• • • .a 

The musarmbook of the emancipation period criticises children for not . 

shoving their parents proper respect vhen they pass away: "• o • No sooner 

do their parents die, they make new black garments of costly material, and 
. . . 101 . 

engage in celebrating." This behavior may be attributed to the changing 

pattern of Jewish family life influenced by the general cultllr&l environ-

ment.> vhiah Jews were nov enml.ating to a greater degree ou:t of their desire 
102 

to lose their distinctive identity._ The changes in Jewish family life 

during the 18th century, rctsulti:ng from emancipation influences_, were more 

.pronounced in Central Europe. .Emancipation te!'ldencies did not have an im

pact on East Enropean Jewish J.µ'e until the 19th century, vhen the Haskal.ab, 

enlightenment, developed. 

Tb&t Jewish family stability was on the deeiine as a result of the 

general cultural influences of Etlrope at the end of the Middle Ages and the 

beginning of the modern era is evidenced by the· instances of venereal dis-
lOJ . 

ease, &4ultery, illegitimacy, prostitution, and sex laxity~ Increasing 

100. ·Kats in !!!no 1 0 24-25, 47-48, 51-52; Israel Halpern, •The •Jblsh' into 
EarlyMarriagesa91"Hebrev) 9 ~'XVII (NoS., 1962), 56-57. 

101. iebi Hirsh lCaidanov@r (d. 1712, Frankfort), Jab ba-Yasbar (Vilna, 1925), 
XXX, 9o . 

102. Cf o A.&l"iel Saho~t (Shohet), •The German Jws Integration vithin their 
Non-Jewish Envil"cmnent in the First Half of the lBth Century" (Hebrew), Zion, 
llI (NoSo, 1956), 213, n. 37; ~ (Shohet}, 'Im Chilu!'e Tekp.!ot, P• 53,-;:-34. 

10). See ·Hirsch Je Z~ls, M ici s T eol ans and tors, PP• 96-97. Cf. 
Cbavvot Ya'ir, noe Jl, fol. J b; Ezekiel landau d. 1793, Pr&g1le), Hodat bi
Yeh h ·(Responaag Berd.ictt~, 1812) 9 I, no. 92, fol .. 98b (sec. " 0Eben ha-

.E~er• ; Sh!bat. Ya'ajob (Responsa: a~rg9 189?), III, no. 108, fol. 18a; no. 
109, fol. 20b; ;ebi Hirsh Ashkenazi (d. 1718, Altona), Chaohat!l Ztbi (Reaponsa: 
Amsterdam, 1712} 9 I, noo 44, fol. 45b. Soe also B!lron, Comm.nitv, II, 205, 
n. 27; 312-15; III, 205-6, n. 28; Jacob Ro M!l.rcus, comiml Siok-Care in the 
German Ghetto (Hebrew Union College Press, 1947), pp. 4 , 133; Shohet, 2 Ia 
Chilluf e Tepf ot, P• 166. 

See also in Isaac Rivkind., "Codex of Prague• (Hebrew), ReShllJllOt, r:v (1925), 
351, the order isned, in 1613, that prostitutes mst be removed from the 
community and hG11!9s. Cf. the case of a v~ of Eastern &!rope vho bad engaged · 
in adulteryi Joshua Hoesohel ben Joseph ( d. 1648, Cracow), f!!!.! Yehoshu'
(Responsa s Amsterdam, 1715), I, no. 1, fol. JOb (seco "'Eben ha-~Ezer•) .. 
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erotic attit11des and sex license emerged as a result of the primaey given 

to the satis!aetion of 1.niivid:a.al needs in contrast to the mutuality or 

partnership existing between the individual and his group (chevrah) in the 
1()4. 

autonomous Jewish community. Thus a distinction did exist between indi-

vidualism - - being ego-centered or self-centered as in the period of eman-
. was 

cipation - - and iBdividuality, wherein there/n the striving to fulfill one-

self aided by the social and cultural resoarces of the commnity (kehil.lah), 

a product of Jewish historical experience gobg back to ancient times. The 

individual withcnai his moorings reminds one of the marginal person who lives 
. . 105 

between_ tvo worlds, •the one that is dying and the oth(} about to be born.• 

He is lcmely, cwerooas by bis angst, beoause of the hck of goals or of mean-

ing in his life. 

We thus ocaplete O\lr S11rTey of ·the history of the Jewish family from -the 

earliest times to the beginnings' of the modem : period 4uring JeVish !Dancipa

tion. We have attempted to show how the family began; hov, in the face of new 

conditions, it underwent change; bow its tunction varied in different regions; 

how individual members of the family fulfilled their respective roles; bov the 

family was related to the oOJIDiDlDity and. its institutions; and hov, with the 

dissohttion of the autonomous Jewish o011D11U1ity at the end of the Middle Ages 

and in early modern times, the individll.8.1 nav found himself alienated, searohiisg 

for the purpose of his life. It is our opinion that any attempt to solve the 

problem of identity JIQSt be llDdertaken within the context of coJllllllUUll life; for 

no indi~idual can be considered an entity to himself, a d&bar be-~amo, or a 

dipg an sich. 

1()4. • . J . Kat~, ,Um, X, 46 ff.; 351. Cf. the case of a woman who had engaged 
in adulterys Josh11.a Hoeschel b . Joseph (d. 1648, Cracow), ~ Yehoshua" 
(Responsa: Amsterdam; 1715), I, no. 1, fol. JOb (sec. •'Eben ha-'Ezer"). 

105. Suggested by Milton steinberg , The M9.king of the Modern Jew (Behrman: 
New York, 1944), P• 207, "D\tsk Chil dren." 
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Introduction 

DEMOGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF THE JEWISH FAMILY IN AMERICA 

Sidney Goldstein 
Brown Un i versity 

Jewish tradition has always placed great value on the institutions of 

marriage and the family. Among Jews, as in the world at large, the ~am i ly has 

constituted one of the primary human institutions • . It functions to reproduce 

and maintain the species and also serves as the instrumental foundation of the 

larger social structure. All other institutions of society depend on i t to act · 

as one of the major agents of ·soc ializat ion in the transmission of values, atti-

1 
.tudes, goals, and aspirations. Yet, important changes in American soci~ty since 

the mid-nineteenth century have led to modifications in .the demographic composi-

tion, structure, and nature of the American family. These include a tendency 

toward increases in divorce and remarriage, larger proportions of the population 
. . 

who marry at some time in the life cycle, a reduction in the ages at which people 

first marry, and snialle~ family size. 2 

Inasmuch as 'the stn1cture of the family is sensitive to alterations in 

other institutions of society, changes in Jewish family patterns are to be e xpected. 

Moreover, to the degree that the family is an instrument of cultural continuity. 

changes in the Jewish family structure may serve as an indicator of the strength 

of cultural continuity and, i~ tuin, as a measure of cultural assimilation. 

Numbering about 6 million in 1970, the Jewish population of the United 

States, even while growing slightly, has come to constitute an inc·reasingly 



.. 

2 

smaller proportion nf the total American population, having already declined from 

the peak of 3.7 percent to less than 3 percent by 1970. 

While declining as a rercent of the total population, Jews have also be-

come more dispersed throughout the United States. As a result of contin·uously 

higher education and changing occupations, lower levels of self-employment, 

weakening· family ties, and reduced discrimination, Jews have begun to migrate 

in increasing numbers away from the major centers of Jewish population concen-

tration. This operates on several levels. Regi.onally, it is leading to fewer 

Jews in the Northeast.. Jews continue to be .highly concentrated in metropol.itan 

areas; but within the metropolitan areas, ever increasing numbers have moved out 

of the urban center and former ghettos into the suburbs. In doing so, the Jewish 

population has become much more geographicaliy dispersed, even while distinct 

areas of Jewish concentration remain. 

At the same time that its overall numbers and distribution change, the 

Jewish population has also been undergoing significant changes in selected aspe~ts 

of its socio-economic composition. As ·a result of the significant reduction in 

Jewish immigration to the United States since th~ l920's and the subsequent aging 

and death .of the i111t1igrants, the most striking compositional change characterizing 

American Jewry. is the ·reduction in the percent of foreign-born. Indeed, even 

the proportion of second-generation American Jews has begun to diminish as third-

and fourth-generation persons become an ever large,r proportion of the Jewish 

population, with all this implies for questions of Jewish identification and 

assimilation. Reflecting their lower fertil.ity, the Jewish population, already 

six years older on the average· than the general population, is likely ~o undergo 

·still forther aging. This will mean a considerable increase in the proportion . 
. . . . .. 

of older persons as well as of the widowed, especially women • 

. ··· .. . : 
.~ .. .' 
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·· Jews in ,\rr.•.~ric;1 .:lrt'. vi rtual l y unique i·n thc~ir !1i gli ·<.:on c..: entr.at'i. on· ac!ong 

the morl.! educate.d, h igh wli i t e ··col lar; and high i nc nmc· groups". Col lc·. ge e<.h1c..:at ion 

is . i:Jlmost a univers.:il phcn•>n:<::wn among ·them, a·nc1 an i:nc..:re<1sing prnportin:> :ire 

pu r.s11ing graduate stud.ies. The . high proportions of Jews whn obtain speciali zed 

university training, th~ir tendency to move out of small family businesses and 

into salaried employment, ·and their. increasing willin~ni::ss to seek and take posi-

tions away trom ·their coriununi.t>' of current· residence are bt:'ginnihg to bring an 

increase in the number of Jews in · technical and executive t•ccupat ions within the 

. top professional and .managerial occupational categories, where they .:1lready a re 

heavily concentrated . 3 · 

These demographic changes point to a number of challenges which the 

American Jewish corranunity must face. In the last three decades of the twentieth 

centu.ry, increasing Americanization wil 1 continue, as judged by greater gt!ograph ic 

dispersion, .higher percent of third- ·aha· fourth- gcnerat"ion Americans, and narrow-

ing of such :key socio-·economic di fferentia ts as education, occupation, and it:icorne. 

To. what extent will the diminution in the distinctive population characteristics 

of Jews and thei~ greater residen~ial integ~ation lead to behavioral convergence? 

The ri "sks · and the opportunities for tzhi.s to occur~ depending on how one views the 

situation, ~re increasihgl~ present. ·· In large part, it ~ill be the strength and 

character of the Jewish .family ·wl\ich will influence the futu·re course of the 

American Jewish community. For this reason; an assessment of the demographic, 

sociological, and cultural aspects of the Jewish family and of .the changes it is 

undergoing is an essential prerequisite ~o any evaluation of the future of the 

American Jewish community. The analysis which foliows focusses on the demographic 

aspects of the Jewish family and marriage. 

The Jewish family has generally been characterized as having strong ties, 
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tightly knit kinship relations, and great stability. Yet, despite the importance 

Jews have traditionally attached to the family, few surveys of the American Jewish 

population have given much cunsideration to it. Attenti.on has ge~erally been re

stricted tp the percentage of individuals in the Jewish population who are married, 

widowed, or <livorce<l. Only recently have surveys a~so focussed on the type and 

size of the family unit, age of marriage, and frequency uf remarriage. Two sets 

of data are available for examination of demographic aspects of the Jewish family 

in America: First, the 1957 census survey .contains a limited amount of information 

on marital and fertility patterns by religion. Second, insights into family and 

marriage patterns can be gained from selected comnrunity surveys, and a few national 

surveys on tbe general population.4 

In the analysis which follows these data will be exploited first to. 

examine the marital status, marital stability, and changing age at marriage of 

the Jewish population. Next, the available evidence will be explored to ascertain 

whether the size and composition of ~he Jewish household has been undergoing 

change. Trends in Jewish fertility will then be assessed with a view to deter-

mining the e~tent to which low fertility levels threaten the growth of the total 

population. finally, demographic aspects of intermarriage will be explored to 

ascertain the level of intermar.r.iage, the stability of such marriages, and the 

degree to which the homogeneity of the family unit is maintained through con-

version of the non-Jewi.sh partner . 

Marriage Patterns 

Among Jews; to marry and to establish a family is a mitzvah, a religious 

obligation; it is prescribed for everyone.
5 

Reflecting this injunction, Jews, 

compared to the general population, are more· apt · to marry at some point in their 

life, although tending to do so at a somewhat later age. Moreover, they al.so 
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have more stable marriages (Table l). Tht: 1957 ct:n:>.us ::;urvey dat., :;how that 

70 per-cent of the men 14 years a nd over in the tota l population were married, 

compared to 73 percent of tlie .Jewish males. Concomit.1.ntly, .l ower proportions 

of Jewi::;h men were widowed and divorced. The gross data, however;· reflect the 

differential age structure o f the Jewish and total ma le populations. Examination 

by specific a ge groups i s more revealing. 

Am.ong males aged 25 ~o 34, for example, only 17.9 percent of those in 

the total population wen~_ stilt ::;ingle, but this was tn1e of 29.8 percent of 

tht:: Jewish males,. attesting to the later marriage age . 6f Jewish men. By age 35 

to 44, however, this differential disappeared and, in fact , was to some degree 

reversed . Among men aged 65 and over, 7 percent in the total population were 

st i ll sing·fo, compared to- only 4 . 8 percent of the Jewish men . Although :these 

data are cross-sec ti.onal, ' they do indicate that by t he end of the life cycle a 

somewhat higher propor tion of Jewish men than of males in the g~neral popul:ition 

were married, alt hough in both cases the proportions reached uver 90 percent. 

Regretfully; the census statistics by age do not distingui.sh. between the 

widowed and . divorced. Becau se the two were grouped together , the perc.en~age in-

creased consistently with rising age, fro!ll 0~5 per cent of the total male popula-

ti on aged 20 to 24, to just under one in four mal es of those. aged 65 and over. 

For all age g.roups, however, the percentage in this . Pa~ticular marital category 

wa,s consi.d~rably lower for the Jewish male population than for aq males. The 

census statistics· do ~ot permit us to determine categorically ·whether this reflects 

differences in .divorce or in ~urvival . Bu~ bec~use these diff~rence~ hold for all 

·age · groups inciuding .th'7 rounger, which are: not likely to be affected by mortality 

· to a very great ·e~tent, they may reflect differ~nce~ in. divorce rates as well as 

a greater tendency for · Jewish males to remarry after divorce or widowhood. For 

, .. 



Table 1 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY MARITAL STATUS, JEWISH AND TOTAL POPULATION, 
BY SEX AND ACE, UNITED STATES, i957 

Total Population Jewish Population 

" 
Widowed 1 

Widowed 
Age and Sex and _ _../ and 

Single Married Divorced Total - Single Married Divorced Total 

Males .. - - - - .... ! LJ 

14 - 19 Years 97 .5 2.5 - 100.0 99.4 0.6 ·- 100.0 
~O - 24 Years 5L.8 47.7. 0 . 5 100.0 [~ ** . * ''' '°'* *~" 
25 ·- 34 Years . 17 . 9 80.3 1.8 100.0 ,..._, 29.8· 69.3 1.0 100.0 
35 - 44 Years l 8.6 88.5 3.0 100.0 5.3 92.6 ~. 1 100.0 
45 - 64 Years 7.7 86.2 6 . 1 100. 0 7.2 90.0 2.9 100.0 
65 Years and Over 7.3 68.4 24.2 100.0 4.8 80.0 15.2 100.0 
Total Unstandardized 5.6* ~ 

•'· 
23.9 70. 5 100.0 23.5 73.0 3.5·· 100.0 

Total Standardized 
for _Age 23.9 \ 

' 70.S 5.6 100 . 0 27.9 68 . 9 3.2 100.0 

Females 
14· • 19 Years 87.0 12,8 0.2 100.0 ~ - 96;8 3.2 - 100.0 
20 - · 24 .Years 29.0 ·'69.1 1.9 100.0 ~, . ,.(* ** *''r . -:·c~•, 

25 ·- 34 Years 9 . 1 I 87.6 3. 2 . 100.0 '· 9.1 88.6 2.3 100 . 0 
35 - 44 Yeaxs ~.4 86.7 6.9 100.0 7.7 87.S 4 . 8 100.0 
45 • 64 Years 7.1 73.2 19.7 100.0 8.~ 75.0 16 . 4 100.0 
65 Years and Over 8.0 36.5 55 . 5 100.0 1.1 42.5 56 . 4 100.0 
Total Unstandardized 18.6 66.7 14.9* 100.0 l 7 ~ ]. 67.4 l!+.8' ... 100.0 
Total Standardized 

for Age 18.6 66.7 14. 9 100.0 20.8 . 65.8 13.4 100.0 

Source: U.S. Bureau .of the Census, "Tabulation of Data on the Socia l and Economic Characteristics 
of Major Religious Groups, March 195 7. 11 (Unpublished) 

*J~wish Males Widowed 2.5% · Divorced 1.0% 
Total Males " 3.8% II 1.87, 
Jewish Females 

,, 13. 4"1. II 1.4% 
Total Females II 12. 57, II 2. ) /', 

**Percent not shown where base is less than 150,000. ·. 
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all :•ge groups combi ned, a cat.egor:v for which t.he census ·dat:1 d is t inguishe s be-
... .... . : . :_,: 

tween widowed anJ di.\Mr1:ec.I, ,. Jewish men h:-i. d p r 6p1>rti onatc ly fewer of hot.h, hu t 

th e rel.:1 tive di f fen.:m:t· was r:r 1~ :1tt:r for the d~vorc~d th;1n l'or th: wid:Jw<::J. 

The census doe!; p n :senL :;tandarc.lized statii>tics on ma rital sLat.u~, wh ich 

.show wh.::it the marita l status 11f the .Jewish population would he l.f its ;1ge com-

position were. that of · u ,e total male popu1"1t.ion .• while retaining its own age . 

~pc~i.fic ma.ci. t -.1 1 characterist:i e:: s. Reflecting later a ge :.rr: m:1rriage, the p<-r-

centage · for s ingle .Jews is greatt:!r . than was actually the cas<·., but the pt·rcent·age 

of wi.Jowed and divorceJ r~mains· well below· the corresponding percentages f1l r the 

t o tal ma le population. Coi;npa·rable a~alyses can be made for the female population. 

Overan, differences· betwe~n Jew:Lsh women and women · in the total population s eem 

t o be less ~arked th~n those characterizin' the .men; and the similarities extend 

t o · the age specific cha·racteristics. 

The value of -the census data is limited because it determines only 

marital status·. Also important for an evaluation of the Jewish family are ques-

tions of. stability of marriage, as judged by number of . times ever married persons 

have been married, changes in age at .first marriage, and changes in household types. 

The one fact emerging from the various community. studies which collected 

information on marital status . is the high proportion of the Jewish population 

that is married, usually three-fourths or more. Also, judging by those studies 

which present the percent married and ever marr ied by age group, almost all Jews 

(95 percent or more) marry ~t least once. Three other observations emerge from 

the data: 1) Ih the J~wish population~ as in the g~neral ~op~lation, the pro-

portion of widows is considerably .higher than the proportion of widowers, re-

fleeting the higher mortality rates of men. 

later in life than does the Jewish female. 

for widowers than for widows . 6 

2) The average Jewish male marries 

3). The rate of l'e.marrtage is higher 
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The data collected in the Providence. survey lend weight to the assumption 

that the high value placed by .Jewish tradition on marriage etnd the :fa.~ily leads 
7 

to both a high marriage rate for Jews and a gr~.:iter stability of Jewish marriages. 

In .Greater Providence, among both males and females, a higher perc~ntage of the 

Jewish population was married (Table 2). On the other hand, the percentages of 

separated and divorced persons were below those in the ·general population. The 

differential p~ttern generally persists even when agt! is controlled. The dif-

ferences in thi-proportion divorced in the total and Jewish populations ·are af-

fected by the extent of remarriage, as well as by the different age structures 

of the two populations. Attesting to the higher stability of Jewish marriages 

is the fact t ·hat the proportion of persons married more · than once in the Jewish 

population was one-th~rd lower than in the general population. 

Nonetheless, examination of the Providence data by generation status sug

gest_s some breakdown of traditional' Jewish family cohesion. 8 Slight increases, 

from first to later generations, are evident in the proportion divorced and 

separated and in the proportion marrying more than on~e among third-generation 

Jews. The foreign born have the lowest propo~tion of divorced persons and those 

born in the United States of mixed parentage have the highest proportion. Al-

though the increase in divorce is slight, it appears when age is controlled. 

However, what is most striking is the iack of clea~-cut generation changes and 

the general stability of Jewish families in each generation. 

Similar patterns of overall stability and slight generation changes are 

reflected in the rate of remarriages. It was not possible t~· ·Separate remarriages 

that followed divorce from those that were the result of widowhood; .thus, these 

data are limited. As with fncreases in divorce and separation, there is a ten-

dency among third-generation Jews toward higher rates of remarriage. Obviously, 



Table 2 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY MARITAL STATUS, AGE AT FIRST MARRIAGF., AND PERCENT REMARRIED, 
JEWISH PERSONS 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER, BY AGE AND SEX, GREATER PROVIDENCE, 1963 

Age and Sex 

Males 
14 - 19 Years 
20 - 29 Years 
30 - 39· Years 
40 - 4.9 Years . 
50 - 5 9 Yea.rs 
60 - 69 Years 
70 Years and Over 

Total 

Ft:!males 
14 - l 9· Years 
20 - 2 9 Years 
30 - 39 Years 
40 - . 49 Years 
SO - 59 Years 
60 - 69 Yea~s 
70 Years · ~nd Ov~r 

Total 

.Marital · Status 

Single Ma.rried Divorced W.idowed Total 

100.0 
· 57'.8 

6_.8 . 
4.1 
2.8 
4 ,6 
l ·. 6 

23.2 

99', 6 ' 
25.i 
3.2 
s .. 3 
8.0 
5.2 
1.5 

19. 5 

42.2 
90.6 
94.8 
94.4 
9.2. 6 
81.2 

74.0 

0 . 4 
7.1.6 
93.9 
90. 9. 
82.6 
62 .. S 
39. 9 · 

68.7 

· 2.6 
0.3 
0.3 · 

0.8 

0 .,5 

2 . 8 
2.1 
0.9 

. 1.5 
4.0 

1. 7 

0.6 
2.5 
2.8· 

16.4 

2.2 

0.7 
2 . 9 
8.0 

2-7. 5 
S"B·. 6 

.10. l 

100.0 
100.0 
ioo:o 
100.0 

.100.0 
100.0 
100 .0 . 

100.0 

100.0 
100.0 .. 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

. 100.0 
·100.0 

100.0 

Median Age ' Percent 
at First Marr~ed More 
Marriage Than Once 

22.4 
24.8 
26.4 
27. 9 
27.2 
25.0 

26.1 

.20.8 
21.6 
23;4 
24.0 
23.1 
22 •• 6 

22.6 

. (). 8 

5 1 . ... 
7.2 · 

.. 9. 7 
15.7 

6.3 

..; 

4.9 
3.3 

. 4 .3 

's. l 
; 8 -.4 

10,9 

.S. 6 

Source: Sidney G'o1dstein, "American .Jewry, 1'970: . A Demographic Profiie,
10 

American Jewish 
Year Book, V01. : 72 (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1971), p. 23. 
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Table 3 

MARITAL STATUS, BY GENER;ATION AND AGE, GREATER PROVIDENCE, 1963 

Marital Status 

Separated Married 
and Total More 

Generation and Age Single ·Married Widowe~ ,Oivor.ced Pe·rcent Than Once 

All Ages 
100 .0 * Fi r st Generation 1.2 79.6 18.2 0.8 9.9 

Se·cond Generation 7.0 86.5 5.3 l. 2 100 .' 0 * 4.5 
Mixed Parentage 6. 7. ·~9 .• l i.o 3.2 100.0 1. 7 
Third Generation 7.7 89.3 L7 1.4 100.0 7.3 
Total 5.5 85.3 7.7 l.4 100.0 6.0 

25-44 Age ·Group 
First Genera tion 2.4 95.2 1.2 1.2 100. d 3.7 
Second Generation 6.4 91.3 0 . 8 l. 4 100.0 2 . 6 
Mixed Parentage 7 . 7 89.l o.o 3.2 100.0 1.0 
Third Generation 7.8 89.9 1.0 l .3 100.0 6.0 

45-64 Age Group 
ioo.o* Firs t Generation 0.6· 88.6 9.1 1.2 6.6 

Second Generation 7 .4 86.5 5.0 1.0 100.0* 5.4 
Mixed Pare(!.tage 4.7 88.2 ·3 . 5 3.5 100.0 3.7 
Third Genera tion 8.2 87.8 2 . 0 2 .0 100. 0 lL6 

65 and Over Age Group 
First .Genera tion 1.5 66.5 31. 7 0 .3 100 .0 15 .2 
Second Generation ·6.3 65.2 27.7 0.9 100~0 6.7 

* Includes less tha~ one. percent unknown marital s tatus. 

Source: Goldstein and Goldscheider, Jewish Americans (Englewood Cl~ffs, N._ J.: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc·., 1968), p. 107. 
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age differences between · the. generations are impvrtan·t·. Howeve_r , i 1 igl:l_~r rates 

of remarriages among nati ve-hnrn J ew;; of either. mixe<t parentage 0r n ;~ t i ve p:1rent -

age c;haracterize both s e xes wJ, £.!n age i s controlled. -For ·example, more_ thaf\ one-

and-a-half ·t i rne·s as many th frd-gencr.a tion males 45 t o 64 'years of _4_ge remarri ed 

compar ed to first-gene.r ;.rt i on ma les ·, and more tha.n _twl.ce as maµy thir~-gent:?,ration 

femal c• s 25 to 44 and 45 ·t o 64 y ears o f age remarried when c ompared. ·to first-

generation females of the same .ages. 

In the Provide·nce ·Jewish population, as in the: tt,t.ll populat.ion, ce rta.in 

sex differentials in marital status are noteworthy . T~e per~enta~es of .single 

and married males were great·eF ·than compatatHe proportions in the fe~le popula-

t i on. On the other hand, the percentages of ·divorced and widowed women exceeded 

the comparable values . for the men:. These sex differences are attr i butable to 

several factors . . Males tend ... to marry several .years later than females _. Sex-

selective mortality favqrs t:he female, which means that: the married woman, on 

the average, outlives her husban·d by a number ·of years . With a larger proportion 

of-older persons projected for the Je~ish populatfpn, the percentage of widowers 

and, particularly, of widows .will increase. The som~what - lower .percentage of 

separated ·and divorced · males may stem from · the greater tendency of men . to remarry. 

Several nat i ori~l studies have found that Jews marry at l~ter ages tha n 

9 do either Protestants or Catholics. The .1957 census _ surv~y ~ound th~ .median 

age at first marriage of "Jewish wo~en to be 21.3, compared · to 19.9 for Pro t estants 

and 20.8 for Catholics. the Providence data also revealed such differentials. 

The average age of· Jewish males at first marriage was 26, compared to 23 for the 

total population; Jewish wome!1, on the average, were married at· age 23 , compared 

to age 20 for the total female population. Moreover,- grouping women according 

to the date of their first marriage suggests that later age of marriage has 

\ 
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characterized Jewish women since at least 1920. Age at first marriage has been 

declining since Wotld War 11, however, after having .risen bexween the 1910 arid 

the 1935-39 marriagt: cohorts from 19 to 23. The decline in the average ma'rriage 

age of Jewish women parallels a· development in the geJ1eral population, but the 

change has b~en greater for Jewish women, resulting in a narrowing of the differ-

ences in the average marriage age between women in the Jewish and the total popula-

ti on. 

A study ~t' Maryland residents in 196910 further documents the later age 

. of first marriage of Jews,. as well as the de_cline iri median age at marriage. 

Among men, the 23.7 median age of· Jewish grooms was more than one · year older than 

the median ages o'f Protestant and Catholic gr.ooms. The median age at first 
. . 

marriage of .Jewish _brides (21.9 years) also exceeded that of Protestant (20.2) 

and Catholic (21.1) women. These data for marriages occurring in 1969 suggest 

that. Jewish men and women continue to marry at younger ages than was true a 

generation. ago. 

The ·pursuit of higher education has often. been cited as a reason for 

delayed marriage among Jews. Although this is undoubtedly a factor, it may not 

be the only explanation, since the decline in the average age at marriage has 

taken place at a time when the proportion pursuing higher education has been 

reaching new peaks. : Changes in the general social and economic environment and 

the greater reliance of Jews on birth control, and its more efficient practice, 

may be factors in expl.aining the more rapid decline in · the marriage . age of Jews. 

Household Composition 

A related dimension of family structure is household composition, that is, 

whether the Jewish household contains only the irmnediate family of husband-wife-

children or other relatives, such as grandparents. Recent conmrunity studies 
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sugge$t that the average size of Jewish . house).1olds · varies between 3.1 and 3.3 . 

. ·This reflects both the low ·level of fertility characteri.zi~g Jewish families and 

. . . . 
the very great tendency for Jewi sh houst;holds to .be organized a s nuclear rather 

than extended household units. Fot example, .in ·Greater Pro~idence 85 percent of 

all households consisted only of the i.tmlediate . family o f husba~d and/oi- .wife, 

with or without . children (Table 4) . . Only 8 :percent included other relatives . 

. . 
An equal proportion were one-person u6its, but . ~l~ost all of these were concen-

trated in · the older age ·groups •. · Th_at the t'rend is cie.arly in .the direction of 

nuclear households is evidenced by ~he generation~l differences in the percentage 
. . ... . . 

of_ nuclear househo:l _d units, which ro~e from 85 percent of households headed by 

a first-generatibn perso~, to 97 percent headed by a third-generation individual. 

Patt of the differences· stems fr~m the differen·t " ag~ · composit.ion. of the ~enera-
. . 

t i ons,, but everi when age is held constant, th_e increas·e in nuclear households 

among t.hird-generation Jews rema_i~s. 

In 9rg~~izing their famtlies. in nu.clear units, · Jews are conforming to 

the pattern characte:rizing families in " the Unfred :state.~ as a whole. Such a 

development is consistent with the trend toward greater geographical separation 

. . . . . 
of chil.drens 1 . from pa-rerits' residE7nces • . 

. . 
Some evidence· of this trend is already available through limited ~tatistics 

from Providence. 'qtat 'study collected information on the residence of all chil-

.. 
dren of family units surveyed, permi'tting comparison . of place of residence of 

~ . 
children in · relation to that of their parents living in the Providence area · 

(Table 5). Lenski noted that one of the best indicators of the importance at

tached to . family and ·kin . groups by mode.rn . Ame:r:i~~ns. is their willingness to · 

· leave th~ir native comnninity and migrat;e ·els·e~here'. 11 . since most. migration is 

. . 
motivated by economic or voc·a ·tional factors, he suggests, I!ligrat ion serves as 
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an indicator of the strength of economic motives compared .. to kinship ties. In 

modern ·society the continual removal of economic rewards out of the. hands of 

kinship and e~tended family groups lessen~ tile dominance of Jewfsh families over 

the placement of its young within the socio-economic world. The changing kin.~hip 

relations. coupled. with more. fluid labor markets, contribute to higher mobility 

rates. 

If this interpretation is correct, the Providence data sugg~st . that 

kinship ties of Jews have been weakening. Among all Providence families surveyed, 

there were 748 sons 40 . years old and over, o~ whom one-third were living outside 

Rhode Island. Compared to this, just on·e-half · of tne L425 son~ bet~.een ages 

20 and 39 were living · outside the state. Moreovet; a higher .proportion of the 

younge.r ~roup were living outsi~e New England. Further accentuation of the 

trend is suggested by the fact that almost two-thirds of chi~dren under_ ~ge 20 . . 

who were living away from their parental home were out·side Rhode Island, and 42 

percent of the total were ou~side New England. Many of these younger persons . 

were in colleges or u~{versities! But answers to questions on future movement 

suggest that only a ,small percentage are expected to return· to their home corn-

munity. Although fewer daughters lived away from their parental community, the 

basic age pattern was the same as for males .. 

. The findings have significant implications for the strength of Jewish 

identification as it is reinfor~ed through the extended family unit.. It al.so has 

a number of immediate and practical implications for the burdens that the com-
... . . . 

munity may be asked to assume as nuclear families break up through death o~ a 

spouse, leaving . single ~ndividuals who.will not b• absorbed into the household 

units of children or other relatives. Coupled with ~he trend toward an aging 

population, the predominance of the nuclear family and the increased physical 

sep~ration of parent.s and children among Jews takes on added ·significance. 
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. 'TYPE OF HO\!SEH()LD L'NlT , .BY GENERATION ·AND AGE,. 
" GRF.ATER PROVIDENCE, 1963 . 

Generatiori and A~~ · 

All Ages . -
First Generation 

· Second Genera·tion 
' Mixed· Par .. entagt: 
Third Generation 
Total 

·25-44 Age Group 
First Generation 
Second Generation 
Mixed Parentage 
Third Generation 

45-64 Age Group 
First Geheration · 
Setond Generation · 
Mixed Parentage 
third Generation 

65 and Ove~ Age. Group 
First Generation 
Second Generation 

Nuclear . 

78.~ 
85.3 : 
77. 7 
96.7 
84.8 ; 

90~4 

95.5 · 
86.-2 
97 .8 

81.6 
83.5 

. 6f.. 3 
a1.-5 

Extended 

8~1 : 
8.5 
9.0 
3_-3 
7.6 

. 9. 6 . 
4.S 
6.9 
2·. 2 

7.6 
10. 2 . 
14.3 
12.S 

·8.2 
9.1 

One--Person -
Unit 

.n.~ 
6;2 

lJ .• 3 
o.o 
7.6 

0.0 
o.o 
6.9 
0.0 

10 ~ 8 
:" 6. 3 
'"21 . 4 

o.o 

17.4 
27.3 

· Total 
Percent, 

ioo.o 
100 . 0 ' 
100·.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100:0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
·100.0 · 

100.0 
100 ~ 0 

Source: Goldstein and Goldscheider, Jewish Americans, p. 109. 
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Table 5 

RESIDENT!Ai DISTRIBUTlON OF CHILDREN LIVING AWAY FROM PARENTAL HOME, 
'JEWISH HOUSEHOLDS, _BY AGE ANP SEX OF CHILDREN, GREATER PROVIDENCE, 1963 

.Age 
Sarne 
~ity 

Under 20 11.6 
20~39 24.4 
40 and Over 43.6 

Total 30.4 

Under 20 18;2 
20-39 27.1 
4.0 and Ovor 50. 0 

Total 31.2 

Residence of Children in Relation to 
Parental Residence 

. Diffe'rent 
Part of 

Metropolitan 
Area 

7.7 
20.4 
19.5 

+9.8 

12.8 
20.9 
23.l 

21.0 

Else-
· where 

in 
State 

. 15 .4 
2.7 
1.5 

·2.8 

· Other 
State 

in New 
England 

Sons 

19.2 
15.1 
12.4 

14.1 

Daughters 

·3 .6 
2.9 

2.2 

25~4 

23.'3 
14.1 

20.6 

Other 
United 
Stat-es 

42.3 
34~4 

21.9 

. 30.0 

36.4 
24.9 
12. 2· 

. 21.6 

Source: Sidney Goldstein, "American Jewry, l970," p. 52. · 

Abroad 

i.4 
1.1 

2.1 

3.6 
.o. 7 
0.6 

1.1-

Total 

100.0 
100.0 . 
100.0 

100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
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Table 6 

JEWISH FERTILITY RATIO: NUMBER OF CHILDREN UNDER AGE S 
TO NUMBER OF WOMEN AGED 20- 44, SELECTED COMMUNITIES 

Community Year Fertility Ratio 

New Orleans 1953 496 
Lynn , Mass. 1955 528 
Canton, Ohio 1955 469 
Des Moines, Iowa 1956 596 
Worcester, Mass. 1957 525 
New Orleans 1958 510 
Los Angeles 1959 560 
South Bend, Indiana 1961 494 
Rochester 1961 489 
Providenc_e 1963 450 
Camden 1964 480 
Springfield 1966 418 
Columbus, Ohio 1969 444 

U.S. White Population 1960 667 
U.S . White Population 1969 523 

Source: Sidney Goldstein, "American Jewry, 1970," p. 18 . 
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Fertility 

At a time when the growth rate of t he total Jewi sh population of ·the 

United States is quite low, a ttent i on must be given to the ·fertil.ity performance 

' of the· American Jew~sh family. Despite the bibl.icd injunctiqn .to· "be fruitful 

and multiply," Jews· have ha<l "a lower birth · ~ate than members of other r~ligi ous 

groups. As early as the late nineteenth century, a study of' over 10,000 Jewish 

families i n the United States revealed that the Jewish birth ·rate wiis lower than 

. 12 
the non-Jewish. In the Rhode Island census of 1905~ the onl~ state census that 

obtained informatiot:i . on religion and related it to_ ·family size, ·~he average family 

size of native-born Jewish women was ·2.3 compared to an ~verage of 3 ." 2 for nat.ive-
. . 13 . 

born Catholics, and 2 .. 5 for nati ve -.born .Prot.estants. s·ill)ilarly, the bi·rth rates 

of Jews in the 1930' s were shown to be lower th~n those of economical.ly comparable 

Protestant groups; Jews also were found to have a higher proportion using contra-

ceptives, planning their pregnancies and relying on . more efficient methods to 

14 achieve that $Oal. The screening phase of the Indianapolis fertility study 

conducted in 1941 found that the fertility rates, standa~dized for age, were 

about 18 percent higher for Catholics than for Protestants and about 25 percent 

lower for Jews than for Protestants. 15 

In it·s 1957 sample population survey, the ·united States Bureau of the 

Census collected tnforma.tion on number of children ever born. With this informa-

tion it ~s possible to calculate fertility rates expressed as the number of 

children ever born to women within specific age groups. Here, too, the results 

obtained confirmed the lower fertility of Jews. The cumulative fertility rate 

of Jewish women ·45 years of age and over was 2.2, compared to 3.1 for Catholic 

women and 2.8 for Pr9testant women. Lower fertility also cha£acterize~ Jewish 

women at younger ages. Moreover, controlling .for area of residence , the fertility 

.. 
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rate for Je~ish .wome,n in urban areas was 14 percent below t ·hat of urban women 

of all rel igion~ canbined. F inally,_ t he evidence available. from over a dozen 

Jewish conununity studies poi n ts to si~ilar lower Jewish ferti .l.i. ty ~Table ~). 

In Providence, for example, there were 450 Jewish c~iJdre.n unde_r . f.i v.e years . 

of age for evei:-y 1,000 women aged 20 to 44. This w~s . signif.icantly lower than 

the fertil.ity rati.o of t[ie total population in the metropolitan area (620) or 

the total white urban Amer .ican population (635). A similar differ;ential char-

acterizeci Springfiel~ where th.e J!'!wish ratio of 418 in 19.66 constrasted sharply 

with the 659 rat;io of the ·total population in the metropolitan ~rea. · . 

Begin.ning in the 1950's a series of . important fertility :surveys were 

undert.aken to investigate the reproductive behav.ior .and a~tituqes _of the American 

population. Among these w~re the Growth of An)erican Fami .l ies Studi_es (GAF), the 

Princeton Fertility Studies, a~d . investigations based on the Detroit Area 

Studies .16 In each of these, Jews cons.ti.ttited only a s.mall propqrt-ion .of the . ~ . . . 

total sample, thereby precluding detaped investigati?n of Jewish. _fertility. 

Yet the data on Jews yielded by ._ these studi,es were clear-cut. i1' pointing. t<>. 

lower Jewish fertility. The results of the GAF· Study indicated, .for example, 

that. in 1955 .. the average family size of Ca thol~c .and Protestant couples was 

2.1 compared to an averag~. of . ~nly 1.7 for Jewish cquples. 17 Also, Jews .expected 

significantly fewer children (2.4) thaJl ej.ther . Protestants (2.9) or Catholics 

(3 ~ 4). Overall, the GAF Study fou~d that Je~s haft th~ s'!'lal~est . f~mili~s,. mar

rie~ lat~r, ~>epected and desired t9 have th_e smal ,lest famili_es, had the most 

favorable attitudes towa.rd the . use . of· con.traception. were more li~ely to have 

used contracept~on, were mo~t successful in planning the .number and s.pacing of 

ail their ~hqgren, _and we~e most .likely to use _the most effective methods of 

birth. control. 
18 

. The 19~0 GAF Study 'recprded .~ill!ilar patt~rn~ of different ia_ls 
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as did the 1960 and 1962 Princeton Fertility Studies: · .The results of the 1965 

GAF survey showed the ~verage current number of children of Catholics ?s 2. 8, 

I f P ·2 3 I I f 2. 1. 19 ·By I t 1at o · rotestahts as . , anc t: !at o Jews as contrast, t 1e average 

expected complet~d family size was 3.9 for Catholics, and only 3.0 and 2.9 for 

Protestants and Jews, respectiyely. Several points are ~oteworthy: For all 

groups, ~he ·average c~rrent number of children and the total e~pected number 

were hl.gher in '1965 than in I955. Moreover, the relative increase was gi'eatest 

. . 
for Jews. Catholic fertility far . exceeded. that of both Protesta':'lts and Jews; 

but the differences 'between the latter .two groups had narrowed con·sidetably. 

Yet Jewish fertiU.ty remained the lowest ·of the ~hree religious groups. Most 

importaqt, perhaps, current Jewish fertility in 1965 was just equal to repla~e-

ment level (2.1), whereas it had been below replacemen~ . in 1955: and the expected 

completed fert~lity of 2.~ ~as comfortably above ~~place~ent. 

The low Jewish f~r. tili ty is si'gnificant for Je~i sh . p·opulati9n growth be-

cause .the average number ·of children born has been so close to the minim~m 

number needed for replacement. Replacement level is generally cited ~s 2.1, 

takihg into atcount th•t a small proportion of adults ~ill never marri and that 

a small percentage of those who do will not produce any children. The imppr-

tance of fertility is ·accentuated· as the rate of intermarriage ir:icreas.es, con-

tributing to possible. losses in the population through both conversion .of the 

Jewish partner away from Judaism and the socializatiqn of children of mixed mar-

riages either in pon-Jewish religions or in an entire·ly nonreligious environment . 
. . 

The data from the Providence Jewish population survey shed further · light 

on both 'the downward trend in Jewish fertili~y and the post World War Ir' recovery. 

Information· on family size and · birth spacing by date of first marriage indicates 

that Jewish family size declined steadily from the mar·riage cof1ort martiying before 
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1910 . to ·those mar~yi.ng between 1920 and 1924 (Table 7). Average family si.ze 

amo.ng thos~ marrying ~uri.ng the two dec;~des . between 1925 and 1944 stabilized 

at around two .. children. Al ::l11•ugh complete informat~on is available f.or: only ~wo 

observation periods--1.945-1949 ~nd 1950-1954--the postwar marriage· cohorts show . . . . . 

a . definite. graduai increase in family size . The~e data clearly Jn4icate that . . . . :' 

faD1ilY size .d.ecl i{led .d~ring. tl:ie depression and pre-war years and that Jewish 

c.ou~les _partic~pated ~n t .he "baby . b~om" f.ollow'ing Wor.ld War II .. 

~att~J;~S of_. birth sp_aci.ng ·reveal t.he shorter birth intervals of the pre-

depr~ssi~n cohorts, the long~r· b~rth in~ervals of the depression cohorts, and the 

earl i er family formation pa.tterns of the cohorts marrying after ~he end .of World 

· war II. '.t'he
1
se ~irtl1 _.5Pa.cil)g. pa~terns ~mong Jewish couples oonfo~ to thos.e 

observed for the gen~ra~ populat~on. Hpwever, a comparison of the birth spacing 

data to similar dat.a by marriage .cohorts for t9tal .white .women. in the United States . .. . . . 

rev,eals t~at Jewish fe·rtil.i ty wa~ . ch~racteri~ed by l~T).ger bir.th . interva.ls. 
20 

Indire,c~ly, the.se data .P<>int to the efficient ~se of contracept,ion . by Jewish 

cou,pl~s f.07 th~ pbnning of. family . size and'. the spacing. of chilqren. 

f'.ertif~tY . in,fo.rmation ~<?llected as part of a 19.66-1967 Population Survey 

of the Jewish. c~un~ ty of Spr.ingfield, Massachusetts, provides· some further in

sigh.ts into .. the p~s.t ~nd future tren.ds in. Jewish fertility. 21 Since. the data 

are derived from .a cross-sectional survey th~ analyse.s c;>f trends are- b~sed on co-. . : . ~ . :· . . . ·. .. . . . 

hor~ c~~parison, util~zing i!1fon:iat~on on both children. ever born and . expected 

total ferti:Ut~ by age o.f mother. 1'he . cl9se . simii~rity between . these _ findings . 

and ~~ose i~entVied . ~?!- . th~ 1963 survey of Provi~ence sug~e~ts tliat the ,Pa.tterns 

are not unique to these comm\mit.{es and . m~y, indeed~ b·e . indi:cative of mor~ gen-. . ... . . . . . . . . ' . . . 

eral patt:erns on the ~eric;an . scene. ·This. is also supported Qy co~parisons on a . . . . 

gross. level wit~ the earli,er cited national dat~ collected in ~,h~ Growth of American 

Families Study. 
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In Springfield the average nu~ber of "children alre~d~ botn to ~e~iih 

women 1.rnder 40 avera~e<l 2 . 2 and tr~ ave~age . number expected . by the '.completi~n 
. . 

of fertility i~ 2.7. · The age ~p~cific data point tu th~ changing pattern~ of 

fertili.ty among Jews. · From a high o f almost t ifree c}:ii.ldren ... per marr '~c<l woman 

among the cohort born :H tilt..: end of "the 19th century ,: fertility <leclined "to ' below 

replacement level among wom~n born between the turn of the century a~d ~he e~d 

of World War I, most of whom were bearing "their children t»et~een · the ·. lat.e 1920's 

and the earl}" l940 1·s . This reC!uction.- in· fertility level . c9rr~sponded° to gen~rai 

declines in the Unit~d States which-. reflected i>·oth >the· J.ong , run- trend toward 
. . 

lower fertility and the effects of the depress.io~ . The uptur"n in· fertility 
. . . 

actuall~ began ·w~th that cohort of women born ~bout World wa:~ ~ whci bor~ their . · 

children in the late 1-930' s and early. 1940' s~· and · it wa:.s .. ~on~'ide_rably · ~ccent~~~ed . 

in the post..,.war baby . boom. ' As a result' the avex:age number of ·Chi.ldren ever 

born . to women ~ho. thems!'!l ves were " depress ion babies" was 2 ."8, an average _equal re4 

to date in the po~u~atiori · under analy~is only by . the ~ldest . cohort, .those 75 

years old and over in late 1966. J~dged by e_xpected total fe'rt .ility·~ completed .. 

Jewish fertility levels will average ' between 2.5 and 3.0 children for those still 

in their childbearing years. The overall trend toward somewhat larger families 

is further evidenced in the sharp declines in the proportion either having no 

children or only one .child and . the increase in the . three and four child. family. 

Overall, ~hese 1967 data on chan~ing lev~ls of f~rtility by age cohort 

. ' 
suggested little inunediate likelihoo9 of sharp declines in Jewish fertility to 

the sub-replacement levels reache9 among those producin"g ~he~r fa~ili:es in the 

depression years. Jews continue to have among the . h-igh~s·t proportfo~s. Qf any 

'... . .. 

segment of the population· who practice birth 'controt and ·who use · the most efficient 

methods. This permits them"' to '- maintain the lower than average rates c~mpared to . 
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Table 7 

FERTILITY BY DATE OF FCRST MARRtAGE, GREATER PROVIDENCE, I 963 

Average First Birth Second Birth* Second Bir th 
Number of l ntcrv;1 l In t er-val ( I ) I nterval 

Marriage Children Pert!en t (Average (Average '(Aver age 
Cohorts Ever Bor n Childless Months) Months) Months) 

Before 1910 3.5 o.o 12.8 76 . 0 48,5 
1910-1919 2 .8 3.4 18.3 68.5 37 . 5 
1920- 1924 2.2 6.6 24 . 3 63 . S 44.5 
1925 - 1929 1. 9 9 . 8 27 .0 85 . 0 51.0 
1930-1934 2 . 0 11. 4 27.1 82 . S 55.0 
1935 - 1939 2.0 7.8 30.8 70.4 41.8 
1940-1944 2 . 0 7. 7 30.0 72 . 2 44 . 6 
1945-1949 2. 2 5 .7 23.8 62.5 37.4 
1950-1954 2. 3 7 . 3 22. 4 55 .S 30.8 
1955-1963 ** 'in\" 19.2 44.8 28.S 

Total 2.1 8.9 24.4 65.1 36 . 2 

Source : Goldste i n and Goldscheider, Jewish Americans, P• 122 . 

*second Birth I nterval (I) ref ers to months be tween marriage and s ec ond chi l d; 
Second Birth Interval (II) re~c r s t o months between f irst and second chil d . 

·'o'<" ' Since this cohprt is recently marrieq , the families are in the early child-
bearing stage and the data on the numb~r of children ever born are not 
meaningful . 

(II)* 



Table 8 

NUMBER OF CHILDREN BORN BY· 1967 AND EXPECTED TOTAL BIRTHS 
BY AGE. OF MOTHER. SPRINGFIELD 

Percent D'istribution b_y ~umber Ever Born 
Average Five Expected 

Number Born Total Total and Not Total 
Age by 1967 Number Percet_lt None . One .'!Wo Three Four Over Reported Births* 

20 - 24 0.9 1·06 \ 100.0 2 8 .. 3 . . 5 2 . 8 . 15 ·. 1 3.8 - .;. - 3.2 
25 - 29 1. 7 140 100.0 18.6 11.1 .44.3 . 17. l 2.9 - - 2.5 
30 - 34 2.2 230 100.0 7.0 15.6 34.8 36.5 6.1 - - 2.4 
JS - 39 2.8 386 100.0 2.6 4.2 34.7 40.4 13.0 5.1 - 2. 8' 
40 - 44 2.5 408 100.0 2.0 7.3 '43. l 31.4 15.2 1.0 - . 2.5 
45 - 49 2.2 398 100.0 5.5 9.1 52.3 25.1 4.0 3 .o 1.0 2.2 
so - 54 1.9 398 100.0 9.1 18~6 42.7 22.6 3.0 2.0 2.0 1. 9 
SS - 59 1. 7 308 100.0 12.3 n.4 .39. 6 18.2 2.6 - 3.9 1.7. 
60 - 64 1~9 304 100.0 7.9 22.4 · 4 7 .4 14 .5 3.9 . 2 ,6, . l '. 3 l. 9 

65 - 69 i.o 250 100.0 14.4 18.4 33.6 19.2 12 .8 . 1.6 . - 2.0 
70 - 74 2.5 188 100.0 10 .• 6 l 7 .1 2-3 ,.4 27.7 10. 6 10. J - 2.5 
75 and Over 2.8 222 ~ 100.0 5.4 . 5.4 j7 o;9 16.2 18.9 12. 6 ; 3. 6 2.8 

Total 2.2 3.338 100.0 8. 3- . . 15. 0 39 ;7 24. 6 8.1 2.2 . . 1.1 . 2. 3 

*Includes data for completed fertility groups 45 years and ov~r t6 facilitate comparisons. 

Source: Sidney Goldste i n, "Completed and Expected Fertility in an American Jewish Communi~y," 
Jewish Social Studies, 33 (April-July, 1971). p. 219. 
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other reli_gious groups. It --has not, however, prevented younger women from having 

mor~ children than did older co~orts. As a result of .this charige~ Jewish ·fertility 

among those un~er 45, judged by children already born and the additional number 

expect~~. may ·be reachi~g level.s adeq!Jate to insure replacement, but only if the 

total number are not dissipated by heavy rat~s of loss through intermarriage and/or 

assimilation. Whether ~he declin-i,ng levels of actual and ~xpected· 'fert .ility 

which charac~e.rized t.he tota.1 u .. s~ p9pulat-ion ·in the. -ver.y ·1ate .1960!:5· and the 

early 1970' s also ir:ivolved declines, ~or th~ ,Jewish population 'remains ·co be deter-

mined. Since the final . fertility l.~vels of the younger cohorts ·are ·Still" subject 

to change, the expected ~veragep ~y . ~e· ~educed as part of · the changes occurring 

in the large+ soci~ty. 

In termar.iiage· 

· Increasing concern with the demographic growth and survival of the Jewish 
.'" ; ,. 

population in die United States is based not . only on the low fertility of the 

Jews; ·1ow growth rates or actu.al ·decline can also result from excessive losses 

to the major.ity group through · assimilation. A consistent threa·t not only to 

. . . 
the· mairite~ance of Jewish identification but also to the demographic maintenance 

of the Jewish popu~ation and· ~o family stab.ility is interfaith marriage. If 

marital assimil~tion takes place at a high rate, the Jewish group faces demo-

graphic ' losses both through the assimilation of tQe Jewish partner to the mar-
. . . . . 

riage and through the loss of ' child.re~ born to such a marriage. In recent years, 

concern with the "vanishing Amer.lean Jew" has reached considerable proportions 

as a variety o'f e~idence has suggested an increasingly high rate of intermarriage. 

In the face of earlier e~idence _ that the Jewish group had been remarkably success-

ful, compared to ot~er 'groups, in maintaining religious endogamy, the excitement 
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. . 22 
caused by this new evidence is understandable. I.t has gent:rated considerable 

research in Jewish community surveys on the extent of intermarriage, both as an 

indication of th~ possiblt: impact qf intermarriage on Jewi s h demographi c surv i va l 

And as an index of the extent of group conformity, loyalty, :ind cohesiveness 

among Jews. 

No definite assessment of the level and character of Jewish intermarri ag~ 

and of changes over time can be made without the development of a cons i der<tbly 

bett~r body of dat& than is currently available. Although statistics on rates 

of intermarriage ~re availablt: now from a number of cormrunity surveys, the 

quality of ~he data varies; their use must be preceded by careful attention 

to the typ~ of community studied, tq the comprehensiveness of the · study's popu-

lation coverage, and to the way intermarriage was measured. The rate of inter-

marriage tend~ to be considerably higher in those areas where Jews constitute 

a smaller percentage of the popula~ion. The rate of intermarriage i s also 

higher if the dqta are bas~d on a study in which bQth Jewish and non-Jewish 

households in the cot11nunity are surveyed, since such surveys are most apt to 

find those families who are on the fringes of the Jewish community . Finally, 

care must be given to the manner in wh~ch intermarriage itself is measured. 

Studies relying exclusively on the current religious identification of marriage 

partners run the serious risk of un4er~counting intermarriages since those 

partners to a mixed marriage who changed their religion in conjunction with the 

marriage would not be identified as having intermarried . 

There is gener~l agreement that the rate of Jewish intermarriage has in-

creased, bu~ because of the lack of data by which to measure tr~nds, as well as 

serious questions about the quality of available statistics, the extent of the 

increase has not been clearly determined. A study of intermarriage in New Haven, 
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Connecticut showed, for exalJlple, that Jewish intermarriages ir:icreased frqm zero 

in 1870 to 5.1 percent ·in 1950; 23 but New Haven is one of t _he. very few communities 

in wh~ch statistics are available over such a long period of time. Most of the 

other statements concerning increased rates of intermarriage ·are based on gen-

eral comparisons of the current levels of intenn~rriage in various cotjmrunities 

and those in a dif~erent set of communities at an earlier time. 

For example, in a ser~es .of .communities cited by Nathan Goldberg, where 

surveys wer~ taken during the 1930'.s, ·the rates ef i~termarri~ge generally ranged 

24 between 5 and 9 percent . These included such c·onmunities a:s S ta~ford and New 

London in Connecticut; and Dallas and San Francisco. But during the same' period, 

Duluth, Minnesota, showed an intermarriage rate of 17.7 ~erc~nt. ~number of 

co~uni~ies surveyed in t _he . late 1950' s and 1.960' s also showed level s of inter

marriage bet~een 5 . and 10 percent: Camden, New Je~sey; Rochester; ·Los Angeies; 

Jacksonville, Florida; ·Long Beach, California, and San Fra,nci'scq .- Judging by 

the similar-i ty between these level.s and those noted for a number of. communities 

in the 1930's, one could conclude that tl)ere has been ·no signtfic?nt rise in the 

level of intennarriage. Also, in the March, 1~57 natioQwi!le _sample survey, the 

United States Cens~s found th~t 3.8 percent of married persons reporting them-

selves as Je'lils were married to non-Jews and that 7.2. percent of all marriages in 

which at least o'!"e p,artner wa:;; Jewish were· intermarriages; but both · these figures 

are probably somewhat low, since no information was collected on the earlier 

religion of the marriage partners. Couple~ with one . converted spouse were· there-

fore not enu~erat~c;l as mixed marr.iages. However, f?r the late 1.9~0' s and. the 

1960' s, other estimates of the rate o.f Jewish intermarriages based on 19cal 

studies ranged as high as from l~.4 percent for New York City, 37 percent for 

Marin, California, and 53.6 percent for .. lowa •. ?5 . J~dging by 'these latt·er studies, 

. : :· 

·.,,. •• 
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recent i ntermarriage· rates are higher, but the . typicality of . these high rates 

remains questionable. 

Other data used to do.cument the rising .. trend in · inte.rmarriage · are those 
. . 

compari.ng differentials among either the various age segme9ts or the various 

generat i on le~·els of ·the populatiof! in a given .community. An analysis of this 

. . . 
k i nd by ~ric Rosen.thal for the . Jewish population of Washington., D, C .. , in 1956 

found that the tate of 'int~rm~rriage was directly relate.cl to distance from the 
' .·· 

. 26 " .. 
inunigrant generation. Wh~reas the mixed. !"arri.age ·rate was ·ll.3 percent for 

. . 
the t;otal Jewish 'popu'la·tion, it increased from· 1.4 perce~t among foreign-born 

. . . 
husbands to 10.2 percent among native-bo'rn · husbands · of foreign parentage', up to . . 

17 •. 9 percent of. ·native-born husbands of nativl'. pare~tage~ Questions have been 

raised; ho~ever, ~~out ~he typicality of the Jewish c011munity of Washington and 

whether findings· based · on it ca,n. ~e generalized to more stab.le communities. · 
. . 

Rosentha~'s mor~ recent research on I.ndiana, using marriage records and 

covering the. years ~960-.1963, cites a~ extraqrdinarily 

riage, 48.8 percent .of all . marriages occurring ~n that 

hi~h rate of intermar-

. 27' . . . 
period. The data· ·indi-

cate that intermarriage increases as the size · of the Jewish community decreases. 

In Marion County, containing_ Indianapolis, ·the intermarriage rate was 34.5 per-

•.· . ' 

cent; in counties containing very small Jewish . populati.ons, it rose to· 54 per.cent. 

Rosenthal suggests that "the larger the Jewish corranunity, the easier it is to 

organize communai activities, to effect the voluntary concentration of Jewish 

families in ·specific residential neighborhoods, and to maintain an organized· 

. ~8 . . . 
marriage mark~t." The key variable is ·the number of potential marital partner~. 

Although the indiana sitµatfon .again cannot be conside"red typical of United States 

Jewry the high rates are . fo th~mselves .alarmin~. ·· They do confirm· the. much greater 

probability that intermarriage will occur in those . regions of · the country and 
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in those communities where the Jewish population is of ina.d.equ_ate siz~ to en

courage and to permit high levels of in-marriage. 

In assessing our current knowledge. of int~rmarriage, it must be recognized 

that s~veral important areas of research concerning marriages b~tween Jews and 

non-jews have been largely neglected. Not all cases of intermarriage ne~essarily 

lead to the loss of the Jewish partner. Conv~rsion of th~ non-J~w . t.o Judais·m 

may actually add to the Jewish population and also increase the likelih~od that 

29 
the children of such a marriage will be raised as Jews. In order to ascertain 

: . j. ~ 

the extent · f~ which this ~appens, surveys focussing o~ intermarriage. ~ust obt~in 
.. · 

information 'on the extent of conversion as wen · as on the .rel igio~ in which the 

. . 
children· of mixed marriages are raised. Both the Providence and Springfield . 

~ . . . . 

surveys collected such information. Although these sur~eys ar~ limited by their 

reliance on master lists·, a number of steps weI.'e taken to insure maximuµi oppor-

. tunity for 'inclusion of all Jewish households. While no claim is made . that . th~ 

resulting statistics have identified all intermarriages, the _ .fin~ing~ probably 
· . . . 

do not depart excessively from the real level o~ in._t~rmar;riage . . T~is pro~ability, 

coupled with the opportunity provided by these data -~or examinti;ig both extent of 
• \ • • I 

conver~ion ~nd'e~tent to which children of ~ixed marriages are raised as ~ews, 

argues in fav.or ·of their .brief examination .here. 

· The Providence . survey identified 4 ;5 ·percent of all marriages as inter-

marriages, that ·is, a marriage in which _one of the spouses was not Jewish by .birth. 

In the 'vas.t majorit·y of .. these cases, the husband was J_ewish an~ _ th~ l!1ife had been 

born non-Jewish. Only 0.1 percent repr~sented th~ Jewish w.ife wh.ose husband was 
. . . . 

born non-Jewish . This pattern of sex differentials J in which more Jewish men than 

women marry non-Jewish .. partners, is typical of almost all . communiti.es for wh~ch 
. . . . . . 

data were collec.ted. Compared to the statistics cited for W~s.hington_, ?an .Francisco, 
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and India.na, the in.t·t~Yrilarriage 'le11cl in Providenct\ i :; quite low. Yet _, it is n.cit 

atyp i.ca l; bei.n.g · :comp:tr:il?~e ·· to lev.=ls of interma,rr i:.ige noted for Rochester, C:tmden, 

Springfie.ld, 'Los Ar}geles, · and New Haven. Si nce the~c .commun i ties do vary in both 

I• • f 

si 7.. e and location,_ no nbviotis common denominator. helps explai.n thci .r similar levels 

of intermarriage. 

-Of all interrria_r 'ried c.ouples, 42 . percent. ·had experienced the con'vers i on 

of one ~ partner to ..)'udaism, thereby creating religious homqgeneity withiin tlie 

fami.l Y. unit. The . sur:v~y could not fully ascert~in the. number . of Jewis!f partn~rs 

t o a m'ixe9 ~arr.ia,,ge .who conv.e.rted aw~y .from Judaism ·cancelling out the gains made . . . . . . . . . 

through converston ~f the non~Jewish partner to Ju~aism~ . . But the survey data do 

suggests tha·t, i.n" .1 ·co.nsfde!abie proport ·i~~ 'of int'errilarriages, con'versfon to ' 
' . . . ' . 

~udaism 'does oc,cur, . thet:eby enh.:i'nc.lng the chances that the family unit wil 1 re-. . . . '. . 

main identified as· Jewish an.d tha-t the c:hildren will- be ra.ised as part of the 

Jewish community. · 

: For Prov~dence, as .for Washingtd·n, insights into· the trend in level of 

intermarriage ca_n b~ _-gain'ed onty by cross-sectional compa·rison of -the int~r-

marriage patterns o'f diffe~ent age and generation g·rc:iups within the populat.ion . 

With the excepti_on of the 30-39 year age group, Provid.ence data pointed to an 

increase in the rate of· inte'rmarriage among the :younger segments of the population; 

the highest percen·t in~etmarried (9 perc,erit) characterized the youngest group. 

On the other ha.nd, ' the proportion. of persons who converted to Judaism cqnsistently_. 

increased with decrea.sing .age, from none · of the ·non-Jewish spouses in the 60 and 

over age group~ to 4 out of "10 among th9se aged -40- 59, to . 7 ou~ of 10 among t~ose 

under ~g_e 40. This cl_ear.:cut pattern is consistent with . a conclusion reached by 

Gerhard Lenski, based on . a Detroit study, that· the probability of mixed mar-

. . 30 
riages leading to . a . conversion is considerably greater among younger persons. · 
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Like the Washington studies, the Providence data indicate that generation 

status affects the rate of intermarriage; however, they also show t ·hat ·it affects . 

the extent of conversion. 1\mong the foreign-born, only 1.2 percent were reported 

intermarr·ied. Among the third generation, this proportion was almost 6 percent. 

Moreover, the pattern of differentials by generation . status operated within the 

respective age groups. Only one-fourth of the mixed marriages of the foreign-born 

resulted in a conversion of the non-Jewish spouse, compared to over half of the 

intermarriages involving third-generation males. This pattern of generational 

differences remains even when age is held constant. While confirming that the 

rate of intermarriage has risen among third-generation compared ~o first-generation 

Jews, the Providence levels are well below those observed for Washington, D. C. 

The Providence data also show a higher rate of conversion of the non-Jewish spouse 

to Judaism among the third, compared to the first, generation. 

Comparisons of the level of intermarriage among the children of the heads 

of households surveyed in the Providence study support the higher rates for younger 

segments of the population. Whereas the intermarriage rate qf Jews in the sur.vey 

was 4.5 percent, that among the children of these households was 5.9 .percent. 

Since the children enumerated here include those living outside Greater Providence, 
. . ' 

the higher rate may reflect not only their younger age but also a tendency for 

persons who intermarry to move away fro~ their family's co~~nity. Although this 

may par_tially represent an attemp't at anonymity, it is more likely related to 
.. 

the fact that the child was alread·y living away from home and from parental con-

trol, thus enhancing the possibility of courting and marrying non-Jews. Most 

· likely presenting a more correct image of the sex differential in levels of 

intermarriage, the. data for these children in the survey qnits indicate that al-

most 8 percent of the male children intermarried compared to only 4 percent of 

the females. 
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The · ~rovidenc~ data wf:.r€- a ts·o use<l". in an at tt~mp!= to assess the ef feet of 

. . 31 . 
i ntermarri.ag~ .on fert·i .1 i ty teyd s,. Comparl,son '?f · the · fertility of .the .. inter-

. . 
marrie_d with 'that : of the non-intermarried shows' that for huth women .45 ' .Ye<:1rs old 

and ·0lder ,. who havt: completed their fertility, and . those .under f.·5 year-s of age, 

who may ·sti 11 have _adllitional chU.dren, interm\;lrried couplf7S h<!d lowe·r fei.: t'il~ty 

than the non-int~·r~ar:.ried. · Interrriarr-i ed· c;oup'les · had ;J lower aver?ge number of 

childr-tn ever ·bpin; ' they"ha9 a much higher . pe'r¢ent c»f .childies.sne·ss .; and ·~he~ !lad 
.. . 

a lower percen.tag~ <;>f f.amilies with four _ or. ·more ~nildren . Quite clearly_, if1ter-

. . . 
marriag_e resulted in lo~~.red . , fertility; but the differences w~re. n'ot . ;.is great 

among the. younger .women · in · the population <\S amo.ng the· old~r; suggesting that . . . " 

whatever factor se:rv~cr earlier t:.o r~~tri.ct the ~ertility of intermarr ied couples 

operates to ·a lesser d~gr.ee .for the younger ·couples . . 

. . 
Finally;' the .Providence survey _ascertain.ed the r~li.gious identi fication · 

. : .. . .. . . . . . . : . : . . . ; . . . . . .. . . 

of all childr~ri -in .househ<;>lc;Is · of intennarried couples. Of the 280 children· in . . .. . . 

this category, 'i36·were. children ·.of· coupies in whi~h the . nqn-Je~ish spouse had 

converted to Judaism <!nd were ihrefore· b'eing .r~isec;I as Jews. Of the 144 children 

belonging · to families_. in which the non-Jewish spouse h~d ·not con·verted, 84 chil-

dren were being raised as Jews and 60 as non-Je~s . The f~ct that only 22 percent 

of the 280 childie~ cif intermarriages were being raised as non-Jews is in strong 

contrast to the findings of the Washington sorvey that 70 percent of the ~hildren 

of mixed marriag~s were being raised . a~ non-Je~s. Too ~ew studies have explored 

. . 
this relatioriship and more research is essential -to ~btai~ ~e,ningfu~ data on a ... ) 

·national · leve~. · . 
. . 

The Springfield survey collected d',ara comparable to that ·of Providence · 

. . . 

and its findings, .. including an overall inter~rri.age rate of 4.4, are :·so stmilar . . 

that ·presentatio.n of the detailed -results would be r.epeqt,ious • . Finally; · 

'' .. 
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mention must be made of the Boston survey of 1965, both ·because of its very 

comprehensive coverage of the population . and because i t represents a J~wish corn-
.. . . . 32 

munity of about 200,000 persons. This survey found that 7 percent of the mar-

riages represented intermarriages. Although higher than the levels noted for 

Providence and Springfield, this percentage is still markedly below the high 

levels noted in some other communities. The Boston data do, however, suggest a 

sharp rise in the level of intermarriage among the very youngest seg~ent of the 

population. Intermarriage characterized only 3 percent of the couples in which 

the age of the husband was 51 and over, and only 7 percent of t~ose _ with ~usbands 

between ages 31 and 50; but 20 percent of the couples in which the husband was 

30 years old. or younger were interinarried. Regretfully, the Boston study did 

not report how many of the intermarried persons had converted or in what religion . . , 
the children of such· marriages were being raised. 

Another recent investigation of intermarriage, by. Fred Sherrow; based 

its findings on data collected from 1964 follow-up interviews of a . national sample 
. 33 

survey of 1961 college graduates. The study thus re~er.s to a young population .. 

By 1964, 57 percent of the Jewish respondents had married. Of these, between 10 
. . 

and ·12 percent mat_ried non-Jews by birth.· The data further· show a conversion .. . . ~. . . . ' 

rate of less than 20 percent by the non-Jewi~h spouse to Judaism. This rate is 

conside .. rabiy below that found in a number of Jewish community· studies, but in the 
! • . 

absence of comparable data for older cohorts of college graduates, .it is not pos-
. : 

sible to determine whethe·r conversion .is increasing"•among the young. Sherrow 

suggests that the low rate of conversion he identified may reflect a weakening 

of the prosc;.ription· against intermarriage~ In addition, the data reveal that 
' · .. 

55 .percent of the Jews who intermarried retained their Jewish identification. 

Combining this retention rate with the gains from conversion to Judaism indicates 
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an estimated overall net loss of 3U percent of the population invol ved in inter

marriages. On this basis, the nmclusion seemed j ustified that the rates are 

not yet high ~nough to signal the icruninent dissolution of the American Jewish com

munity through intermarriage. 

The significance of intermarriage is not limited to concern with demo

graphic maintenance of the Jewish popt:lation. It also has relevance for the 

stability of the family, both thr ough the diversity it i ntroduces into the family 

situation and the potential it has for disrupting marriages. Prov idence data 

provide some insight on the latter. 34 They show sharp differentials in inter

marriage rates between those married only once and those married more than once. 

Among Jewish males under 40, on ly a few reported more than one marriage and among 

these none were in termarried . Among those 40 to 59 almost 25 percent of all 

those married more than once were intermarried, in contrast to only 4 percent of 

those married only once . Obviously, instability of marriage is very much asso

ciated with intermarriage . Unfortunately, no information is available on whether 

the previous marriage(s) involved an intermarriage. That this differential is 

part of a general complex is further indicated by the pat terns for the females, 

most of whom were the non- Jewish partner to the marriage. Among wives a con

siderable number in both the 20-39 and the 40-59 year groups were married more 

than once. Almost 30 percent of the remarriages of the younger wives and 20 per

cent of those of the older wives were intermarriages. This contrasted to inter

marriage rates of only 7 percent and 4 percent among wives in t hese respective age 

groups who were married only once. Quite clearly, intermarriage and marital insta

bility are interrelated. This may reflect the fact that interreligious marriages 

have a lower survivial rate than religiously homogeneous marriages. 35 The high 

rate of intermarriage among the remarried may stem from a higher than average 

intermarriage rate in their earlier marriage. 

• • t. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

This analysis of the demographic features of Jewish family, marriage, 

and fertility points to several general conclusions. 

Jew.ish families exhibit an overall -pattern of stability. Comparions of 

the Jewish and the total population ind~cate that a smaller proportion of Jews 

were divorced or had married more than once. Furthermore, stability character-

ized each of the generations. Only a small proportion of first, second, and 

third-generation Jews were divorced or separated, few married more than once, 

and the ·nuclear family type predominated. Yet, slight increases in the .propor-

tion of divorced or separated, in the amount of remarriages, and in the propor-

tion living in nuclear. households were observed for m_ore recent generat_ion_s. 

Females were more concentrated in widowed and divorced categori~s than 

were men. This pattern may be partially interpreted as a consequence of the 

great·er longevity of women, the slightly higher rates of remarriage among males, 

and the older ages at which males marry . Trends of age at marriage. among Jews 

followed the general downward trend characterizing the _American population as a 
. . ·, . . 

whole, althougn Jews continued to marry at later ages than _non-Jews. Among Jews, 

reduction in age at marriage was sharper for males than for females • 

. The two. themes of overall stability in Jewish family structure and slight 
\ 

generat~onal increases .in divorce, remarriages, and nuclear households fit well 

with ·the · broader changes that have characterized Amer.ican Jews . The value of · 

· . 
family stability has slowly been changing, suggesting that cultural assimilation 

in terms of family structure has occurred for the Jewish group, although very 

slowly·, and with · the ~verall retention of the value of family stability. 

Law J·ewish · fertility in the United Stat.es is· not a recent _ phenomenon. 
. . 

. . 
Evidence for it dates- back_ to the late nineteenth century. Following general 
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trends, Jewis~ fertility declined sharply in the first third of the twentieth 

century. In fact, it dropped below replacement level for several decades. But 

Jews also shared in the rise in fertility levels after World War II, although 

Jewish fertility remained below that of non-Jews. The most recent available 

data on younger coupl~s, based on a combination of fertility achieved to date and 

indications of future expected fertility, suggest that the average number ~f 

children in Jewish families will remain above replacement levels. However, one 

must recognize that expected numbers may exceed actual completed fertility both 

because of unanticipa ted difficulties in achieving pregnancy and because of 

changed social and economic conditions. Particularly at a time when a strong 
l 

movement .toward zero population growth seems to be sweeping American society, 

Jewish fertility may decline once again as part of the general trend. The aver-

ages may then be too low to insure continued population growth when losses, re-

sulting from intermarriage and assimilation, are taken into account. 

What is the overall pattern of intermarriage and conversion that emerges? 

No simple answer to this seems possible. Quite a heterogeneous pattern char-

acterizes the United States depending on the size, location, age, and social 

cohesiveness of the particular community. Yet within these variations in level 

. . . . 

of intermarriage, the data suggest that the intermarriage rate is increasing among 

the young, native-born Americans. Eventually, intermarriage rates in the United 

States may reach a plateau around which the experience of individual communities 

will fluctuate. But for the immediate . future the overall rate of intermarriage 

is likely to rise further as an increasing proportion of the population becomes 

third-generation Americans and moves away from older areas of dense Jewish popula-

tion to newly developed, more integrated areas within both the cities and suburbs, 

and to more distant communitie~ with fewer Jews and less organized Jewish life. 

Such rising rate~ may in turn lead to greater marital instability. 
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At the same time, the data for several communities suggest that although 

the rate of intermarriage may . be increasing among the third generation, a higher 

proportion of· these intermarriages results °i:n the conversion of the non-Jewish 

spouse to Judaism ;- the rate of. «:onvers:ions is higher among the very groups having 

a higher intermarriage rate. Moreover, a significant proportion of children in 

such marriages are being rasied as Jews. And finaily, among· the young, the fer-

. . 
ti lity patterns of intermarried couples als'<:> res~mble more closely those of the 

non-intermarrieq than in the older age groups. 

These .patterns of family s'tructure, fert~lity, and inte~rriage ~ndicate 

that the Jewish family has responded to alterations in American society as a 

whole and that some cultural as·s ·imilation, judged by changes in family .structure., 

in levels of fertili.ty, and x:ates of intei:marriage, has occured. At the. same 

titne:, these demograpqic indicators suggest that family cohesion remains an. impor-

tant value amoitg 'Jews and that, compared to . the general population .• the -Jewish 

family continues to. exnibit .a. relatively high degree of stability. 

; ,· 
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decennial census are mandatory, no inquiry on religion has e.vei: been .included 
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single source of information is the data collec_t~ · by the Bureau o_f t _he Census 
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'. . . . · · . ' . 

for sampling pu~poses should be:: suppleme.nted by efforts t() . identify those segments 

of the population not included in the file! Such screening is essential since 
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Introduction 

I have divided my paper into four parts. Part I focu~es on the problems · 

of marriage and divorce in t:he context of changes that occurred in American 

society following World War II. 

The second part deals ·with the changes in the socialization of children 

that spread through the middle class in the fifties and sixties and the way . . 

in wtiich· these changes are related to rising criticisms about t~e quality 

of fami~y life among today's college youth. 

The third part pre~ents new data comparing Jews and non-Jews from a 

study in which I am currently engaged on family strucbure and the socializa

tion of children wh0 by now are in their early adolescence~ In the brief 

concluding section~ some proposals are aavanced concerning types of innova-

tions and interventions that the Jewish conunUil:ity might consider to fortify 

the Jewish family and Jewish identity. 
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I. Marriage and Divorce 

Following the deprivations and uncertainties induced by depression and 

the upheaval of World War II, young Americans (who by now are middle aged 

and pare.nts of the present generation of youth) embraced family life with 

renewed fervor. Love, marriage, children and a comfortable home in the 

suburbs equipped with labor-saving devices of every .variety, surrot.Inded by 

grass and congenial neighbors, in communities with 'good shopping centers 

were deemed to be eminently worth while goals and attainable ones, given a 

rapidly expanding economy, a growing rate of employment in non-manual work 

and rising wages and job security afforded by large-scale unionization 

of blue-collar workers. The institutionalization of "easy credit" terms 

for the purchase of houses and consumer goods made it possible for millions 

of Americans to marry young and establish and furnish apartments or homes 

of their own at marriage, in.stead of deferring marriage or living· in parental 

households until they had saved enough money to establish independent house

holds. Younger people left the old neighborhoods in the central city for the 

suburbs in a quest for more living space and good schools for their. children. 

The old ethni~ neighborhoods declined and ceased to be the focus of community 

for second generation Americans. Ethnic languages and customs were readily 

surrendered and lingering vestiges of "foreignness" in the second generation 

disappeared by the third generation. The ideal was to be fully and completely 

modern and American. The waning significance of ethnicity and religion has 

left family ·and occupation as the central, a~d for millions of adults, virtually 

the only vehicles of identity. 

Since the value and worth of men has increasingly come to be measured 

by the monetary remuneration and the prestige their job commands, it may 
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seem natural ·that men should invest themselves mos~ heavily In- this sector 

of their existence, and that home should come ·to represent mainly a haven · 

from the 'drives and tenSiOnS Of the ·"rat race. II 

The overarching significance C?f the job in the lives of married men 

often_seyerely deplenishes the energies that 'they have left to inv~st in 

their · roles as husbands and fathers, and this has become a serious source bf 

imp.overishment and d~scol).te~t in marriage an1 in family life. The paradox 

is that .men legitimate their overinvestment of time and energy in the job 
• . I 

on the grounds that thereby they maximize the economic resources available 

to the~r wives and chil.dren for a more affluent ·style of life. By doing 

so, howe~er, they· are constrained to give less of themselves to familial 

. roles . .This has become a source of estrangement between h usbands . and wives, 

an.d betweeri fathers {Uld ch_ildren~ .The active, agressive male on the job 

all too often comes home to lapse into passivity and lethargy. He ·wants 
I .. 

physical and emotiona;J.. nurturance from a "mother-wife" who als·o is expected 

to "train" children not "to bothe.r daddy b~cause ~e's tired." In this 

sense, "absence" of husbands and fathers is not uncommon even in m~y so-

called "intact" urban and suburban families. 

I do no·t shar e Talcott Parsons' view of the functionality of the 

division of labor. between the sexes found in many American families in which 

instrumental tasks are allocated to the father and expressive ones to the 

1 
mother. From a purely economic perspective, such an arrangement may be 

functional. The division of labor on t~e assembly line of auto~obile fac-

tories is efficient and profitable. But the by-products of such divisions of 

labor are alienation from work and from family life . 

Since families are social sy1;tems, imbalances in the role performance 

of ene member of the system have consequences for ·all other members in the 

t f • ' 
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system. · The joys but also the burdens of rearing children have increasingly 

fallen to women. Child rearing is a demanding task, particularly in a . highly 

mobile, changing society with an isolated nuclear family system. When the 

task of socializing children is actively shared by man and wife, all ·members 

of the family benefit, particularly if both parents are. relatively healthy 

and competent. Children have two positive, -affectively significant others 

to serve as models, as sources of motivation and emotional support. ' The 

wife whose husband shares actively in childrearing responsibilities has an 

opportunity to cultivate abilities and interests outside of and independent 

from husband and children . Without independent role ·resources, a woman 

feels vulnerable and resentful. A "martyr" who serves the cause of others 

and never herself impo~es a burden ~f guilt on her husband and .children that 

is alienating and self-defeating. Thus overinvestment in family roles can 

be as stifling to the mind and spirit of healthy, well-educated women as 

overinvestmen~ in the job is for men. 

The "feminine mystique" that spread among the American middle class in 

the fifties -was an att~mpt to legitimate anew the traditional division of 

labor between· the sexes in the economy and within the home. For the economy, 

particu~arly for the large corporate struct~res in which an increasingly 

la~ge proportion of the male labor force is employed, a revival and accen~ 

tuation of traditional sex role divisions has had positive functions, 

because it provided a rationale for directing the full energies and loyalties 

of men toward the corporlltion while insuring that' their wives would enthusias

tically _take on single-handedly the tasks and responsibilities of running a 

home and socia_lizing children. 2 

For .marriage and family GOhesion, such accentuated role differentiation 

between husband and wife have had negative consequences, because it under

mi nes love, intimacy and companions~ip, ·which constitute the chief emotional 
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and ideological bases for marriage in modern, secular societies. The 

traditional bases for marital. solidarity--the economic functions, sacramen

tal significance, the social imbeddedness in larger social networks--have 

greatly . declined in importance as preservators of marriage. The diffuse 

solidarity that di~tinguishes true love relationships from instrumental . or 

exploitative ones, increasingly has become the reason for marrying and for 

preserving a marriage. The division of labor between the sexes has tradi

tionally been a structural source of estrangement and alienation between 

husband and wife, but in earlier eras other strong constraints existed to 

prevent the dissolution of marriages. Such constraints are very much 

weakened or altogether absent among increasing numbers of subgroups in con

.. temporary society. 

The rising rate of divorce in contemporary society, ~or the most part, 

is not an indication of disenchantment with ,marriage as an institution,. but 

rather a reflection of ·the rising demands and ex"Pectations from marriage on 

the one hand, and the weakening of the economic and ideological constraints 

against divorce. the fact is that the proportion of ever-married people 

in America is higher today than in any former era. Furthermore, the rate 

of ·r~marriage has shown a stea_dy increase not only among younger divorced· 

individuals but also among the middle-aged, although with increasing age 

the remarriage chances of women decline, owing to the shorter life expec

tancy of males compared to females and to the greater availability of 

potential mates to men of females from considerably yo\Jnger age groups. 

The subgroups traditionally most vulnerable to divorce continue to have 

a higher incidence of divorce. People who marry very young .still run a 

higher risk of ·divorce than · others . People in lower socio-economic groups 

are more likely to divorce than those in higher class positions. 

. . . . 
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Childless couples ~re more prone to divorce than couples with children. 

Divorce rates are higher among couples with different religious backgrounds 

taan between those who share a common faith. N·on-church attenders have 

higher rates of divorce than church attenders, etc. Since the average age 

of marriage has shown a decline since· World War II, the size of this divorce 

prone group has increased. Siinilarly, the rising incidence of :interfaith 

marriages, and of people without reli~ious ties have contributed to rising 

divorce rates. But divorce rates are also. rtsing among sub- groups with a 

traditional_ly greater immunity to divorce. Thus divorce is occurring more 

frequently among married people with minor children: Rising rates of employ-

ment among married women and rising job opportunities at higher occupational 

levels for women makes divorce a more available option than in former era~ 

to unhappily married people. Finally, the trend toward younger average 

age of marriage, · eviaent since the end of World War II, combined with a 

considerably e~tended life span will, I believe, lead to an increase in 

divorce among middle aged people approaching or in the post-parental phase 

of married life. Although there has been a rise in birth rates since 

World War II, the evidence suggests that it was a short-term trend, a reac-

tion to -the delays in start'ing or completing a family caused by the great 

depression and the war among people. of child-bearing age. The most recent 

statistics indicate that that trend has run its course, and that there w-ill 

be a return among comtemporary youth to the long-term trend toward smaller 
I . 

family size, a trend initially promoted by urbanizat·ion and industrialization 

·.in the twentieth century that wi.ll be abetted hy easier and more effective 

birth control devices; by the risfo g awareness of the dangers of overpopulation; 

and by the rising advocacy of work careers for women as a mechanism for 
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promo.q.ng equality between .the sexes. Smaller sized families, in turn,. 

will mean the .completion of child rearing responsibilities for married 

couples earlier in the life cycle than in former eras . The post parental 

phas~ of married lif~ nowagay~ begin5> on the average, in the later forties~ 

Married people, still in the prime of life and with the prospect of nearly 

a quarter of a century left to live will be less content to stay in marriages 

ridden with boredom or conflict. If they feel they have ot her more satisfy-

ing alternatiYes, such as the psssibility of re- marriage, and, .added to that, 

the possibility of .work careers~ for women, middle-aged people in the 

future, I expect, will -become more prone to divorce than has been the case 

in· the past. 

In short, I see little prospect of a qecline .in the pr oportions of people 

who will enter marriages and bear children. But what is looming i~ an 

increase in the incidence of serial monogamy, Le., of ·people who will have · 

two or three marriages during their life-time; an increase of divorced 

women relative to divorced men, particularly in middle and later life; and 
., 

an increase in the incidence of divorce among married cou]l.les with minor 

children. What is changing is not the popular~ty of marriage and family 

but the number and duration of marriages and families of procreation that 

individuals will. participate in during .their lifetime . 

f 4 t I 
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II. ·.Socialization and Expectations of Youth 

Burgeon_ing col~ege enrollments in the sixties reflected the rise in 

birth rate of the later forties and fifties in the middle classes and also 

·a rise in the proportion of youth from better-off working class families 

sending their children to college. 
. . 

A sharp contrast exists between college youth of the fifties and that 

of the sixties. The former, the birth cohort of the thirties, w~s a much 

smaller one, reflecting the low birth rates during the depression era. 

A number of more mature students, veterans of the Korean War were present 

on co_llege campuses. Though college youth were largely from upper mid.dle and 

.rising middle class homes, overall they came· from less affluent home~ than 

the youth of the sixties. The repressive political era of McCarthy inhibited 

political interest and activity. Youth were dedicated to vocationa~ goals 

· and having ftm. Fraternities and sororities dominated campus culture. 

These youth identified with their parents' aspirations for them. A lucrative 

and high status career and a happy marriage, a domestic wife and healthy, 
as 

well-adj uste~ children for them, /for their parents, encompas_sed the range 

of their ambitions. Security--economic, political and social--was the 

dominant theme of life in the fifties. It represented a respite from economic 

struggle and from the upheavals of life produced by the war. 

During the fifties, a more humane and permissive mode of child rearing 

became widely established in the middle class. The themes of Freud gained 

wide currency among the better educated segments of the population. The 

rather sp~rtan mode of socialization--restrictive and lacking warmth--

practiced by white Protestant Anglo-saxon parents in the twenties and 

thi"rties and the authoritarian me t hods that prevailed in working class 

Protestant and Catholic homes came under heavy criticism from psychologists 

-7-
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and childrearing experts. Rigidit,y, coldness, severity al'!-d punitiveness in 

child rearing came gradually to be recognized as tmneceasary and even harm

ful to personality development: 

The 1~51 edition of Infant Care, published by U.S. Children's Bureau, 

recoimnended ·more permissive methods of infant care than had been advocated 

in earlier eeitions. Dr. Spock's book, Baby.and Child Care, witty, humane, 

arid wise, provided new · guidelines for raising healthy children. His .book, 

which sold in the millions, disseminated a developmental view of the human 

being. He emphasized the great importance of maternal affection, nurturance, 

understanding and tolerance ~n . infancy and early childhood in laying the 

fotmdation of a healthy per~onality. He laid stress on the individuality 

of each child, and discourag~d parents from putting pressure on their children 

to adhere to foreordained time-tables and elaborate roles and restrictions, 

in feeding, toilet. training, and the like. He advised_ strongly against 

abrupt weaning, coercive practices in toilet training and control of in fan-, 

tile ~d childhood sex play, and sensitized parents to their children's 

need to explore and experiment and to test ·their growing sense of au.tonomy 

as motor and language skills develop. Re advised parents · to forego ptmish

ment and instead rely on milder forms of control, such as verbal admonishment 

and e2q>lanation. Spock spoke out fervently agai~st the use of fear and 

intimidation in socializing children .and led parents to appreciate that 

far greater dangers lie in undue restrictiveness than in loving, nurturant 

and tolerant socialization methods. 

The traditional sex differentiation in the socialization of the sexes 

declined in the upper middle class over the past few decades. Boys and 

'. '. 

girls, as they are growing up, are accorded much the same treatment by mothers. 
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Indeed, my research shows this to be a characteristic that distinguishes 

the middle class from the w~ite working class. The gap in the educ~tional 

attainment .of the sexes has · narrowed. Throughout the· stage .of youth, there is 

a growing equality and openness between the sexes. Less. defensive masculinity 

and less m~nipulative femininity is clearly evident among college youth today. 

Expressive of this is the long hair and the · sexless and unpretentious mode 

of dress among both sexes found today among upper middle class youth. There 

is a greater friendliness and a greater sense of equality :between young 

men a~d women than in ·former eras. 

The strategy of inf ant and early chiidhood socialization described 

above is a highly appropriate one for a democratic socfety, which puts a hig~ 

premium on respe~t for the integrity of the individual, encourages democratic 

participation and control, and which requires and rewards high levels of 

intellectual knowledge and skili amo~g its citizenry to' ma~ the complex and 

highly elabora·ted occupational sys tern of our urban-industrial sod.ety . 

Ah important element in the rising expectations of contemporary educated 

youth, reflected in their criticisms of marriage and family in contemporary 

society, has been the more enlig~tened mode of their socialization, compared 

to the way children were reared in the pas~. It may se~m paradoxical to 

say that a more lovipg and enlightened mode of socializing children .is an 

important basis for the critical stance of modern youth, but actually it is 

not. Young people who have been reared with love and understanding, who 

have not been coerced and discipl1ned to obey adult authority but instead 

have been encouraged to express their opinions and form their own judgments, 

who. have never suffered material deprivation and therefore can afford to be 
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non-materialistic, quite understandably develop high standards and high 

expectations about the quality of life and the 'unctioning of in$titutions 

in their own sqciety. A conce.n::i for justice, a yearning for love· and for 

community are lu:Xuries that only the affluent and educated can afford. 

The brutishness of the struggle for existence takes up all the energies of 

the poor. For them, as Brecht wrote, "erst kommt das magen, denn kommt die 

morale." 

What is under attack among today's educated youth is the isolation of 

the nuclear family~ its lack of imbeddedness in commUn.al networks and the 

stultifying effects on men and women produce·d by the divisiqn of labor 

between the sexes at home and at work. · Male youth fear the seduction of 

the market place, the materi~listic pursuit of success and the erosion of 

playfulness and openness in their lives inside and outside the family. 

Young women fear the end o~ personal freedom and self-realization when they 

marry and start families. Despite their fears and skepticism, they~ 

marrying and establishing families. However, many youth today are determined 

to change the n.ature of family life. They seek to break down traditional 

role divisions between the sexes. and to break down the isolation of the 

nuclear family. 'nJ.ey are looking for new ways to link family members indivi

dually and as a collectivity into new .j!orms of community life. 

(. . . 
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. Part II.I 

.A Comparative Survey of Jews and Non-Jews 

My current. research on Maternal child-rearing i;;trategies that relates 

to scholastic ability of fifth and sixth grade children contains a wide 

range of data on family structure and socialization of children among 

various religious sub-groups, including Jews, that constitute American 

society. 4 This . section of the paper will report and discuss comparative 

findings concerning Jews' and non~Jews' family structure, current status, 

origin status , intergenerational changes in status and socialization prac

tices, current orientations and socialization patterns, IQ and scholastic 

ac~ievement o~ children, and social participation patterns of mothers and 

children in the s~mple. In the presentation of findings I concentrate 

more on patterns of similarity or diffe~ence between Jews and other groups 

than on the magnitude of these differences. 

My sampl e· was deliberately not drawn on a probability basis for reasons 

that are too complicated to enumerate here. Regular and consistent patterns 

of differences between Jews and other sub- groups are to be trusted, I 

believe, even where the rnagn,itudes of difference are not large. Some 

differences between Jews and the two sub-groups most similarly located in 

the stratification system remain s i.gnificant after SES is co-varie~ and in 

some comparisons these differences disappear partly or altogether. When 

differences completely .disappear, one concludes that those differences are 

explained by differences ·in SES among the sub:-groups. · When, however, some 

r 'c.s'idual differences remain, and even contlnue to be statistically significant, 

.it can be taken as an indication of persisting sub-cultural differences 

between Jews and non-Jews. Both kinds of findings are interesting and are 

therefore reported and discussed. 

--11-
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Protestants constitute the largest and most heterogeneous religious 

grouping in the United States. Many studies have shown marked differences 

in the social and economic composition of various Protestant-denominations 

and these differences are clearly evident in my sample. Episcopalians, 

Presbyter.ians, and Congregationalists (whom I shall hereafter refer to as 

"high Protestant") resemble Jews and non-reli~ious mothers5 more than they 

do other Protestants. However, though they exhibit more likenesses to each 

other, than each does to any other religious sub-group, there are small 

but consistent patteras of differences between. high Protestants, Jews and 

non-believers that are interesting and meaningful . Jews, in short, have 

many more things in common with high Protestant.s and the non- religious 

people in the communities studied, than with other religious sub-groups • 

. At the same .time, they are also distinctive in a numbe.r of ways, owing to 

their history and their culture. 

It is a reasonable assumption that to the extent that Jews associate 

with· non-Jews at work, in thei~ neighborhoods, and their social and organiza-

tional life, their contacts will be mainly with high Protestants and the 

non-religious members in their community, for they are the groups with whom 

Jews have most in common from the ~tandpoint of current status, educational 

attainment, family .structure, style of life, socialization practices, and 

the. scholastic performance of their children. Whatever influence is exchanged 

is most likely to occur between Jews and these two sub-groups of non-Jews. 

Indeed, their similarities may well be, to some degree at least, a reflection 

of existing contacts between them. 

. 
Jews, high Protestants and non-religious women, as a rule, are located 

in the upper middle class, in my sample , at least. Their scores on the Duncan 

f. I ( 
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SES scale (range= 0-89) are .well above those of.other reiigious sub-groups. 

High Protestants have the lowest mean SES score (66) among the three groups, 

Jews stand intermediate ' (72) and the non-religious are highest (74) . The 

educational atta:j.nmen,t of the women and their husbands in these three groups 

follow the· same rank order. So does the amount .of intra-generational socio-

economic mobility experienced by couples from the tinie of marriage to the 

·.present in the· three groups. · (See Table 1.) 

Table 1 

The Numbe~ of White Mothers in Each Religious 
Sub-Group, Their Mean SES Score, and Their 

and Their Husbands' Mean Educational A~taii:unent 

Religious 
Affiliation 

Mean Socio
Economic Status 

Score* 

Mean 
Educational 

Score 
Number Respondent Husband 

Protestant 

Low: Baptist and .other 
Fundamentalists 

Middle: . Methodists and 
Lutherans 

High: Episcopalians, 
Presbyterians, 
Congregationalists 

Catholics . 

Jews · 

Unitarians, Ethical Culture, 
Non-Religious 

TOTAL 

240 

(64) 46 . 4. 8 

(85) 54 5. 5 

(91) 66 6.2 

95 46 5.0 

109 72 6 . 4 

67 74 6.7 

5ll 

· ~ · Intragenerational Mobility Mean Seo.res are: Low Protestant 4.6, 
mi.ddle Protestant 7.6, High Protestant 11.0,, Catholic 1.2, ,Jews 12.9, and 
no~-religious 14.8. 

·5 . 0 

5.9 

6.5 

5.0 

6.8 

7 . 0 
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Protestants have longer . tenure in America than either .Jews ·or 

· catholics~ since the first settJ.ers of this nation and the earlier waves 

of immigrants were from Protestant countries in Western Europe. Thus, 

the overwhelming majority .of hlgh Protestants in our .sample are .at least 

thi.rd generation (85 percent) compared to two thirds in this category among 

Jews and non-believers. About a quarter of our Jewish and non-religious 

respondents are second generation (2.4 percent in each group) . Only a 

neglig.ible proportion of respondents in these groups are foreign born. The· 

· virtually identical generational distribution among Jews and non-believers 

strengthens my belief. that many of the l atter are Jews by birth who have 

rejected their jewish identity. If this is the case then it is of int ere.st 

to compare their family origin characteristics to those of identified Jews, . 

for it suggests some hypotheses about the correl ates of defection from Jewry. 

Although the generational composition of the non-religious group is 

'. ' . 

the same as that among Jews, they originated in families of higher .. socio

economic status (SES origin score= 59) than either Jews · (53) or high 

Protestants (55) . It is interesting, in· this connection, that amorig identified 

Jews, reform Jews originated in higher status families (56) compared to con

servative Jews (49) and or:thodox Jews (47). The movement away from tradi

tional Judaism, in short, varies directly with socio-economic origins. One 

could speculate, therefore, that the non-religious women in our sample 

probably originated mainly in reform families, and carrying speculation 

one step further, I would expect that the "reform" children in our sample 

will furnish the largest proportion of ihe next generation's wave of defectors 

from Jud ~t.i ~m, unlt.~::;:; new forms of f ntcrvent!on develop 1.n the Jt~wish Community 

to counteract this tendency. 
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Jewish respondents exhibit the ~ghest intergenerational mobility in 

the sample. Their mean upward mobility . score ~s 19 compared to 15. amo~g 

the non-religious and 11 among high Protestants. In short, though movement 

from the lower mi~dle to the upper middle class characterizes all three 

groups, the Jews' origins relative to the others was slightly lower; their 

degree of upward mobility has been somewhat greater; and since marriage, 

their mobility has been somewhat higher than high Protestants but lower than 
I 

the non-religious. In terms of currerit status, they typically fall between 

the high ·Protestants and the non-religious. 

Whatever other c9mparisons one makes with respect ·to assorted correlates 

of .current stat us, Jews rank h~gher than high Prot.estants but lower than non-

religious respondents in the sample. Thus they occupy an intermediate 

position with respect to their educational attainment and their husband's 

educational attainment, their three closest .f°riends ' socio-economic status 
\. 

and average educational attainment, and on exposure to middle class neighbor-

hood influences. (See Table 2.) 

An indication that all these differences are a direct function of 

their intermediate ·socio-economic status, i~ that they :virtually disappear 

when current socio-economic status is held constant. By the same token, 

the higher scores of reform mothers c9mpared to conservative and orthodox 

ones on the abovementioned variables are a function of their higher current 

socio-economic status. . On~ exception to the pattern occurs with respect . 

tci the orthodox group. Among the Jews, orthodox women on the average have the 

lowest educational attainment, but their husbands' educational attainment is 

virtually the 'same as that of reform husbands. In short-, the difference 

between the educational attainment of husband and wife i .s greatest among 

the orthodox families in our study . IQ and achievement scores of children, in 
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Tab1e 2 

.Other Correlates of Current . Status · Amo~g. 

Three Religious Groups and Three .Jewish Sub-Gro.ups 

. . ·Jewish · Sub..:.Grou2s 
-~ .. 

Conser- Ort ho-
. .. High . . ... . . . .. ' ·. ·. Non- Reform vative . · dox 
Protestant Jews ·· Religious · · (N=59) (N=40) (N=lO) 

Respondent.' s 
Education 6. 2 6 .. 4 6.7 6.6 6.2 6.0 

Husband's 
Education 6 . 5 6.8 7.0 7.·0 6.5 6.9 

Three Closest Friends' 
Sod.al Character.is tics:. 

Mean SES Score 64 67 73 68 67 65 

Mean Education 4.5 4.8 5.0 4 . 5 4.2 4.2 

Middle Class Neigh-
borhood Exposure 2.2 2.3 ·2. 5 2.3 2.2 2.2 

Score, 

general, vary more with the .educational attainment of their mother .than with 

that of their father. '.I1le fact that Jewish orthodox women's average years 

of schooling is the lo~est among Jews, as well as lower than the average of 
. . 

high Protestant and non- religious women, may account for their children's 

lower scholastic achievement scores relative to these othet groups (to be 

discussed .later) • 
. 

. The organizational participation of Jewish mothers relative to thei.r 

n~m,....Jewish count~rparts follows a different pattern. ·. 'Membership in voluntary 

associations is h.fgher on .t}:le average among Jewish women in our sample (2 • .5) 

than among high Protes~ants (2 .1) and than non-religious women · (1. 7). When 

SES · is covaried, the par~icipation of non-religious women remains significantly 
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lower than that ' of Jews .and hi.gh Protestants.6 Thus . it appears that the 

traditionally high involvement of Jews in communal .activities compared to 

non-Jews continues. Th~ non-religious, in contrast, having cut themselves 

off from their religious and ethnic community, do not appear to compensate 

for this loss by increasing their involvement in other forms of assoc~ational 

membership in the general community. Secularization, the findings above 

suggest, dest roys traditional bases for participation in sub-comniunities 

within the. larger society, leadi~g to greater individuation and privatiza-

tion of adults at the cost of a loss of a sense of community. Non-believers 

apparently do not as a rule find new substitutes for the old community ties, 

and therefore must depend more heavily' on marr iage and occupation, the two 

core institutional roles, to p,rovide anchoring points of identity •. An 

"overload" is placed on these two circuits. It is not .that marriage and 

occupational roles are l ess satisfying than in former eras, but that the 

expectations and demands placed on them are far greater now, owing to the 

decline of participation in other significant and gratifying social roles. 

Empirical evidence exists that marital satisfaction is higher among 

people who participate in extended social networks of kin or friends . 

Evidence from other studies suggest that more . egualitarian power relations 

between husbands and wives develop ' when the latter have meaningful social 

roles outside the immediate family, such as organizational . participation or 

gainful employmeat.1 

It is interesting _from this perspective to com~are Jews and their non-

Jewish counterparts with respect to employment . status and incidence of divorce. 

. . . I 
While Jewish mothers exhibit hight!r organizational participation than non-

believers, they less often hold jobs than the lat~er, at lJast in the middle 

J 

) 
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class. While .near.ly half th.e non:--religious middle class women are · ~ployed, 

not quite two fifths of their Jewish and high Protestant counterparts hold 

jobs. 

Middle Class 

Working Class 

. N 

Table 3 

Percent Employed Mothers 
by SES and . Religion. 

High Protestants · 

37 (80) 

36 (11) 

91 

'Jews · Non-Religious 

38 (104) 48 (63) 

40 (5) 25 (4) 

109 67 . 

The proport'ion of divorced mothers in our sample is clearly lowest 

among the Jews (4 percent in the middle class and none ·in the working class) 

and highest among high Protestant (15 percent in the middle class, 36 . percent 

in the working class). Among the non-religious, the rate among the middle 

class is similar to high Protestants (11 percent), but like the Jews in that 

non~ of the few working class respondents are divorced. Looking only at 

employment status among married middle class women in the three groups, the 

proportion employed is lowest among high Protestants (23 percent), among .Jews 

it . is intermediate (35 percent) and among the non-religious it is highest 

(43 percent). 

In short, marital stability is highest among the Jews and Jewish women 

are also most active in voluntary associations. They are employed more often 

than high Protestants but less often than their non-religious counterparts. 

These data together wit~ data from Robert Winch 's study showing that Jews 

participate more in kinship networks8 . than non-Jews .. suggest .a possible 
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explanation for the greater·: stability of Jewish marriages compared . to non

Jews similarly. loca~ed in the .stratification system • . It may .well .be that 

the "overload" of demand on the· marital relationship is less among Jews 

because they have other optiona+ social roles that · constitute alternative 

sources -0£ involvement and gratification ·for each of the marital partners. 

Greater imbeddedness in organizational networks and extended kinship 

networks affor ds each marital partner satisfactions· outside the marriage~ 

satisfactions of a non-sexual c~aracter that do not violate the norm of 

sexual fideli ty, as extra-marital sexual relationships do, but at the same 

time provide relief and refreshment from the boredom that of ten affects 

marriages in which familial role.s r epresent the sole sources of emotional 

gratification . That is ·not to say that Jews do not invest heavily in their 

family lives. Traditionally they have done so, and from all indications 

they continue to do so . But it is also part of the Jewish cultural tradi

tion, that apparently continues, to give proper weig~t also to roles outside 

the core institutional roles of spouse, parent, and breadwinner. Religious· 

·ortho~oxy has waned amo1:1g Jews just as it has among non-Jews, but many, Jews 

involve themselves in the cause of. Israel and service Retworks in loca'l · 

Jewish collilllu~ities. The big question, of course, is the continuity of these 

traditions among today ' s Jewish youth, the coming generation of adults~ 

At this point it is appropriate to ·introduce the final set of data 

from my study that compares the orientations and socialization practices 

of contemporary Jewish mothers with those of their n?n-Jewish counterparts. 

One question that the research addresses is .intergenerational continuities 

and changes . ~n selected family· characteri~tics · and maternal practices in the 

.family of origin of the mothers in the sample. 
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A comparison of number of siblings of respondents in family of origin 

with -current family size reveals that Jewish women average fewer siblings · 

than e·ither high Protestants or the non-religious women, whose size of origin 

family is virtually identical to each other. All three groups exhibit a 

tendancy toward a higher birth rate than that of their mothers. High Pro

testants show the greatest gaip (+1.3), the Jews are intermediate (1.1), 

and .the non-religious gained least (+0.9). However, since Jews' (both 

responden.ts and ~heir husbands) origin family size was lowest of any group 

in the sample, even with the rise in .their birth rate they continue to have 

a smaller numbe·r of children on the average (2. 7) than ·the .non-religious 

(3.0) and high Protestants (J.5), as well as all other sub-groups sampled. 

In short , with respect to family size, Jews exhibit continuity ·in their posi-

· tion relative to other sub-groups of the population. If these findings are 

representative of the nation at large, it would sugge~t tha~ the absolute 

number of children born to Jews has inc_reased since World War II as compared 

to the pre-World War II era, but that. there has been no gain in representation 

of Jews in the cohorts of youth in the. teens and twenties relative to other 

religious sub-groups in the nation. If anything there· has been a decline, 

since a sizeable number of the non-religious sub-group were born Jews but are 

rearing their children as non-Jews. 

The sample mothers were asked to r .ate their mothers with respect to 

strictness, amount of physical punishment, and af1;ectionateness. Compared 

to all other sub-groups , Jewish women 's mothers rank lowest on use of ' physical -- . 

punishment (1.6) and lowest on the use of strictness (2.9). The respective 

scores of mot.hers of high Protestant,s were 2.0 ·and 3.3, and that of mothers of 

non-religious respondents was 1.8 and .3.1, respectively for physical punish-

ment and strictness. On affectionateness, high Protestants gave their moth~rs · 

the highest average rank (3.4), the mothers of Jewish women ranked second 

j. . i: 
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(3. 2), and the mothers of · non-,.religious . respondents ranked third (2 .• 9). 
I 

Indeed, the latter ranked lower than any.other sub-group in the white sample 

on affectionateness. While these differences are not large they are 

suggestive. If close affectiye bonds.to the mother ~s a cornerstone of 

Jewish identity, more defectors from Ju<iaism might be expected among 

women who 'had bee~ reared by cold mothers than among women re~req 'by ~ore 

affectionate mothers. Furthermore, since warmth and affectionateness toward 

children is a traditional characteristic of Jewish women, coldness might 

signify that estrangement from. Jewish ways was already present in the homes 

in which non-religious respondents were born and reared. 

A comparison of the scores of respondents' practices toward their own 

children shows less dif fere~ces among the three sub-groups than existed among 

their mothers• Thus en af~ectionateness toward their children their s9ores 

are identical (i°.8); on the use of coercive forms of pun'ishment, high 

Protestants are slightly higher (2.3) than Jews (2.2) and non-religious (2.1) 
. . 

women; on restrictiveness, the same rank order as ·above obtains among high 

Protestants (4.8), Jews (4.6) and the non-religious (4 . 4). Ln sho~t, inter-

generational gains in affectionateaess among the non-re'ligious have occurred 

equalizing affectionateness in the three groups. In the present generation 

of mothers, Jews are no longer ' the lowest . on coercive punishment and 

restrictiveness; non-religious mothers pr·esently use negative reinforcement 

techniques least: high Protestants continue to use these techniques .-

relatively more thanJews and the non-religious (but they have cllower scores 

than Catholics and lower status Protestants). 

Taken together, these findings suggest .that an exchange of influence--

or ·a regression toward the ~ean--has taken place among high Protestants and 

Jews with respect to discipline. While both ~roups use disciplinary lightly, 
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relative to .other .religious sub-groups, ·Protestants intergenerationally have 

become relatively more 'enlightened . The .Jews, possibly assimilating the ways 

.of non-Jews, show an intergenerational trend relative · to ·the · tt·end ·among 
.. .. .. .. .. .. , . .. . 

their ·non..;.Jewish · countetp·atts towards slightly greater reliance on physical 
9 . . 

punishment and restrictiveness . The non-religious have the lowest scores 

on restrictiveness and on use of coercive forms of discipl~ne. Their low 

coerciveness may be a factor in the higher achievement of their children 

relative to high Protestant and Jewish children, since my research shows 

~hat coerciveness, in general, is a negative correlate to IQ and achievement. 

In. contrast, high positive interaction between mother and child and 

high c·ognitive stimulation of pres~hool children, is a positive correlate 

of scholastic achievement in later childhood. On these two components of 

maternal behavior Jews· occupy an intermediate .pos~tion betweeri high Protes-

tants and non-religious mothers. To be specific, the mean early interaction 

score of high Protestants is 5.9 com~ared t~ 6.0 among Jews and 6 . 2 amorig 
. . 

the non~religious. Similarly with respect to preschool cognitive st:{.mulation, 

high Protestants' mean score· is 10.4, Jews is 10.~ and that of the non-

religious is 11.0. 

With respect to tolerance of mothers, that is, non-punitive responses 

to temper outbursts and criticism from chfldren, another positive correlate 

of scholastic achievement in later childhood, Jewish and non-religious 

mothers have identical ·scores ( 5 .6) compared to the slightly lower mean 

tolerance scores found among high Protestant mother~ (5.4). 

Jews occupy the ' fitst rank on two variables that are positively associated 

with scholastic achievement in fi f th and sixth grade children. Mean cultural 

enrichment scores (nursery .school , summer camp, musical instrument lessons) 
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are highest among Jews · (2.4), the non-religi.ous rank second ·(2.0), (though 

they outrank Jews on SES and educational .attainment) and high Protestants 

rank lowest (1.6) on thi~ variable. 

The other variable on which Jews outrank the .other two groups, not 

surprisin~ly, is on their level ·.£[ aspiration for children's combined 

educational and occupational attainment. Very high aspiration levels were 

already plainly apparent among Jewish immigrant mothers earlier in the 

century. Their daughters and granddaughters, the moth~rs in ; my sample, 

continue that tradition. Their mean score of 2.6 is higher than that of 

non-religious respondents (2.4) and high ?rotestants (2.2). Merely in pas-

sing let me note that although generally high aspirations is a positive 

correlate of schoiastic a~hievement in later childhood, girls' achievement · 

is affected more ~han that of boys by maternal aspirations. (Our study 

contains no data on paternal aspiration level.) 

With respect to educational expectations, that is, the amount of educa-

tion mothers a.ctually expect their children to get, Jews also rank · slightly 

higher (5.1) than the non-religious women (5.0) and considerably higher 

than high Protestants (4.6). These three groups outrank other Protestants 

and Catholics on the above variables just as they do on all variables 

positively associated with scholastic ability. 

Despite the higher aspirational levels of Jews and their higher exp·ec-

tations with respect to educational attainment, their children's mean 

scholastic achievement scores (in later childhood) is about the same as 

that of high Protestant children and lower th.an the children of non-religious 

mothers by nearly one stanine. Jewish children's I.Q. scores are also slightly 

. . . 10 
lower than the non-religious, as Table 4 shows. 

' 
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Table 4 
. . 

Children's IQ and .Achievement Scores by .Religion 

Religion 
Children's 
Mean Scores ~-Hi_._g~h~· P_r_o_t_e __ s_t_a_n~t~~~-J_e_w_i_s_h __ ~~-N_o_n~~-R_e_l_i~g~i_o_ti_s~---

IQ 109 110 112 

Achievement Stanine 
Score (Math+ .Reading) 6.6 6.6 7.4 

However, children from these three groups have higher IQ and achiev~ment 

scores on the average than children from any of the other religious groups 

in the sample. I can only speculate at this point about the lower showing 

of Jewish children related to the non-religious~ The fact that ~on-religious 

women have more years of schooling than Jewish women may account for the 

difference, since in general mother's education is a strong positive correlate 

of IQ and a~hievement of children. Maternal practices are also, o~ course, 

related to a mother's education . Non~religious women engage somewhat more 

than Jewish women in early interaction and cognitive stimulatiQn of their 

children in their preschool years. Both these variables are positively 

related to IQ and scholastic achievement in fifth and ·sixth graders. Further 

analysis still remains to be done in order to test the above mentioned 

explanatory hypotheses. 

To conclude this report of findings are the ranks of Jewish children 

relative to non-Jews on two var i ables dealing with the nature of social 

'participation of children in later childhood. Jewish children rank lowest on 

participation in ·formal groups (.98) compared to a high of (1 . 4) among high 

Protestants and an intermediate mean score (1.1) among the non-religious. 
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This perhaps is not. surprising considering that the formal groups for 

children of that age, such as the Boy Scouts and Campfire group5> have ·a 

lingering . WASP aura about them that would make them less appealing to 

Jews and uicidentally aiso to Catholic .children who resemble Jews on this 

variable more than the various Protestant groups in the sample. That Jewish 

and Catholic childr~n are less apt. to be "joiners" than Protestants may 

reflect a comparative dearth of formal organizations for children of later 

childhood age in .Catholic and Jewish communities. 

The low formal partfcipat·ion of Jewish children is not predictive, 

however·, of adult behavior, since, as mentioned earlier, Jewish mothers 

have the highest formal organizational participation sco-res in the sample. 

For Catholics there is greater continuity between childhood and adult 

patterns of formal group membership, since both Catholic mothers and 

Catholic children rarik the lowest in the sample on number of formal group 

. 
memberships. Continuity in rank is also exhibited among children and 

mothers in non-religious homes. In both life stages they rank third highest. 

Children from high Protestant homes rank first in formal group participa-

tion, but thei~ mothers are outranked by Jewish mothers in extent of formal 

group membership. This finding suggests that the Jewish community provides 

more avenues for formal participation for its adults than for its children. 

Providing formal avenues of participation in later childhood may be one 

means of reinforcing Jewish identification of children in this .stage of 

childhood and in adolescence. It may also be an important means . by which 

to reduce the paternalism of Jewish commuil.ity life, which affords few 

organized avenues f.or youth to voice their views or to undertake ·responsible 

action with:Ln the Jewish community. 
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In terms of '. teligious :hetetogeneity .Qf_·p1ayrnates in later childhood, 

~ewish children rank .lowest among all sub-groups in ·the sample (1.5). High 

Protestant and low Protestant chi.J.dren are intermediate in rank, with respect 

to religious heterogeneity of playmates (1.7 and 1.8). Children of Catholics, 

middle Protestants and non-religious mothers rank highest (1.9) on religious 

heterogeneity of playmates. The tendency of Jewish children to have playmates 

with the same religious background may reflect a preference pattern rather 

than reflect Jewish r ·esidential concentration, since the two sub-communities 

from which most of our Jewish respondents were drawn are characterized by 

more than average diversity of backgrounds in terms of race , religion; 

and ethnicity. 
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IV. Conclusion 

In a rapidly changing society, the .family and its functions are 

subject to continuing changes and reevaluations. This has never been 

more true than it is today. The family is presen~ly the subject of 

searching examination, of criticism and controversy. Proposals to reform 

or abolish the family have been made; various alternatives to the conjugal 

family are being tried by tiny segments of the population; but throughout 

all .the furor, young people are marrying and establishing new families 

just as in past generations. ·That is not to say that they are approaching 

these tasks in precisely the same way or with the same expectations as 

their parents. S9me young people, although they do not by any means 

consti~~te the. majority, are making a serious effort . to change those 

forms and practices of marriage and family life . that they consider destruc

tive to their personal integrity or to that of their children. t salute 

these young people for their courage and for their willingness to make the 

effort to change what . they do not l ike. To change always entails risk, 

but in a changing society, not changing may entail even greater risks. 

The Jews have traditionally had a strong and stable f arnily life 

because the family was an essential part of religious practice and ritual 

and because the Jewish community provided auxiliary mechanisms· of support 

in times of personal or social crises, thereby inhibiting the spread 

of deviant or destructive effects of breakdowns in family life. 

Let me also add, that the Jews are the one people in the western 

. wqrld who attempted and successfully institutionalized a radicaily dif

ferent form of family life in the context of the Kibbutz. The success of 

the Kibbutz in Israel has given great impetus to the search for viable 

-27-
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alternatives to the isolated nuclear family among American youth. 

I do not know to what extent the Kibbutz and its dis~inctive form of · 

family is transferable to American urban society, but I suspect that 

with some modifications it may represent a viable experiment that could 

be undertaken with conununity support by some Jewish radical youth. In 

any case, it is worth consideration and study, as one possible direction 

of innovation within the Jewish conununity to strengthen Jewish identity 

within the context of American life. One does not have to be .a sage to 

predict, however, that communal living and child rearing will attract 

only a small minority of Jewish youth . Nevertheless, radical minorities 

can and often do influence the direction of change in a society over the 

long run. Such groups have need for a link to the larger Jewish community, 

and they can benefit more from their continuing allegiance to Judaism than 

from their alienation. 

The .' spread tm:iard maternal employment and rising rates of divorce 

that I expect among secular Jews would produce a need for, and greater 

interest in, high quality child care facilities for pre-school age children 

and for children in later childhood in strategically located parts of 

communities where there are substantial proportions of Jews. While these 

should have a secular character, they ought to contain a substantial 

amount of Jewish content, because childhood is clearly the best time for 

establishing ethnic identity. From all indications, the proportions of 

secular Jews will rise. Many will retain their Jewish identity but will 

suffer from a lack of knowledge about Jewish life and Jewish culture, and 

f°rom a lack of communal retnforce:~rr1vnt. They therefere will not be effective 

in transmitting their identificat.iPn to their children without supporting 

mechanisms provided by the ·commun:ity. Many Jewish parents who would not 

'I , • 
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undertake to send their children to after-school or week=end classes would 

be interested in high quality infant schools, nursery schools and after 

school facilities if bot.h parents work or constitute a one-parent family. 

Such pe9ple have the greatest need for such facilities, but other sub-groups 

would be attracted to them if they exist and flourish. 

There is no bett~r qualified group in America than the Jews to design 

and operate such facilities. The "Jewish mother" socializat ion strategy-

nurturant, encouraging, warm, etc.~-has been adopted by public and private 

experimental schools with great success. Staffing of such facilities 

and training of personnel . to op.erate them could involve volunteers of 

various kinds. I think particularly of the importance of involving older 

people to 'some degree. The old, after all, . are the repositories of tradi

ti0n and knowledge of the Jewish past. They need new roles where they can 

perform significant services for the community. · The community .and 

children, in par~icular, need them. Children and youth like_ and enjoy 

older people for th~y have time to listen and to learn of the past further 

distant than that of their parents. In this context , let me also mention 

the importance of recording the stories of childhoods in Europe, of songs, 

tales, etc., of the remnants of survivors of the immigrant generation 

while they are still alive, ·as materials for use with children and adults 

rather than merely for the use of scholars. 

Too often we think of ed.ucation as ending ·when people graduate high 

school or ·college. Education in a changing society ought to continue into 

the next stages of life as .well. There has been a growing impoverishment of 

knowledge about Jewish religion, Jewish history, Jewish life. It started 

with the second generation and is .even more pronounced in the third and 

later generations. Jewish parents should participate· in the establishment 
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and running of . day care centers, and becoming involved in such an enterprise 

might well develop an interest in learning more about Jews and Judais'!ll· On 

this score, I speak .fropi personal experience. Although I had a Jewish 

secular education, I had received no· religious instructton·. Now, although 

I am not religious, I would welcome an opportunity to read and study and 

discuss Judaism, for it would fulfill a need now that I did not ha~e when 

I .was growing up. There are many, many people in various stages of life 

past childhood experiencing the same need, who will not return to the 

synagogue but would utilize a secular· facility. 

In a few academic communities, interested parents have successfully 

started nursery schools Dr Sunday morming schools to strengthen their 

children's knowledge of and identification with Judaism and with Israel. 

Thereby, they hav~ . created new Jew.ish roles for their children and for 

themselves. Such innovations can be given further impetus to spread in 

other sub-communities of Jews. 

Finally, Jewish ·youth of high school and' col lege age must be brought 

into such enterprises. One of the serious problems of affluent youth is 

that they have no s·ignificant work to do that serve~ "someone besides 

themselves. They are not much interested in money, but they~ interested 

in service roles where they can perform work that needs to be. done. Among 

this generation of youth I find a great interest in children and in older 

people. Many Jewish college youth, for example, are inv6lved in tutorial 

programs for disadvantaged children, ·in VISTA and similar enterprises. 

They are good and responsible workers, because. they are intellig·ent and 

idealistic. Such young p·eople could. serve and be served by involvement 

and participation iri the creation and operati.on of facilities of the kind 

I have suggested and others as well. For them too there is a need to 

create new roles within the context of the Jewish conununity. 

of I I 
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Jewish identity cannot be sustained by the family 'aione; particularly 

in families where there is little knowledge of the Jewish past or present. 

New social roles within the Jewish community are needed,for identity 

is fostered and maintained by participation. in collectivities in which 

people come together for some shared practical interest or purpose. The 

strengthening of Jewish identity would occur as a by-product of such roles. 

Traditionally, religious institutions performed that function. The modern 

Synagogue does not and cannot perform this function for many identified 

Jews who wa.nt to perpetuate Judaism in their children and· their children's 

children. The action to meet these needs· can come from nowhere else except 

from existing or· new community enterprises. 

I urge you, however, not to follow a paternalistic path. · Involve 

youth in the planning and the operation of whatever new agencies you have 

to create. They are searching for new forms of community and need it 

more than. any ' other generation of Jews before them in America has needed 

it. And we need them! 
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4. The total sample consists of 1104 white and black middle class and 

working class mothers of fifth and sixth grade.children residing in 

metropolitan ehicago who were interviewed in 1968 . Data on their 

children's IQ and achievement scores were obtained from the schools 

covered in the sample. This is not a probability sample but what is 

known as a quota sample to insure large enough numbers of each of the 

above sub-groups to allow comparisons to be made between them. In 

this paper I will deal only with the whites in the sample. 

5. The composition of the non~religious sub-group is shown in the following 

table: 

Unitarian 

Ethical Culture 

No Religion 

TOTAL 
N 
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Middle Class 

34% 

5% 

61% 

100% 
59 

Working Class 

13% 

87% 

100% 
8 
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The proportion of respondents falling .in this category who are Jewish 

by birth cannot be ascertained, but i would guess. that the ethical 

culturists and the non-religious, at least, are ~ainly women of Jewish 

birth : 

6. Among Jewish mothers voluntary association participation is highest 

among reform women (2.6), conservatives rank eecond (2.5) and orthodox 

have the lowest scores (2.2). 

7. See Elizabeth Bott, .Family and Social Network, London: Tavistock 

Pulblications, 1957; and Joel Nelson, "Clique Contacts and Family 

Orientations," American Sociological Review, Vol. 21, 1966, pp. 663-672. 

8. Robert Winch, "Some Observations on E:xtended Familism in the United 

States," i .n Winch and Goodman, .QE.• cit., pp. 127.,-138. 

9. An equally plausible explanation is that these differences are a statis

tical artifact. Since Jews~ lowest" in the last generation they . had 

no place to go except up, whereas high Protes'tants. being initially 

high and following the general trend, could only go down • 

. 10. A breakdoWn ~f the Jewish sub-sampl~ shows that children from reform 

and conservative homes score very similarly on IQ, Achievement, and 

IQ relative to IQ, but that children of the small number of orthodox 

respondents in . our sample (N=lO) exhibi_t lower scores on all three 

measures. on IQ, they are about three points iower than the reform 

and conservative group and their mean achievement score is about one and 

one half stanines below the other two groups. Relative _ to their IQ, 

they are underachievers. The few orthodox ;mothers have somewhat less 

educational attainment scores (6.0) than the conservative (6.2) and 

reform (6.6) respondents. They show a similar_ magnitude of difference 
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in their current socio-economic status and in their family of origin 

status. Orthodox husband's educational attainment (6.9), however, 

is somewhat higher than that of conservative men (6.5), although lower 

than the reform men (7.0). These findings are only tentative, consider-

,ing the small number of orthodox women in our sample. 

.. 
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